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lXclitrtr's Notc.

propos ofthis issue's feature and

portlolio sections on houses and

restoration I thought I'd write
about the house where I live, which
was recently restored. It and manv

of its kind in the North Loop neighborhood were

built in the late 1940s as affordable housing for
soldiers returning lrom World War II and going

to school on the G.L Bitl. It is 800 sf on one stor-v

with two bedrooms, one bathroom, a kitchen,
and a living room. It's basically a rectangle in
plan, except that the rear bedroom extrudes

lrom the volume, creating a nice corner window

condition where I keep m,v desk. It's a no-frills
construction done as cheaply as possible. The

builders started by sinking cedar piers into the

ground, some as little as six inches deep. They
framed the floorjoists atop the piers and nailed

the oak floor directly to the lrame. The floor was

covered in tar paper to protect the finish, and

then the walls and roof were erected. Once the

house was enclosed, the tar paper was ripped up,

exposing the floor, and it was pretty much done.

Fast and cheap, yes, but the materials they

used were superb: The old-growth pine framing
the walls is hard as nails; the oak floor is still solid

after 70 years; and the rools clapboard is still
straight and sturdy. The rvood siding, however,

had suffered during its time under the Texas

sun, so the owner decided to replace it and the

windolvs, an exciting process I got to u,itness

first-hand. The old siding came off, exposing the

framing and the interior wall. There was no insu-

lation or weather barrier. Still, the framing was

in good shape with hardly any water damage. Up
went insulation, OSB, weather barrier, and new

fiber-cement siding, in roughly the same green

color. The nerv vinyl rvindows are equipped with
low-e, argon-filled IGUs. In short, this old drafty
house, designed to vent heat quickly at night, is
now an igloo that should make my air condition-
ing bills much more reasonable this summer.

It may have been alfordable housing at the

extreme northern verge of Austin when it was

built, but it isn't now! Today, the neighbor-

hood is central, located.just five miles north of
downtown, and houses ol this vintage are going

lor 5350,000 and more. N{any new buyers are

knocking them down and building much larger
homes on the lots. Others are keeping them and

adding on. Still others are building "granny
flats" or "garage-mahals" in the rear ofthe lots

to generate a little rental income. The house I
live in is one of only a handlul it seems that still
occupy the original footprint. Where once it was

a cookie-cutter emblem olpostwar expansion-

ism, it is norv a quirk.v holdover from the past in
a fast-changing district, an amalgam of old and

new that serves its original function admirably
while achieving today's thermal performance

standards. I simply love it.

My Housb

by Aaron Seward A
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Patrick Michels is an

Austin-based reporter
and stalf writer at the

Texas Observer, where

he covers crime and

education. He is also

a regular contributor
to TA.ln this issue, he

writes about McKinney
York's design of Aus-

tin's African American
Cultural and Heritage
Facility (page B6).

W. Mark Gunderson,

AIA is an architect
in Fort Worth. He

currently serves on the

Heritage Plaza Steer-

ing Committee and is

on the Advisory Board

olthe Dallas Archi-
tecture Forum. Read

Gunderson's essay

about alternative Texas

architectural vernacu-

Iars on page 27.

Jack Murphy, Assoc.

AIA is a designer with
Baldridge Architects
in Austin and a regu-

lar contributor to 71.
His article about the

Franklin Mountain
House by Hazelbaker

Rush is on page 48.

Florence Tang,

Assoc. AIA is an

architectural designer

at studioMET in
Houston and a regular
contributor to 7,4.

See her article on the

new Knoll office and

showroom in Houston

by ARO on page 34.

Rita Catinella Orrell is

Zl's products editor.

For the Houses issue

she put together a list
of some of her favorite

recent furniture.
kitchen, and bath
design. See page 23.

Audrey Maxwell, AIA is

a principal at Nlalone

N{axwell Borson

Architects in Dallas

and chair of TxA's

Publications Commit-
tee. Read her piece

on Casa di Luce by

Morrison Dilworth +
Walls on page 66.

Chris Cobb, AIA has

run his eponymous

architecture firm since

2006, designing a

range oIprojects from
large-scale commer-

cial to residential. His
clients would be the

first to tell you that
Cobb is passionate

about good design

and meticulous about

creating beautiful,
human-scaled spaces.

In his free time, he

serves on the Execu-

tive Board at AIA
Austin and pursues

his two skateboard-

enthusiast sons. In this

issue, he writes about

Malone Maxwell
Borson Architect's
Hart Woodson House

(page 42).

Dror Baldinger, AIA is

an architectural
photographer based

in San Antonio. His
practice includes a

panorama olprojects,
lrom commercial inte-

riors tojervel houses,

medical complexes

to sports lacilities.
As an architect, his

photographic view-

point considers and

enhances the unique-

ness and terroir of
each project. See his

article and photos of
ClillWelch's Ridge

House on page 54.

Bart Shaw, AIA prac-

tices in Fort Worth.
Shaw holds degrees

in civil engineering

and architecture lrom
Texas Tech University.

His firm, Bart Shaw

Architect, recently

won the International
Will Ching Design

Competition from
IIDA. In this issue, he

writes about Norman
\\'ard's Bluestem house

(page 60).

Ben Koush is a writer
and architect based

in Houston. He writes

about Murphy Mears'

renovation of a for-

malist house in River
Oaks for this issue

(page 72).
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The recent AIA Grassroots Leadership Conlerence

in Detroit highlighted the role of the citizen
architect in panel discussions, plenary sessions,

and in break-out sessions. Repeatedly, we heard

that our elected government leadership is under-

represented by professionals who are engaged

in the design of the built environment. While
this may be true in cities across the U.S., in San

Antonio we have a very diflerent story.

San Antonio is fortunate, not only to have a

mayor who is a planner by profession, but just
as importantly, to have a cit.v councilman who

is an AIA architect. Councilman Roberto C.

Trevifro, AIA, represents District l, downtown
San Antonio. In his first full year of an elected

three-year term, Councilman Treviio has

already made a significant impact on decision-
making at City Hall. The councilman is rvork-

ing hard every day to demonstrate the value of
architecture and architects to elected olficials
and City staff. The quality of design is one of
his priorities.

A case in point is the Stinson Air Traffic Con-

trol Tower ("Stinson," I,4 March/April 20I6).

The councilman, an architect and a pilot, initi-
ated an effort to yield a more thoughtful response

and worked with AIA San Antonio to develop

a design competition. He received support from
Councilwoman RebeccaJ. Viagran whose

district includes the project area. Addition-
ally, our city council's new attention to design

integrity has also initiated support lor the new,

all-electric River \\hlk barge fleet. The design

ol'the prototlrpe barge is again the subject olan
international design competition envisioned by

Councilman Trevifro.

As we welcome Texas architects to San Anto-
nio this [all, rn'e hope to highlight the tremendous
leadership role that a citizen architect can plav in
the community.

Christine Vifia, AIA
2016 AIA San Antonio President

A blocking move with a superior piece ("Camp-
site Ruies," 7,4 NIarch/April 2016). A chess

move in a fast-moving game that matches

neighbors against developers. I commend the

activist ellorts being taken to preserve the

Heritage neighborhood near the UT Campus.

The Rio Grande Residence is a beautilul addi-
tion to this fragile single-family neighborhood.

However, nothing stops another stealth dorm
being built next to it.

The unrestricted growth olstealth dorms is

common across Texas where college campuses

abut neighborhoods. City zoning and develop-
ment codes fail in their strength and enforce-

ment time and again to limit these dorms. In
neighborhoods where a number of single-family
homes are now rental units, the dwindling voices

of actual homeowners are lost in the construction
noise olthe stealth dorms. Cities must exercise

civic responsibilitv and protect single-family-
zoned neighborhoods via long-term zoning
restrictions that strictly define occupancy limits
and parking and site coverase neighbors too
must demand it.

Paul M. Dennehy, AIA
PresidentElect, Texas Societl of Architects

Send letters to the editor to aaron@texasarchitects.org.
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0f' Notc,

Verses on Designing and Building:
The 2015 TxA Design Conference
By Aaron Seward

J'he Llano Estacado is flat

And seems to go on forever

Yellow fields under the blue skv

Then without preamble

The flatness is broken

By a hundred-foot drop
The Palo Duro Canyon splits the horizon
A sheer world beneath the horizontal world
Where the reality of time
Hundreds of millions of years

Can be read in the colorful earth
Of the cliff walls

Courtesy the meeting of the Caprock
And the Prairie Dog Town Fork

Of the Red River.

It brought nothing so much to mind
As the u,ork of D U S T
Which we heard about the day before

The strata of the rock a living likeness

Of the rammed-earth w'alls

Formed byJesfs Edmundo RoblesJr.

And Cade Manning Hayes.

They showed us two houses

They had designed and built
With their own hands and a group of guys,

From the foundation to the door handle

In the Sonoran Desert near Tucson

For clients with dollars and ideals

Ol retreating into nature

And pursuing culture.

This work of great beauty and simplicity
In tune with the local landscape and the sun

The reality of time legible

In the close attention to detail
At every step of the way

Gave the assembled architects pause

And awe

Only to be broken by a nervousjoke:

"How much money do you think they made on

those houses?"

Not a whole hell ola Iot

Which mattered little to the Palo Duro
Whose rustic cabins and hiking trails
Were laid during the Great Depression

By the men of the Civilian Conservation Corps

Who earned a dollar a day

Their true compensation

We might believe

The satisfaction ola hard day's work under the sun

And the money sent home to mama.

Gathered there in the morning
In the NIack Dick Group Pavilion
Designed by Clayton&Little
To be rustic but modern

With big rvindows to see the lorces of nature

We heard from another force of nature

Dan Rockhill of Lawrence, Kansas

Whose practice, Rockhill and Associates,

Finds inspiration in the industrial infrastructure
And machinen olAgribusiness
Repurposing these materials lor new buildings

Downtown Amarillo is

home to an impressiae

colleetion of beaut{ul Deco

buildings that appear to be

lightll occupied. At night,

hardQ a soul can be seen

walking the streets.

Making the most of a less-is-more approach

To care lor the land as we trespass upon it
And to combat the "Fisher-Price Disconnect"
This product ofour fast, cheap, out-of-control

culture
That wants the mansions of the robber barons

But settles for plastic castles.

Take it easyl Slow down! Look around you!

Work with what you have

Beauty can be the result

And the beauty of Rockhill and Associates

Is that ofa leopard: lots ofspots

Enough to make it interesting, human

The force of nature runs Studio 804

Where he takes a group of architecture students

On a journey to design and build
A house in one year

Spiky haired and pimply cheeked

Thoueh they mal be

Young souls in need ofwhipping into shape

"Students offer opportunities to do things not

easilv achievable otherwise ."

Andrew Freear of Rural Studio

Whose pacific presence followed the Rockhill
tempest

Spoke olthe poetry ofsocial engagement

This program of Auburn University
The legacy of Samuel "Sambo" Mockbee

That spreads goodrvill in the Black BeIt country
Around Newbern, Alabama.
Freear showed us the houses

That he and his students designed and built
For poor lamilies
The community centers and fire stations

For dying towns in dire need

The smiling faces of those who had benefited

And he spoke with humble resignation

Olthe small impact these small projects have

In the lace ola culture and history
That has given us cars that can only be

Fixed with a computer science degree

And even in the midst of larm country

5/620t6 Texas Architect 11
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Of' Notc.

This sketch b1 Michael

Malone, AIA, depicts the

Sterling Kinnel House,

duigned b1 Frank Llold
Wright and completed

after his death in 1960.

The Usonian design oas

recent!1 restored and ap-

peared in the Jull/August
2009 issue of TA.

We drive a hundred miles to buv our food from
Piggly Wiggly

He tells his students:

"Don't think you're going to be the Pied Piper
leading the people to a Brave New World. It's
not about changing things. It's about under-
standing them."

This we understood

As we boarded the tour buses

Gorged on a hundred projects

And a barbecue lunch:

That designing and building architecture

Can offer an alternative to the Fisher-Price

Disconnect

A conduit to the truth of materials

And the righteousness ofgood tectonics

The satisfaction of a hard day's work under the sun

And the money sent home to mama

The buses lumbered out o{'the canyon

Back atop the flatness

For the drive to the Sterling Kinney House

By Frank Lloyd Wright.
We hit evening rush hour tralfic
On the western outskirts of Amarillo

Where the city once petered out onto the Plains.
Now it ends with an exclamation point of new

development

McMansions, subdivisions, hulking apartnlent
blocks

Big box retail and last lood chains

Megaplexes with parking lots packed

With monster trucks

It all having risen in the last few years

The dirt still freshll, turned in the ditches
The great gas flare ofthe tight oil boom
Destined to burn out as it was lighted
A vituperative statement in built lorm
Sneering at downtown Amarillo
Whose stock of Deco buildings is lightly occupied
Where hardly a soul can be seen

Walking the neon-lit streets after dark.

From this insult o[the Fisher-Price Disconnect
To ajewel dropped by the great man

Of American Modernism
Our minds wondered

And we toured in hushed reverence

The essay in compression and release

Prospect and reluge

But a leopard to be sure
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Its r,vood trim and western glass expanse

Sulfering under the Texas sun

Nevertheless a lesson and a dream

The glamour of which is written dorvn

In the witty and spirited repartee

Of the correspondence between

The macstro and his cultured clients

That night we dined at Big Texan
"Home of the Free 72-oz. Steak"

As the towers of beer arrived
And later the seared cuts of meat

Belore wisdom took back seat ro apperite
There was a moment s reflection

D U S T had told us that architecture and food
are always related

Freear had driven that home:

"Why do we expect food to be cheap? It's the

most important thing. It keeps us alive."

I was only halldone with my steak

When I could eat no more
And I didn't meet the waiter's e1'es

When I told him to take it awav.
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Building Materials and
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Visit a BMC Window Center
to Browse our Displays of

Superbly Crafted
Windows and Patios Doors.
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AUSTIN BMC DESIGN CENTER
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Architecture Center Houston's
Uncommon Modern Exhibition

Curated b1'Delaney Harris-Finch and Anna
Mod, "Uncommon Modern" presented pho-
tographs olmore than 100 overlooked pieces

of Houston's modern architectural history.

While the Bayou City is home to monuments ol
modernism by architects like Mies van der Rohe

and PhilipJohnson, none oftheir projects rvere

included in the exhibition. Instead, the show

highlighted churches, doughnut shops, and olfice

parks, showcasing the little-known, everyday

artilacts ofanother era. The exhibit captured the

city rvith fresh eyes and underlined the possibil-

ity that buildings considered ordinary might
actually be extraordinary and hiding in plain
sight. Uncommon Modern ran lrom November

24,2015, to February 12 at Architecture Center

Houston. The exhibition catalog lrom AIA
Houston is available at aiahouston.org.
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5G Studio Designs a Pavilion at the
Nasher with Dutch Artist Ann Veronica
Janssens

The pavilion that stood in the Nasher Sculpture

Center's garden f'romJanuary 23 to April 17 was

the centerpiece of'Dutch artist Ann Veronica

Janssens' first solo show in the U.S. Designed in
collaboration with Dallas-based 5G Studio, the

little structure was lramed by the vaulted opening

of the entry bay, a view usually occupied by an

all6e ol'trees leading out into the garden. Nestled

against the live oaks and slightly off-kilter lrom
the dominant visual axis, the pavilion emitted

puffs olmist and a glow of shifting, colored light.
The crisp exterior gave way on the cube's

interior to a seemingly e ndless world of log. Here,

Janssens' color play put the laculties ofpercep-
tion to the test. In the middle of the installa-
tion, the phantasmagoria ol'suspended hues

blendcd in a disorienting mash. In the corners

of the space, however, one could glimpse a more

defined spectrum.

5G Studio designed the simple cube of prefab

polycarbonate panels with an internal aluminum
tube structure, allowing the exterior to read as

a pure lorm without visible support. Inside, the

colored log made the structure invisible.

UT-Austin and Technical University of
Munich Collaborate for 2015 Solar
Decathlon

The 2015 Solar Decathlon took place in Irvine,
CaliL in mid-October after nearly two years

of work bv 14 teams. The Decathlon, a bien-

nial event since 2002, is sponsored by the U.S.

Department of Energy and "challenges collegiate

teams to design, build, and operate solar-

powered houses that are cost-ellective, energy-

elficient. and attractive."
For the 2015 contest, The University

of Texas at Austin School o['Architecture
(UTSOA) joined fbrces with the Technical
Universitv of Munich (TUM) on a project
called NexusHaus. Students lrom UTSOA
conccived the design, rvhich was then devel-

oped by a joint studio between UTSOA and

TUM. The house itself was constructed by
UTSOA students in Austin, disassembled, and

reassembled in just a lew days once it arrived
in Irvine lor the competition.

NexusHaus consists ol two modules whose

configuration references the l9th-century
dogtrot houses of the American South. The
narrow volumes are easy to transport and

cross-ventilate, and their orientation capitalizes

on southern exposure throughout the winter
and minimizes exposure during summer after-
noons. The UT Austin School of Engineer-
ing contributed a hydronic HVAC system. A

Above and lell The paoilion was madefrom poficar-

bonate panels and an internal aluminum tube structure.

Once inside, Janssens hoped, thefog and shlfting, colored

light would gire uisilors an experience oif da<qlement,

eners. and lhe surpasting of limits.

Below The arrangement oif .NexusHaus'tuo modules

reference the dogtrot houses ofthe American South. In ad-

dition to onsite solar pouter generalion, the houselfeatures

a rainruater catchment s)stem thatfeeds an aquaculture

and permaculture garden.

6kW PV array powers the house, which is also

equipped with a rainwater catchment svstem

and an aquaculture and permaculture garden

for growing food.

NexusHaus finished fourth overall in the

competition, which consisted ol l0 contcsts

intended to test perlormance, livability, and

affordability. The team took top honors in the

Commuting and Energy Balance contests. After
the Decathlon, the house r,vas moved to McDon-
ald Observatory near Ft. Davis, Texas.

16 Texas Architect 5/6 201.6
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Design Line''' finishes for Reynobond@ Aluminum Composite tVaterial resist sun, extreme

temperatures-even salt water. These advanced polymer coatings, available in an array of

nature-inspired patterns and textures, are idealfor outdoor applications. And you can count

on Design Line finishes to last-they're backed by a 2O-year warranty.

Learn more about Design Line

finishes for exterior applications at

reynobond.com/Design Line.

FIl,
Alcoa Architectural Products
50 Industrial Boulevard . Eastman, GA 31 023-41 29 o Tel. 800 841 7774 . reynobond.com
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The current Kasita

pro to U p e and futur e it era-

tions uill be on displal't at

Naaasota and East 5th

St. in Austin. Jelf Wikon
(right) sees the tin1, modu-

lar housing unit as one

solution to urban grouth.

Austin-Based Kasita Wins SXSW
lnnovation Award for Smart Cities
By Alyssa Morris

The home ol the luture might oniy be as big as

a large closet. At least, that's whatJeff Wilson,
CEO of the modular housing startup Kasita,

would like you to believe. The company, which
won a 2016 South by Southwest Innovation
Award for Smart Cities, has partnered with
industrial designer Remy Labesque to create a

tiny house powered by technology.

The current Kasita prototype sits on a lot
in East Austin and tops out at 208 square feet.

Future models will leap to a roomy 319 square

feet. The project was born ofan experiment
Wilson performed while working as a prolessor

at nearby Huston-Tillotson Llniversity: living in a
dumpster for a year. "Small space living and the

big things in lile you get out of it" is how Wilson
derscribes the impetus lor Kasita.

The prototype is a lar cry fron-r a dumpster, and

lrom the kinds oftiny houses that are currently
omnipresent. Labesque, who had never designed a

home before, was tasked with reinventing the way

people live. The result is u,hat Wilson describes as

"an iPhone you can iive in, or a Tesla." Made of
stainless steel, with a glass box that overhangs the

lront and serves as office space, the Kasita looks

more like a spaceship than a cottage. The glass r,vill

be dynamic and voice-controlled, turning opaque

with a command. Machine iearning software will
even allor,v the house to remember how warm you

like your shower.

Like an iPhone or a Tesla, Kasita can be

mass-manufactured. Currently, the company's

facilities are capable ofproducing seven per

day. They have also designed a multilevel rack
system that can be outfitted to accommodate

multiple units, creating high-rise Kasita devel-

opments that resemble the work of theJapanesc

Metabolists.

What will all of this innovation cost the

Kasita buyer? At press time, the company had

not released definitive figures, though Wilson
hinted that it would be comparable to the pricc
of a luxury car. Developers in some cities have

already placed orders to create aflordable hous-

ing complexes, and in the SOMA neighborhood

of San Francisco an B4-unit development has

been planned where Kasita units will rent for

$1,330 a month, each.

Wilson wants Kasita to have an "aspirational,

iconic look," and envisions the modular units
as the "first turnkey, shipped home with smart

tech." When a Kasita-dweller is done in a city,

they can simply unplug lrom the rack and move

on to the nert "vertical RV park" in the newest

urban hot spot. In order to make the units feasible

lor families, future iterations might include ways

to connect multiple units, building a hive of inter-
locked capsules. And for those who would prefer

not to be stacked, a cradle option allows the units

to sit, free-standing, in a backyard or on a iot.

Wilson treads in the footsteps of Buckminster

Fuller and the Metabolists, but it remains to be

seen if people will linally warm to high-concept,

small-space living.

18 Texas Architect 5/6 20L6
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Does YOUR brick ven er anchor

NFPA 285: Standard fire test method for evaluation of fire
non-load-bearing wall assemblies containing combustible

characteristics of exterior
ponents.

HOHMANN & BARNARD'S STEEL REINFORCED WING:

By a steel core with UL94 plastic coating, fhe
l,t4/VG lil{,rf A treHOR shnds up b NFPA 285 tesfing.

This in an anchor that will always maintain structural
of the wire hook; safisfiing industry-wide

code requirements for venw anchors even in the
most conditions.

U.S. Patents:
7,415,903
8,613,175
D702,544
D706,127

TM THERMAL
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When exposed to NFPA 285 testing conditions, plastic-only
clip-on wings melt causing complete disengagement of the
wire hook. Failure to maintain structural connection between
veneer and back-up can possibly lead to catastrophic
failure with the veneer falling off the building.

Test results from a modified NFPA 285 prove
that the only SAFE and effective choice is the
H&B 2-Sealru Thermal Wing NutAnchor System.
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MAY

Wednesday 4
LECTURE

Fred Kent

7:00 p.m.,6:15 p.m.

receptio n

The lvlagnolia Theatre

3699 McKinney Avenue,

Dallas

d a I I a sa rc h itectu ref o r u m. o r g

Thursday 5

EVENT

BEC National Symposium

7:45 a.m. - 6:45 p.m.

Radisson Hotel

111 E. Cesar Chavez,

Austin

aiaaustin.org

Wednesday 18

LECTURE

Meejin Yoon

7:00 p.m., 6:15 p-m.

reception

The N,4agnolia Theatre

3699 McKinney Avenue,

Dallas

d a I I a sa rc h itectu ref o r u m.o r g

Friday 6

EXHIBITION OPENING

Through May 20

Michael G. Meyers

Design and Scholarship

Competition

Architecture Center

Houston

315 Capitol, Houston

aiahouston.org

LECTURE

City Forum: Nishtha

Mehta

12:00 p.m.

Goldsmith Auditorium

399 W.22nd Street

Austin

soa.utexas.edu

Saturday 7

EXHIBITION OPENING

Through August 21

Joel Shapiro

Nasher Sculpture Center

2O01 Flora Street, Dallas

n a s h e r sc u I ptu re c e nte r.o r g

CONCERT

Sila: The Breath of the

World

3:00 p.m.

Rothko Chapel

39OO Yupon Street,

Houston

rothkochapel.org

Monday 9

GOLF CLASSIC

AIA San Antonio/ASLA/

Acme Brick Scholarship

Golf Classic

1:30 p.m.

The Quarry Golf Club

444 E- Basse Road,

San Antonio

aiasa.org

Tuesday 10

LECTURE

Jeff Whittington

6:30 p.m., 6:15 p.m.

reception

The Magnolia Theatre

3699 McKinney Avenue,

Dallas

d a I I a s a r ch itect u ref o r u m.o r g

Thursday 12

EVENT

AIA Austin Awards

Celebration

6:00 p.m.

Saengerrunde Hall

1607 San Jacinto, Austin

aiaaustin.org

Sunday 15

EVENT

Ronen Sharabani: Driscoll

Villa Projection

9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Laguna Gloria

3809 W. 35th Street,

Austin

theconte m p o r a r y au sti n.or g

Friday 20

EXHIBITION OPENING

Side by Side Series: Larry

Belland Gabriel Dawe

Amarillo lvluseum of Art

22OO Y an Buren, Amarillo

amarilloart.org

Wednesday 25

LECTURE

Building Arts Lecture:

Doug McLean

7:00 p.m.

The Heritage Society

Tea Room

1100 Bagby Street,

Houston

heritagesociety.org

JUNE

5 Sunday

EXHIBITION CLOSING

The lnterview: Red, Red

Future

Contemporary Arts

Museum Houston

5216 Montrose Boulevard,

Houston

camh.org

15 Wednesday

TOUR

Marty Leonard Chapel

5:00 p.m.

aiafw.org

2O Monday

LECTURE

Thomas Bercy and Calvin

Chen of Bercy Chen Studio

5:30 p.m.

Venue TBA

aiadallas.org

FEATURED

FOCUS: Thomas Demand

Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth

themodern.org

THROUGH JULY 17

Thomas Demand, a German artist, crafts complex, life-size models out of materials

such as cardboard that replicate infamous or historically relevant sites. His result-

ing photographs and stop-motion films are the only record of the work, as Demand

destroys the models he painstakingly builds. His representations of significant

architectural spaces are "both a little uncanny and rather banal."

Xu Bing: Book from the Sky

The Blanton Museum

blantonmuseum.org

JUNE 19 THROUGH JANUARY 22

Xu Bing's "Book from the Sky" has been enthralling those who encounter its pages

filled with nonsensical pseudo-Chinese characters since 1988. Xu's work includes

hundreds of texts composed from this made up language. lt "challenges our faith

in the written word and exposes ways in which Ianguage can be vulnerable and

culpable." The Blanton mounts the first full-scale rnstallation of the exhibit in Texas.

2O Texas Architect 5/6 201.6

Sunday 8

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Works Progress

Blue Star Contemporary

116 Blue Star,

San Antonio

bluestarart.org



BMC

INTRODUCING BMC DESIGN
lnspiration you can grow on.

BMC has always delivered topquality design and finish

products with service you can count on" Now, with

the launch of our newest BMC Design Center, we're

transforming the entire product-selection experience. Our

beautiful Austin Design Center showcases topquality finish

products while offering your customers a sophisticated,

relaxed atmosphere for product seleetion. Staffed by

industry-leading specialists, the Austin BMC Design Center

will inspire creativity, put homeowners at ease and improve

their overall homebuying experience with you.

TOUR OUR NEWEST DESIGN CEruTTM

AND GET INSPIRED NOW!
Catl today to scf,edure an appointment with a design

specialist - 512.977.7400. Yisit our tnspiration
G al I ery at 8u i ldWith BMC. com/ d esi €n.

AUSTIN DESIGN CENTER
2106 Denton Drive, Austin
512.977.7 400

@ 2074 BMC Design.

A division of BMC, Building Materials and Construction Seryices.
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nLomolo ig

susloinqble pesl borriers

entomologist
obout odding
pesl exclusion
to the building

envelope
BUILDING ENUELOPE
non-chernical pest barriers
Adding TERM* Sustoinoble Pest Borriers to your building envelope con
exclude virtuolly oll pests from the structure. Permonently.
The result is o drostic reduction in the need for pesticides for the life of
the structure.

TEilTT
ond exclude

archiLecLg

Cossie Krejci, PhD
c krejci@polyg uord.com

(940) 577-1830

www. Polyg uord Borriers. c o n
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around entire structtrre
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Proclucts

by Rita Catinella Orrell

These new offerings for kitchens, bathrooms, and other residential living spaces

include a first-of-its-kind telescoping kitchen faucet and a desk designed to grow

along with children.

.@ #
C#C
ICC
CCOoo

Bagno di Colore

Ceramica Globo

ceram icaglobo.com

During last year's

Cersaie tile and

bathroom furnishings

show in Bologna,

Italy, the Italian
brand Ceramica

Globo presented a

sophisticated new color

palette available for

several basin, toilet,

bidet, and show'er

rayproducts. Made

in collaboration with
g1s21iy6l2llf, the

palette includes 14

nelv ceramic colors for
collections including
Relais, Stockholm

bv Claesson Koivisto
Rune, and Forty3

(shorvn), among others.

The new colors range

from organic hues

to rvarmer shades

like cashmere, colder

shades such as agate,

and bolder shades

including matte black.

Axor ShowerProducts by Front

Hansgrohe

hansgrohe-usa.com

For their nerv collection with Hansgrohe's Axor
brand, the Swedish design group Front chose

to draw attention to the pipes,joints, and valves

typically hidden in shower fixtures. The line

includes wali-mounted or ceiling-mounted shorv-

erheads in a lunnel shape in t\vo spray options.

as well as a handshower and an adjustable rvall-

mounted shower set, all in chrome. All offer a 2.5

GPN{ flow and an "eco spray" that uses up to 60

percent less rvater than do conventional products

without sacrificing comlort.

P'735O by Studio F.A.

Porsche

Poggenpohl

poggenpohl.com

Poggenpohl applied

industrial mitering
with laser precision

edging to the cabinet

lront and body of
their P'7350 kitchen

sYstem to create

perfectly vertical lines

u,ithout erposing the

edges ofthe lacquer

or veneer. Developed

in collaboration r,r,ith
Studio F.A. Porsche.

the kitchen s,vstem fea-

tures a stainless steel

aluminum profile and

soiid, vertical design

trims. The kitchen

comes in three neutral

colors with a matte or
glass lacquer finish in
addition to an elegant

walnut veneer in gra,v.

5/6 2016 TexasArchitect 23



Procluets

EIan Vital Faucet with

Telescoping Spout
Watermark

waterma rk- d es ign s.co m

Watermark Designs'

Elan Vital kitchen

laucet is the first
plumbing fixture
on the market to
leature the company's

patented adjustable

telescopic laucet

technology. The

faucet's leakproof,

telescopic spout

extends or retracts (up

and down or in and

out) as needed without
scratching the finish,
while a deck-mounted

lever uses a hydro-
progressive valve to

control volume and

tempcrature with one

rotation. Available in
any ol\\htermark's
40 finishes, the faucet

swivels IB0 degrees

and comes with an

optional matching
brass wire basket

attachment and
independent side

spray.

Modular Rod Sofa

Living Divani

livingdivani.it

Joining the Living
Divani Rod Iamily ol
fixed sofas and arm-

chairs is the Moduiar
Rod Sofa by the prolific
Milan-based dcsigner

Piero Lissoni. The Rod

collection, character-

ized bv a slender back

and a light, airy shcll

lined with quilted

cushions and button

details, is now availablc
in a modular r,.ersion

to allow specifiers

to build nerv spatial

solutions and original
compositions. Finish

options include striking
two-tone fabric efGcts

as well as leather/fabric

combinations.

The Brooklyn Desk

Oeuf

oeufnyc.com

Known lor its line
ofeco-lriendly and
modern children's

furniture, Oeuf
has introduced the
Brooklvn Desk to their
collection. Cralted
from high-quality
Baltic birch plywood
and nontoxic finishes,

the desk leatures slim,
rounded legs and

removable storage

boxes. Madc by skiiled

craftsmen in Latvia,
the desk measures

32-in high by 40-in
lonu by 24-in decp.

The desk surface has

three height scttings
(24.5-in, 27-in, and

29.5-in) that let it grow
along with children.
Oeuf recycles all
unused wood and uses

recycled cardboard to
pack its products.
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Boral. Your complete exterior solution,

Build something greatTM

Boral Building Praducts ,

Au*tin 512.997.9955, H*nderson 90$;S.S8.209S

Carrollton 9?2.24$.15rtg , .', Houston 2&1.442.S4t]0
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Frontispiece from
"Le Tbxas, ou Notice

historique sur Le Champ

dAsile..." b1 Hartmann

and Millard. Published

in Paris by Beguin in

June 1Bl9 and shou,-

ing the attempted French

s e ttlement, in c lu ding fo ur

ifort structures, housing,

and related facilities a long

the Triniqt Riuer near

present-da1 LiberQ Tixas.

The site uas precursor to

the 1855 La Reunion site

u.test of Dallas.

ln Place - Thoughts on a
(North) Texas Vernacular

A great diversity of peoples, wielding a wide variety

of materials, have left their mark on the Lone Star

State's architecture. But can we say that a true

Texas vernacular exists?

by W. Mark Gunderson, AIA

The size olTexas and its ecological, geological,

and social diversity are obvious as is its vouth,
in any real cultural terms. At not quite 200 ,vears
of post-indigenous settlement, it remains to be

seen whether one can say that there is a "Texas"
architectural vernacular. To the extent that there

exists a signature formal or tectonic Ianguage,

or a material palette tied specifically to the

state, one might say that it resides in the white

limestone work with standing seam metal rools

and cedar porches which seems to immediately
refer to the Hill Country or Spanish-influenced

South Texas. Yet, for much of north Central
and West Texas, darker stone is prevalent, and

other influences argue for a different language

and imagery. The use of sandstone is ubiquitous

in much ol this state, particularly "web-faced"

usage, and it is seldom noted architecturally as a

prominent residential typology-

With a feu,knorvn exceptions such as Buried
City along Wolf Creek in the Panhandle (per-

haps due to its lithic origins as a prehistoric site

lbr Alibates flint and related trade), native occu-

pants ol the Texas landscape built in a transient
manner with materials and techniques related

more to weaving than to cerafirics. Grasses and

brush formed arbors and single-room structures

of which little remains other than early photo-
graphs that caught the end ofsuch occupation.
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Clockwise from top left "Wichita Grass House" ex-

terior and interior photosfrom Edward S. Curtis' "The
North American Indian" b1927). Library oJ'Congress,/

Northutestern Uniuersitl Librarl. "TonkauLtas at Fort

Gr!/fin TX 1873." Larurence T. Jones III Collection,

SMU De Gofier Colkction. The transient and ephemeral

nature qf most such encampments in the regbn is cLear in

tltis image. Wichita Surnmer Arbor, alsoifrom Curtis.

The early peoples such as theJumanos and
Suma along the Pecos and Rio Grande, or
later Kiowa, Wichita, Waco, Tonkawa, Lipan
Apache, and Caddo along the Red River, Trin-
ity, and Brazos, might occupy stone overhangs

or caves as expedient shelter, but "built" little
other than arboreal frames with plant or skin
sheathing. They did, however, generally live in
villages, as opposed to the migrant Comanchc,
who occupied north central Texas and plains to
thc west and northwest.

It is interesting to note that the Pueblo to the

west of Texas werc known as commented on

by Cosmos N,{indelelf and later byJ.B.Jackson
lcrr their lack of such building skills as would

enable their work to endure without constant
carc. They built without foundation work and
"puddled" adobe before the Spanish introduced
the idea ofadobe in the lorm ofblocks, casually
placing materials found "at hand" and with a
logic predicated upon single rooms. One might
read in this that, perhaps lrom religious or other
sensibilities, they considered man's occupation
an aflront to nature and the landscapc, and lelt
that all actions taken toward residence were

ephemeral acts. This sense oltime and place,
as described also byJackson in the mid-1950s,
might account lor the lighter structures ofthe
early peoples ofTexas as well.

Beginning in 1519, the Spanish arrived and

mapped the Texas coastline. De Vaca explored

in 1528 after wreckins his ship near Galvcston.

Coronado passed through the Panhandle in 1541,

leaving evidence recently lound at the Owcns site

near Floydada. The Spanish led some 20 expedi-

tions through tht: state. The French arrived when

La Salle, looking for the mouth olthe Mississippi,

accidcntally landed on the Texas coast. Hc founded

Fort St. Louis on February 16, 1685. Four years

later, Spanish General r\lonso de Leon located the

remains ofthe fort and began exploration north-

ward. He named the Trinity River, which La Saile

had called the "Rivcr of Canoes," in 1690 and

tstablished missions in East Texas toward Spanish

occupation and ownership. These first Spanish reli-
gious structures were stone and spoke ofthe power
ofthe church through thcir scale and detail and, by
corollary, endurance and tradition.

These early arrivals to Texas by the Span-
ish and French led to attempts by the French to
make their way north on the Trinity to settle in
competition with the Spanisli. In lBlB, Charles
Lallemand, a General under Napolean, decided
with his brother and a group ofBonapartist
scparatists 10 attempt to lound a French outpost

28 Texas Architect 5/6 20L6
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named Champ dAsik ("freld of asylum") northeast

ofpresent-day Houston near Liberty. The group

ofabout 150 persons planned rvood fort struc-

tures and housing, but their lack ofagricultural
skills and the threats of the Spanish terminated
the venture in barely six months. No actual site

has been found to date due, in part, to their use

ofwood lor the constructions.

This endeavor was stronglv and romanti-
cally received by the people ofFrance, and

several texts were written accounting for the

cffort. A second attempt at settlement, this time
by French, Swiss, and Belgian intellectuals

enamored ofthe socialist ideas ofFourier and

Marx and organized under Victor Considerant,

arrived in Houston in 1855 and rvalked to Dallas

not realizing the limited navigability of the

Trinity River. The group had acquired acreage

three miles west olpresent-day Dallas, roughly
between the intersections of Hampton Road and

Westmoreland with Interstate 30. Situated on an

escarpment south of the Trinity River rich with
limestone, their built efforts utilized cement and

some of them endured until the mid-2Oth cen-

tury. Again suflering lrom lack ofagricultural
skills, but also severe weather and the financial
mismanagement of Considerant, the settlement

was abandoned after only two years.

The timber constructions of Champ dAsile and,

the limestone and cement work utilized 37 vears

later at La Retmion shorv with some clarity the

manner in which available materials determir-red

the architecture olthese places. While both were

extremely shortlived in architectural terms,

the responses delineate the needs and requi-
site skili sets of the arriving occupants. Other

examples exist throughout Texas, showing the

specific architectural histories and technologies

of Norwegians, Czechs, Germans, and others as

manifest in the new landscape.

The availabilitv of wood and stone, in
conjunction u,'ith the harsh weather extremes

in Texas, determine much. The Cross Timbers
extending south\!'ard from Oklahoma into the

Dallas and Fort Worth area toward Waco pro-
vided considerable oak and cedar for construc-

tion. To the east, pine r,vas predominant and

dense. as it is today. To the west of Fort Worth,
however, wood was more difficult to obtain until
the railroads arrived in the 1870s and introduced
dimensioned framing lumber and trim. The
extremes of weather take considerable toll on the

use ofwood in Texas, and few species will endure

more than a lew decades without serious main-
tenance not even cedar. In lar West Teras,

the oil derived from the creosote plant will stay

this decay lor some time (as it does when it's

used in telephone poles), but decay is inevitable.

Many architects who obtained work in Texas

lound their favorite material palette would not

endure and were lorced to address this. Think of
Harwell Harris' use of redwood in Calilornia and
his need to reassess its use in his Texas work. The
redwood he used in the residence lor Ruth Carter

Johnson in Fort \lbrth required replacement

alter about 40 years, even with immaculate care.

This issue ofongoing care versus durabil-
ity ("low maintenance" is the euphemism) is

addressed in recent decades by the gradual

migration of wood out of use in facades, where

possible; replaced by composite materials but
more interestingly by galvanized metals and
assemblies obtained from industrial catalogs.

This hybridization of residential and commercial

elements, and in fact typologies, is well recog-

nized in work such as that of Lake I Flato.

LetL Leanna and George Joti:ull rcsidtnce. Palo Pinto CountSt.

Above Guardhouse, Fort Phantom Hill, near Abilene.
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If r,vhite limestone such as that lound in the
Florence, Burnet, and Llano area olCentral
Texas is the "signature" stone ofa Texas vernac-

ular recognized nationally-, it should be observed

that darker sandstones are at least as prevalent in
the state, lrom the sandstones such as that found

in \'{illsap to the much darker stones lrom which
Fort Mason and Fort Davis were constructed.

There are cven darker limestones, such as are

found northeast ofAbilene in Lueders. These are

subtly darker than the Hill Country whites and

they hone to a fine surface.

The rust- and straw-colored sandstones of
Palo Pinto Count.v, however, might bc considered

Texas' stereotypical sandstones. There are likely
thousands of residential and commercial structures

in the state that are constructcd ofsimilar stone.

The 1875 Leanna and GeorgeJor,vell resi-

dence in Palo Pinto County (now relocated to

the Ranching Heritage Center collection in Lub-
bock) is a fine example olthose structures that
settlers constructed following the lines of U.S.

military forts, which moved the Indian engage-

mcnt westward during the l850s through lB70s.

The two-story box is simply dressed and mono-

chromatic in a "milkshake" range olcoloration.
Stone "grows" in horizontal layers and is

ideally employed in construction in the samc

orientation. The standard coursings olstone in
2-to-12-in heights reflect this stratification and

resistance to spalling, yet the use is time-con-
suming compared to flat-faced veneers known
as "web-faced" or "quilted" stonework. Cover-

age of a built volume is much Ihster with such

usage. More intercsting is that ovcr timc this

use became a cralt olits own. Such structures

are lrequently "pictorial," lull of such imagery
as Texas stars, and may include petrified wood,

glass chunks, or even large fossils. Masons

decorated lacades in a free-form manner and
juxtaposed concrete lintels, sills, and even brick
with figural mortar work such as "grapevine"
joints to enliven the building. The polychromy
ofthese structures is remarkable and is found

throughout Texas, although critical commentary
is almost nonexistent on the type.

With enough time, no doubt, a vernacular
language that acknowledges both limestone and

sandstone, as well as other indigenous materials,

will develop and give a more coherent rcading of
the diverse construction palette naturally found

ir-r such a large state. With time, a rich and true
Teras architccture.

W. lr/ark Gunderson, AlA, is an architect in Fort Worth.

T op We b -fa c e d s an d s to n e

residence in Fort Worth.

.Note circular .rtone in

c himnq't, kelt s ton e, and o ther

figural pieces t2picaL of
personal embellishments b1

man) mas9nt.

Lelt Detail of "quilted"

sandstone aeneer uork witlt

grap eain e j oinh on re s i-
dence northeast of Lipan.
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Gurated Feast
KNOLL'S NEW SHOWROON/ AND OFFICE IN HOUSTON,

DESIGNED BYARO, PAYS HOIVAGETOTHE N/ODERN FURNI-

TURE-IVAKER'S HERITAGE WHILE IT LOOKS TO THE FUTURE

OF INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

by Florence Tang, Assoc. AIA

Project Knoll Office and Showroom, Houston

Client Knoll

Architect Architecture Research Off ice

Design Team Stephen Cassell, Kim Yao, Jejon Yeung, Christine Nasir

Photographer Bob O'Conner
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Previous A custom

uaulted acoustical ceiling

in the main coryference room

features integrated lighting.

Righl Knollfurniture

uignettes are curated in the

showroom and uorkspace

with white terra1p floors
and a bqffed ceiling. The

coryference room is encased

in glass and equipped with

au di o -t id e o te c hn o log't.

A sample uall of Knoll

textiles and a custom petal

screen behind the reception

desk are in the background.

( nolt\ nen Houston showroom on the ninth floor ola Hines toll'er
I lin River Oaks is a nod to the companv's rich design heritage. It also

looks to the future, presenting new horizons in conlerence rooms, work
spaces, lounges, architectural products, furniture, and textiles.

New York-based practice Architecture Research Office (ARO) designed

the headquarters and showroom. It is the firm's third such project lor
Knoll. The first two are in Midtow'n Manhattan and San Francisco and

leature an open work floor plan to demonstrate products in use while
integrating spaces for conferences, ad hoc meetings, casual gatherings, and

We u-tanted it to be releuant, classic, timeless, and
comfortable. We u)ant to shoru that design matters.

Euerything in here is us.

a library. The Houston office is designed on the same concept, but also fea-

tures a wraparound terrace and panoramic views to downtown, the Medi-
cal Center, and the Williams Tower in the Galleria (Knoll's former home).

Stephen Cassell, ARO principal, worked on the showroom with Kim
Yao, ARO principal,Jejon Yeung, project director, and Christine Nasir,

project designer.

"It's incredibly fun to work with Knoll. They're a client who is so

sophisticated about design. It was a phenomenal and insightlul collabo-
ration," Cassell says. "Each project is a different opportunity to explore the

capabilities of their futniture and their materials." \{hereas the Nerv York
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Office workstations serae dualfunctions, proaiding Knoll

staffa place to do theirjobs while also acting as a liring
shouroomfor the compan2's products. Knoll's brand-

ingfoats on a blue curtain,iforming the entry/reception

uignette. Metal Rockuood pulls are urapped in Spineybeck

leather in a geometric leq/:like pattern dereloped b1 ARO.

A uood wall displa_ys the historl of Knoll in photos. The

petal screen casts intriguing shadows on the white terrazzl.

m

ffi

project is black and steel as a reflection olthat market, Cassell realized
alter speaking u'ith Gerrv Fehn, vice president olsales lor Knoll's southern

division, that Houston needed a lighter touch.

White terrazzo floors detailed rvith solid brass trim complement a brass

railing that runs overhead where Ihbric screen tracks can be intcrr:hanged

and updated. White FilzFelt vaulted ceiling panels morph into rvhite FilzFelt

acoustic balfles over the open w'ork floor.

The company's international circle K logo is branded into light brorvn

Ieather panels wrapping a touchdown space near the reception lobb,v. It's

also stamped in the brass pull welcoming guests into the showroom and

cast into the terazzo floor. Metal pulls by Rockwood are u,rapped in Spin-

neybeck leather in a geometric leaf-like pattern developed bv ARO. A dark
blue curtain plays oflthe blues ofthe skv behind the floor-to-ceiling glass

lvhile the letters spelling "Knoll" seem to float in ther air.

ARO tapped into a deep showroom legacy by studving vintage photos

of Florence Knoll's shorvrooms lrom the 1950s and '60s and also listened to

the client's current needs.

E

Florence Tang, Assoc. AlA, is a design professional and journalist based in Houston

A Knoll history wall greets guests in the lobby with subtle delineations

to frame the spaces created by a mobileJike custom suede petal screen

behind the Italian marble reception desk. Lavers ofglass and textiles lend

themselves to the vignettes, where classic furniture is juxtaposed with
workstations and chairs. Historic photos of Mies holding a cigar and of the

Barcelona Pavilion are blown up to adorn the walls, hearkening back to the

legacy of Hans and Florence Knoll and one of her most prestigious mentors.

"We wanted it to be relevant, classic, timeless, and comfortable. We

want to show that design matters. Everything in here is us," Fehn says.

She also spoke about the importance olhaving a constellation olproducts
under one roof.

The carefully selected combinations of white and gray ash workspaces.

credenzas, pedestals, and Generation chairs mix and mingle with white base

Saarinen tables, tulip chairs, gold Platner tables, Bertoia chairs, a Kreleld
settee and ottoman, and pieces by David Adjaye. It is a curated feast.

5/6 207638 Texas Architect
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Blank Canvas
Hart Woodson House
(.lni; (.r,l,lt. ^11-l

4[i
Where Texas Ends
Franklin Mountain House

.jtt, l: .\ Itt liltr. -1 ",,,: . l1-l

5zl
Land Lover
Ridge House

Dr,,t RtldinEt. -11.1

60
Native Terrain
Bluestem

Rttl .\ilta;,. -ll-1

() ()

,7r)
-a- -
Formal Again
Harrell House

a a

Ben Koush

F'rom thc primitivc

landscape lor inspiration. One brings an ethereal refinement to a

while another employs contemporary surfaces and fixtures tr-r

down 50 years ago.

Wl-rether minimal white box or rustic ithoug-h

thc typology continues to be a laborzrtorv lirr thc

.;

hut to Antilia Mukesh Ambani's 27-story "monster house" in Mumllai, Inclia,

designed by Perkins+Will the singlc-flamily home has rcmained the fundamental unit architec-

ture. Primary as it may be, those who design and build houses havc found no end to the

claboration to which the typology can be put. After all this tin-re. the home remains a riclt

creativc erploration and individual exprcssion.

In this issue of Tbxas Architecl, we look at six new houses (one of tht'm a

distinct rcsponses to their varied contcxts. Two of them indulge in the t hite sur-

faces and unfiltered yet controlled natural light, while two othcrs look to

ruggcd

fincr

Almost White Box
Casa di Luce

-ludrtt ,\ Ltvtcl[. .!Ll

I SSLIC

iclras.
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The minimaL material

palette of stucco and glass

surrenders tlte house to tlte

entironment.

Blank Canvas
N/ALONE N/AXWELL BORSON ARCHITECTS GIVE A FAN/ILY

OF FIVE IN AUSTIN A PRISTINE BUT DURABLE ABODE THAT

CAPITALIZES ON IIS ENVIABLE SITE OVERLOOKING THE

COLORADO RIVER

by Chris Cobb, AIA

Project Hart Woodson House, Austin

Client Dr. Maggie Hart and Patrick Woodson

Architect lvlalone Maxwell Borson Architects

Design Team Michael Malone, AIA; Ryan Thomason, Assoc. AIA;

Livia Franca, Assoc. AIA

Photographer Dror Baldinger, AIA
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Above The buildable area oJthe site was determined b1

maltping out the space remaining between the steep gradient

and the large oak trees.

FacingThe heart o;fthe house is the large, double height

liuing room that sertes as an lpen court2ard in concept.

The htgh ceilings and glass rualk bring the dew into the

space itself

Instead of draruing 0n a aernacular that ruould

blend the house into the site, the architects imagined

a bolder clnceptual approach: a transparent

pauilion designed instead to integrate daifu liuing

into the landscape.

orking with an architect lor the first time, Dr. Maggie Hart and

Patrick Woodson began their journey with an inspired vision lor
an irresistible but challenging site in West Austin. Their ideal house was

perfectly illustrated in a design publication a project by Dallas-based

Malone Maxwell Borson Architects (MMB). Magazine in hand, the couple

began their search lor an architect who could bring this family of five closer

to their vision.

Nervously, Maggie decided to call Michael Malone, the founding principal
of MMB. Surprised to find Michael fielding his own phone calls, the couple

was reassured by his gentle demeanor and accessibility. Refreshingly lacking

in preconceived ideas and eager to fulfill Patrick and Maggie's vision, Michael
and his design team went straight lor the intricate details olthe project.

Instead ofdrawing on a vernacular that would blend the house into the

site, the architects imagined a bolder conceptual approach: a transpar-
ent pavilion designed instead to integrate daily living into the landscape.

A quick study of the house might lead one to view the work as simply a

self-referential object set atop the land. However, the minimalist mate-

rial palette ofstucco and glass manages to surrender the house's presence

to the land, bringing the surrounding trees and hills into the residential

space itself. The overall effect echoes a less surreal but ever-magical Tur-
rell installation. The perception of place is amplified as one looks through
the house rather than at it, while it gently soaks up the color oflight and

landscape beyond.

Long and wide, the site perches on a westward-facing bluff, the result of
the Colorado River carving through rock over time. The placement of the

house was prescribed by the steep gradient and by five mature "century"
oaks, and it recedes before the view it heralds. A long walkway, unadorned

by heavy landscaping, draws one deep into the heart ofthe site, where the

W
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FLOOR PLAN
1 ENTRY
2 LIVING
3 DINING
4 PLAYROOI\,1
5 KITCHEN
6 PANTRY
7 LAUNDRY
8 OFFICE
9I\,4ASTER BEDROOM

10 I\,4ASTER BATHROOI\,4
11 BEDROOM
12 BATHROO[.I
13 [.4EDlA ROOI\,4

14 I\'UDROOM
15 CARPORT
16 GARAGE
17 POOL HOUSE
18 POOL

Righl The dining room is

"d.ocked" in th.e shnl.lnut

uaters ojf the pool.

Facing above In the

kitc hen, c hoco latl w alnut

cabinets accent the crislt

white aalls. A cupola brings

dalight into the space.

Facingbelow In spite of
the stark approach, the

house is immensefi liuabLe

and childfriendl,

tr

E}
E

I

@
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Concreteflolrs are indestructible; glass uLalls can be

u;iped clean; tuhite ualls can be repainted.

main entry is tucked between the glass enr.elopes olthe family room and the

dining room. The latter forms a peninsula in the u,aters of an almost moat-
like swimming pool. N[ediating house and landscape, the pool's sweeping

infinity edge welds the land and $,ater into a hairlinejoint, referencing the

river below and incorporating u'ater into everv view. A bathhouse delineates

the south edge of the pool. Resting alongside the lake and introducing Hill
Country views, it acts as a refuge for outdoor living while - importantly
screening the dining room lrom the harsh late-afternoon sun.

Magnificent rvest$rard viervs of gently rolling hills blanketed by indige-
nous trees has invited a carelullv structured architectural response, one that
would balance the picturesque overlooks against the unfavorable orienta-
tion, the chalienging rvestern rvall. A thoughtful composition ofplanes and

'n olumes rvorks in concert with walls of glass to provide the interior with
open vien's while minimizing glare and solar exposure. Instead of aligning
the broad side of the main living room along the \\,estern edge, the architects
turned it 90 degrees. Its narrower western edge leatures a double-height
expanse ofglazing. but the tlvo-story living room recedes eastward into the

shade and relative coolness ofthe rest olthe house. The flanking volumes

on the south create a light shelfthatjoins u.ith north-facing cleresrories

to ensure profuse natural light throughout the space. This central living
area, with its soaring ceiling, takes on the role ofpublic square, and the

most important lamily spaces kitchen, dining, Iiving, media room, and
playroom -- are all organized around it. The master suite is situated to the
northw'est side ofthe house, where it also benefits from arresting views. The
children's wing, with ensuite bedrooms. is placed to rhe east, with direct
access from each bedroom to the vard. A carport extends offthis wing and
doubles as a covered, multi-season play area for the children.

To ensure maximum comfort and efficiencr,'. the formal strategy is

supplemented by automatic sunscreens that drop from recessed slots along
the perimetcr of the rvindow wails. Sensors track the sun as it moves across

the sky; the self-adjusting screens drop the appropriate distance in response,

varying throughout the year in tempo rvith the seasons. Interior finishes

are minimai and restrained, and include on11.a handlul of accent materi-
als set against a backdrop ofmodest yet resilient surfaces selected by the

design team to absorb the activitv and kid's plav rvithout damage. "Concrete
floors are indestructible: glass u,alls can be u,iped clean; white walls can be

repainted," Malone says. "The lact that the kids can ride a razor scooter in
the house and not lreak anyone out is prettv cool." Accents to the overall
materials include meticulously grain-matched rvalnut millwork and stone tile .

With acr-rin', \{N,IB conceived a house that reflects two realities: one that
sits in thoughtful relation to its surroundings, and one that will contain a

fuli and active lile lor a couple with three pla,vful children. Bringing this
into a carefully executed composition, the house, instead of asserting itself
as an independent abstract object, is transformed into a blank canvas on

which the landscape is painted and the family lile unlolds without prerense.

According to Woodson. "\,Iichael and his olfice were able to take our dis-
jointed thoughts, wishes. and ideas and meld them into a lar better reality
than we had imagined."

Chris Cobb, AlA, is an architect in Austin
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WhereTexas Ends
PERCHED ABOVE EL PASO, THE FRANKLIN N/OUNTAIN

HOUSE - TUCSON PRACTICE HAZELBAKER RUSH'S FIRST

PROJECT - WAS INSPIRED BYTHE BLEAK BUTARRESTING

QUALIT]ES OF THE SOUTHWESTERN LANDSCAPE

by Jack Murphy, Assoc. AIA

Project Franklin l\rlountain Hr

Architect Hazelbaker Rush

Design Team Dale Rush, AIA

Photographer Casey Dunn

pu se

l; Darci Hazelbaker, Assoc. AIA
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Previous The stucco-

clad upper leuel contains

bedrooms and is set

perpendicular to the black

stone-clad louer leuels.

FacingA longuindou,

set within the uhite oak

milluork, showcases the ho-

ri4n and cit2scape below.

Leit A sliding glass door

opens to a prilate exterior

space belond. A high ue-

locitl, HVAC rystem aas

used, resulting in small

c ei ling s up p l1t o p enings

and ductwork throughout

the house.

-

Tn. Franklin Mountains are the southernmost expression of the Rio
I Grande rift. an uplift of Precambrian rock that runs from Colorado

down through Nen'Mexico. The ridge dissipates long enough to create El
Paso del Norte, a gap formed b,v the Rio Grande that holds the cities of
El Paso and CiudadJuarez. A militar,v base and cement factory mar the
range's leer,vard side, but its windr,l,ard side, intact and austere, looks out
over the cityscape toJu6rez bel,ond. This slope, littered with lechuguilla
as well as weathered grav stones and quartz crystals from an abandoned
mine, is the site of the Franklin \.Iountain House, designed bv Dale Rush.
AIA, and Darci Hazelbaker, Assoc. AIA, who co-founded their Tucson-
based practice Hazelbaker Rush in 2009.

Hazelbaker and Rush met in Albuquerque in 2001, and later relocated
to Tucson when Dale began u'orking for RickJoy. After completing a few
small projects for friends, thev made their collaboration official and infor-
mally started w'ith the renovation of their own home. Both have long been
makers: For them. the sensory experience olmaking objects is the "connec-
tive thread that runs through the practice."

The Franklin Mountain House's clients, a design-minded couple norv

with two small children, intervieu,ed architects in Texas, New Nlexico. and
Arizona before deciding to work u'ith Hazelbaker Rush. The trust involved

5/62076 Texas Architect 5l

n as substantial, as they were the first official clients for the nascent archi-
tecture office. The project became a "labor of love," with the designers

choreographing the intimate experience that is the custom home design

process - in this case. a three-year sequence that began inJanuary 201 1

and yielded the completed home in August 2014.

Inspiration for the architecture arrived from the impressive site, whose
sweeping views across the city and beyond capture the literal end ofTexas
(the home is located just three miles northeast of Mexico and New Mexico).
Conceptuallr., the project's stacked massing at once digs into and, horers abote

the hillside. The spaces unfold across three levels, stepping up with the
grade: A sunken garage and support level anchors the home; the main open
kitchen,/iiving/dining space opens out ro the pool deck; and bedrooms fiI1

the upper floor, nhich is set perpendicular to the lower levels.

Hazelbaker Rush, to grear successJ explore a rich heavy/iight material
paiette throughout. Black stone, a ubiquitous El Paso building material,
forms the fortressJike base, sourced lrom a quary a few miles from the site

and laid by a crerv of local masons. Rush and Hazelbaker described the
process as slow going until the crew locked into the tight-joint, recessed grout
look the architects were after, and then it was offto the races. Rush expiained
the wall section: each stone layer is 6-B-in deep over a CMU core resulting
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SECOND LEVEL

FLOOR PLANS
1 GARAGE
2 LAUNDRY
3 WINE CELLAR
4 LIVING
5 KITCHEN
6 PANTRY
7 DINING
8 OUTDOOR LIVING
9 BATHROOM

10 OFFICE/GUEST ROOIU
11 PATIO
12 MASTER BEDROOi,4
13 MASTER BATHROOM
14 FAMILY ROOM
15 BEDROOM

FIRST LEVEL

in about tu,o feet of wall thickness to work with (the west r,vall, to guard

against the western sun, utilizes double CMU construction with an addi-

tional interior layer olinsulation, making lor an even thicker wall build-up).

Black walnr-rt millwork and concrete floors reinforce the lower level's earthi-
ness. Above, there are white rvalls, white oak flooring and millwork, and a

monolithic white lime cement stucco exterior with black epoxy-painted steel

window bucks. From dort,nhill, the stone mass and concrete columns blcnd

into the desert scrub, leaving the stucco prism to float in space.

Openings in the volumes are placed with maximum sensitivity to uthat

is being seen ruhen. A corner window in the living room slices southwest

to a striking view olMount Cristo Rey, a change only caught while onsite

during construction. The kitchen opens to a pool and deck, which overlook

the city to the southwest. The horizontal slit window in the upper volume

delivers a cropped view olthe skyline at night, as the kids drilt ollto sleep.

The master suite slider opens to the eastern lawn, while the kids'u,indows

concentrate views into the yard below, where terraced stone walls support

native Muhly grasses and a young paloverde tree.

For Hazelbaker Rush, a proje ct's small embellishments are the "jew-
elry to the home." At the Franklin Mountain House, "natural, honest,

somewhat conve ntional materials are uscd in slightly unconventional

GROUND LEVEL

ways to clearly convey a refinement ofthe vernacular craft." To that
end, Hazelbaker and Rush labricated many of the details themselves: the

stitched leather and steel drawer pulls,jute cord bathroom pendants, entry
lighting, spun brass kitchen pendants, ipe shower benches, a cast concrete

powder bath sink, master bed frame, door pulls and lever handles, office

desk and shelving, magnetic chalkboards, and exterior gates and benches.

Rush also fabricated steel boxes lor outlets, hose bibs, and doorbells to sit

within the black stone wall, and cven lashioned a portable family yardstick
for charting the growth of the clients'children. This masterful display is at

once "what the building deserves," and what was required for the couple

to remain rue to their hands-on approach to architecture.
Hazelbaker Rush is now at work on two residences in Tucson, in addi-

tion to other labrication projccts. Darci aiso teaches at the University
ofArizona, a position she's held since 2007. In conversation about the

scenic-yet-harsh American Southwest, where the big sky offers its expansive

horizon along with its intensc heat, the question came up: "How do you

make architecture olthis place?" If you're looking for answers, the Franklin
Mountain House is a grcat place to start.

52 Texas Architect 5/6 20t6

Jack Murphy, Assoc. AlA, is an architectural designer at Baldridge Architects in Austin.
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AbovelellA sliehtll

recessed door opens back

to the pantrl. The black

toalnut panels are all uer-

tical$t book-matched. The

architects could not fnd an

El Paso installer uilling
to complete the waterfall

edge, so the sequenced

ntarble countertop was

sourced.front Tucson.

Above right The thick-

ness Efthe western zuall

is tangible in the sitting

area's corner uindow.

Left Tlte stucco exterior

uas installed without con-

trol joink. White boulders

dug up during construction

uere stored and later used

to retain the steep grade.
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Land Lover PERCHED ON A RIDGE FACING THE N/AJESTIC GRAND

TETONS, WELCH ARCHITECTURE S RIDGE HOUSE CON/-

BINES NATURAL IVATERIALS WITH WIDE-OPEN VIEWS IN A

DEFERENTIAL PLAY TO THE LANDSCAPE.

By Dror Baldinger, AIA

Project Ridge House, Jackson Hole, Wyoming

Client Kay and Bill Jones

Architect Welch Architecture

Design Team Clifford Welch, AIA: Dean Bowman

John Wheeler

Photographer Dror Baldinger, AIA
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Previous The slope of the

roofmimics the slope of
the site.

R ight B-y c an ti lea er ing

one edge of the house

the architects achieued a

startling uisual effect and

minirni4ed the impact d
mnstruetion on the site.

FacingThe panoramic

riew of the Grand Tbtons

is hidden at the entrl b1t a

wall adorned ruith a large

workifrom the client\

Wc.stcrn arl col.lection.

The demure mote creates a

munent of suspense before

t:i.ritors round the corner

for the big reaeal of the

mountains stretched out

before them.

.1.

J
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H ouses isolated in natural settings are, at their best, delerential and
referential. The Ridge House inJackson Hole. \{yoming, by Dallas

architect Cliff \{elch, AIA, accomplishes both in its architectural dialogue
between a man-made structure and the natural environment.

A narrow and sharplv turning road follows the steep terrain to the top
of the Gros Ventre Ridge u,here the Ridge House is located. With every
turn in the road, the scale of the Grand Teton Range becomes increasingly
spectacular. The architectural challenge in the presence olsuch a magnifi-
cent site, w,ith its ovent'helming views and ever-changing climatic condi-
tions, is not onlv rvhat to do, but also what not to do.

Travelling the narror.r'approach road, it is dilficult at first to visualll'
locate Ridge House. One has to turn onto the steeply descending drivewav
to see it. Once in vierv, the building's organizationalparli clearly reveals

itselt a concrete, board-formed garage tucked into the hill; and a singular,
extruded volume lollowing natural contours and narrowly touching the

sround belore dramatically cantilevering over the sloping terrain.
In addition to the visual effect it achieves, cantilevering a portion ofrhe

footprint along its longitudinal axis and parallel to the natural grade also

minimizes the impact of construction on the sire. To further integrate the

house into the land, or imply that the house is emerging lrom the ridge,
native grasses and sagebrush are seamlessly blended onto the garage's

green. In the winter, it accumulates picturesque snowdrifts.
Taking into account that the structure would be set against the rugged

and visually complex landscape, the architect chose a singular form. At
no point does the house try to upstage the beauty ofthe surroundings.
The slope of the roof unobtrusively echoes the slope of the ridge, with its

low edge facing the Grand Teton Mountain Range. The exterior material
palette of lVestern Red Cedar and Oakley Ledgestone was selected for its
timelessness and durability, and also to aid the visual blending ofthe house
into the landscape through similar colors and textures.

Ridge House's outdoor space just in front of the entry door begins

the man-made promenade that the architect takes us through belore the
grandeur ofthe Grand Teton Range and the valley below are revealed
from inside the house. The views from this protected, transitional space

are deliberately blocked by the mostly opaque fronr elevation. Though a

sizable section ol the elevation is indeed glazed, the glazing is only ro reveal
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Above The interior is calm, light, and airy. The open and

discrete spaces drau one's attention to the uiews outside.

Lelt The same Oaklel Ledgestone that cLads much dthe
exteior is used on the inside as uell, such as in the freplace.

Gn



SITE AND FLOOR PLAN
1 ENTRY
2 LIVING
3 KITCHEN
4 DINING
5 OFFICE
6 MASTER BEDROOM
7 MASTER BATHROOI\,I
8 BEDROOM
9 BATHROOM

10 PORCT-l

11 GARAGE
12 ADDITIONAL PARKING

T _hE
,/lI

another transitional space, this one internal, which is dominated by a large

painting lrom the owner's western art collection.

Just around the spatially compressed foyer, the main reveal finally
unlolds - a breathtaking panorama of the Grand Tetons. Walking around
the open and expansive space, lraming the photographs I was about to

take, I recalled the lamous story of Frank Lloyd Wright's visit to Philip

Johnson's Glass House in New Canaan, Connecticut. Wright, the story

goes, turned toJohnson and said, "Here I am, Philip, am I indoors or
am I out? Do I take my hat off or keep it on?" (Architectural Digest, Nov.

'85). This is the strength and beauty of the space that Welch created in the

Ridge House. It is a space that is at once protective, where one can find
shelter lrom nature, and expansive, where one can fee] an immediate con-

nection ,0 nature. Elevated high above the valley below, and aligned with
the mountain range, the sloped-ceiling space feels like front row seats in
nature's ever-changing, seasonal spectacle.

Removing still another layer ofspatial separation from the outdoors

is an exterior terrace, which is brought under the continuous roolofthe

house. The terrace provides an outdoor room that is sheltered from driving
snow, and lrom winds that can exceed 100 mph.

The home's interior is calm, light, and airv. As with the external forms,

the spaces carved w'ithin direct our attention to the views outside. White
walls exhibit diverse works of art, many of which are by local artists.

The same Oakley Ledgestone that clads exterior walls is used internally,
bringing the exterior and interior architectural expressions into gestalt.

Completing the internal material palette is a reclaimed Tigerwood floor.

Natural light penetrates deep into the interior, bounces offthe reddish

floor, and fills the house with a warm glow.

In an era ofrelentless pursuit ofobject buildings and computer-
generated forms, Ridge House stands as a singular example ol relevance,

suitability, and reverence. It demonstrates the enduring power ofrestraint,
site-specific considerations, and architecture that is in settled dialogue with
its context.

Dror Baldinger, AlA, is an architectural photographer in San Antonio.
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The designed landscape

comes ri.ght up to Bluestem

andfouts through its open

b r e e 4u: a1 b efo r e fa din g i n t o

the natural surroundings.

Native Terrain
SITED ATTHE EDGE OFA RANCH IN CRESSON,

NORN/AN WARD'S BLUESTEIV HOUSE EN/ULATES THE

RUGGED COUNTRYSIDE

by Bart Shaw, AIA

Project Bluestem

Client Norman Ward. AIA

Architect Norman D. Ward Architect

Design Team Norman Ward, AIA

Photographers Charles Smith, AIA; Ralph Lauer
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I n Z0O+, Norman Ward, AIA, received an unexpected phone call. A client

I was planning to develop a small portion ol their ranch in Cresson, a one-

stoplight town 30 minutes southwest olFort Worth. The client and his lather
owned the ranch together, and they called to tell Norman that they wanted

him to have a home there. They asked him to pick out the site himself.

Ward knew immediately which lot he wanted. Years before, he had

explored the land with the client. At the edge of the ranch, a spring-fed

creek has carved a clifflrom a hill that overlooks the surroundings. As soon

as he understood what they were offering, Ward says, "I knew exactly the

place I wanted to build my house: this hilltop."
Ward was drawn to the breezes and openness of the hil1, and he sought

to preserve this experience in the house. The design was conceived as

four distinct pavilions under a common roof. Three of the four pavilions

are separated by two breezeways. These separations in the volume allow
breezes as well as the land to flow through the house. The east/west separa-

tion creates a circulation path through the main house, connecting the

iiving/kitchen volume with the bedroom unit.
The design is elegantly conceived in a way that embodies the utilitar-

ian impulses of rural Texas. The construction components are simple and

uncovered. Structurally insulated panels form the roof, ceiling, and soffits,

resting on Glu-Lam beams that run the length of the structure. Gray
CMU, stucco, and steel windows complete the exterior palette. Openings

in the volumes reveal the thickness olthe block, stucco, and partition walls.

It was several years before Ward was ready to start construction. He

spent a lot oftime on the site to develop a greater understanding ofthe land,

an understanding that is evident in his design. "The house is connected to

the land, and I discovered colors lor the exterior in the landscape," Ward

says. "This opened my eyes to how context can influence these decisions."

The site gently cascades down a hillside of limestone shale and soils that
have eroded over time. The topography prevented any previous cultivation
and has left an authentic, raw landscape in various shades. Scatteredjuni-
per, live oaks, cacti, and native grasses survive in a rough mixture olshallow
soil and rock. Ward references the lichen-covered stones as a distillation ol
the project's character. The rock is gray on the exterior and dotted with a

Iayered array ofgray, white, ochre, and rust-colored splotches. Ifyou break

the weathered limestone apart, you get a fresh, uniform cream color on the

inside. "These colors led to the material palette lor my house," lVard says.

"Gray CMU, cream stucco, and weathered steel."

The native iandscape is not held away from the house at a predeter-

mined distance. Instead, a raised walkway under the canopies connects the

terrain north to southr through the breezeway. This continuity allows the

landscape to flow through the building while remaining part of the hil1.

Ward collaborated with Redenta's on the development and maintenance

ofthe landscaping, in an ongoing exploration ofhow plants surround the

house, interact, and lade into the rest ofthe landscape as it cascades down

the hillside.
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FLOOR PLAN
1 PORCH

LIVING
DINING
KITCHEN
BEDROOM
BATHROOI\,,I
LAUNORY
EREEZEWAY
STUDIO

1O GARAGE
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Right and below Ward enuisioned the house as "Jour

pauilions under one unlf1ing rooJ" In the resuLting design,

bree4ewa_y.s link the enclosed spaces and connect them to

t h e na tura I suroun dings.

FacingThe bree4eways channel Light and air to the

linked pariLion.t. lfard took his inspiration.for the color

palette-from lhe materiak hefound on site.
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"The house is connected to the land, and I
discouered colorsfor the exteior in the landscape,"
Ward sa1s. "This opened m) e)es to horu ideas.for
the house could comeifrom the site."

Bart Shaw, AlA, is an architect in Fort Worth
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Many of Ward's projects are characterized as carving out spaces that
usher natural light into the interior. This is an idea that became a core
tenet of his work after he lived in the house. The two breezewavs became
canvases for davlight. Throughout the day, across the seasons, and vary-
ing rvith the weather, the atmosphere of the interior is translormed by
the colors and intensity ofthese light chambers. Each breezervav has an
opening in the center ofthe roofthat is fixed rvith a perforated steel panel.
This oculus amplifies the phases of the da,v and the moods of the sky. ',The
sunlight is in constant motion rvithin these breezew,ays," rr\hrd says. "In
the morning, the sunlight falls on the walls facing to rhe east; by midday,
the sunlight moves across the ground; and bv the afternoon, the sunlight is

moving up the walls facing west."
Ward had many conversations with the tradesmen and builder about

his design goals and the quality ofconstrucrion. An electrician insisted on
wiring a doorbell lor the house. Ward says, "I told him not to install any
wiring for a doorbell. I told him that someday I rvould find another solu-
tion. I did not want a bell to ring inside this house." About two years later,
Ward contacted an instrument developer in Maine and commissioned a
musical instrument made of four aluminum tubes that vou strike with a

mallet. This is his doorbell.
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N/ININ/AL IN F(

IN PLAN THIS

DILLWORTH +

NESTERS LOO

N/ AND COLOR, CLEAR AND OPEN

EW HON/E IN DALLAS BY IVORRISC

ALLS WAS DESIGNED FOR EN/PTY-

NSIZE

Project Casa di Luce

Architect Morrison Dillworth + Walls

Design Team Lionel Morrison, FAIA; Joanna Hampton, AIA; Wesley Tunnell

Photographer Charles Smith, AIA
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Almost White Box

by Audrey Maxwell, AIA
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gret'n and bh-u'. Thcv l'
u-hite . pronrpting \leier

'rize acccptance spccch, Richard Nleicr, FAIA,
rn color rvith his children, lvho prolessed to love

ere conlounded by their father's strange choice of
'to explain horv all ofthe rainborv's colors could

" n,frf be seen in this single color. "The whiteness of w'hite is never just white," he

said. "It is almost always transformed by light and that which is chang-

ing." Horv white became synonymous with Modernism and contemporary
architecture can be traced back to Le Corbusier's famous houses. Certainly
one does not think of Villa Savove without envisioning its whiteness. Later,

Meier and Gwathmev Siegel w'ould build upon Corbu's ideals, designing

houses of precise white abstraction.

This particular language of the new moderns was not prevalent in resi-

dentia

donc I

Eduar

lcUol

rbee B

in Tcxas. Notable houses in Dallas olthis style were

rrchitects Meier (the Racholsky House ol 1996) and

rrnes (Preston Hollow home in l9B4). While modernist

design ideals were being emplol'ed, masonrv was a more typical building
matcrial. The relative economy of construction in the state and an alfinity
lor vernacular materials were likelv the causes. Lionel N{orrison, FAIA,
thus stands out among his peers, his body olwork aligning more with the

modernist principles ol'Meier, Siegel, and the like.

The orvncrs of his recently completed Casa di Luce chose to work with
him because of his design predilcctions. Despite a re altor shrugging Morri-
son olfas an architect lor those whojust rvanted a white box, they persisted

"\\'c'rc pretn'committed modernists." explained one of the owners, who

"The rultiteness of uthite is neuer just ruhite," he

said, "It is alrnost alrugts transformed fui light and
that ruhich is changing."

wished to remain unnamed. "It's the nexus of our leanings and knowing
we wanted to u'ork rvith Lioncl. You don't get a brick house when you work
with him unless it's painted white."

A supcriicial perusal of Nlorrison's residential portfolio might leave the

impression ola parade of boxes rendered in white. This oversimplification
discounts the geometric rigor, clcar plan, and purc expression that charac-

terize his houses. The clients recognized these qualities and sought them

for their own home.
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Previous T he fro n t fa c ad e

of the house is accented

b1t trattertine panels and

framed b1 an existing

mature oak. The u:all

betueen liuing roont and

courQard disappears, cre-

ating a pfutsical connection

between inside and out.

Lelt The courltard

becomes an e.ttension oif

the inlerior uia expansizte

pocketing doctrs in the

master bedroom,
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SECOND FLOOR

SITE AND FLOOR PLAN
1 PARKING
2 ENTRY
3 DINING
4 KITCHEN
5 LIVING
6 POOL
7 MASTER BEDROOM
8 MASTER BATHROOM
9 LAUNDRY

10 GARAGE
1T MEDIA ROOM
12 oFF|CE
13 BEDROOM
14 BATHROOM

FIRSI FLOOR

Empty-nesters looking to downsize, they purchased a modestly sized

lot in Dallas. Despite their reasonable programmatic requests, other
desires made designing on the small, triangular-shaped lot a challenge.
The narrow site lronts a busy street with parking limitations, necessitating
guest parking accommodations. An existing mature oak in the lront yard
was to be preserved. In addition, the clients made a specific request lor a
courtyard. The solution was an L-shaped plan with minimal side and rear
setbacks, oriented to take advantage ofthe site geometry. The'I-l faces

the alley, allowing the screened courtyard to fill the leftover wedge. The
garage, storage, and pool equipment were Iocated in the rear yard where
the lot lorms a pinch point.

The floor plan is clear and well organized. Gathering areas are pushed to
the lront with private lunctions behind. The guest quarters are sequestered

at the back ofthe second floor. The most striking feature ofthe house is the

extension ofliving and sleeping areas into the courtyard. Floor-to-ceiling
pocketing door panels allow both the combined living,/dining/kitchen area

and the master bedroom to meld into the interior courtyard. By removing
the barrier ola glass wall, the spatial connection becomes physical instead
of simply visual. The building lront accomplishes equally well the opposite

desire, for privacy. The large, glazed entry door faces the street, announced

by a plinth and front steps, but is frosted to prevent views while allowing in
light. A large vertical slot window above the kitchen sink allords a view out,
but sits high enough from the street elevation to provide privacy.

The white stucco exterior is interrupted only by a segment of travertine
rainscreen panels on the lront facade. White stucco walls in a stepped forma-
tion enclose the courtyard with horizontal wood slat panels as connectors.

The interior, iike the exterior, is sparse with minimal finishes. White oak cabi-
nets and white marble occur in bathrooms and utility spaces. Elsewhere, crisp
white wall and ceiling planes and concrete floors predominate. Storage and

unsightly devices are concealed wherever possible. Openings to the exterior
are minimal, placed carelully along with skylights to frame views and intro-
duce a play oflight and shadow on the interior. A two-story wall olglazing at

the stair frames a view of aJapanese maple that turns brilliant red in the fall.
Casa di Luce is true to its modernist ideals. It satisfies a functional need

while utilizing abstract form to fulfilI aesthetic and experiential aspirations.
Like Morrison's other work, the house's honest expression and simplicity
expose it to criticism. To the discerning eye, however, it transcends the
simplified label ol"white box."
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Audrey Maxwell, AlA, is a principal at Malone Maxwell Borson Architects.
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I
Above leftlz extruded

slot window centers oaer

the kitchen sink prot:iding

uieus out uhile maintain-

ing priaacltfrom the street.

Above right The intimate

e ourt2 ard sp ace proai de s

s an c tu ar1 from the bu s1'

ness of daily life.

Lelt Sparse, minimal

Jinishes on the interior

serae as backdropfor art

andfurniture.
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Formal Again
N/URPHY IVEARS' RENOVATION OF A 1963 FORN/ALIST

HOUSE IN HOUSTON IVAKES THE PROJECT SLEEKER THAN

WAS POSSIBLEWHEN ITWAS NEW

by Ben Koush

Project Harrell House

Architect Murphy Mears Architects

Design Team Kyle Humphries, AIA; Kirby Mears. AIA; Walter Murphy, AIA

Photographer Kyle Humphries, AIA
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formalism, one of thc major trends in the American Modern architecture
I olthc mid-1950s through the mid-1960s, borrowed lrom the classical
architecture olancient Greece and Rome axial plans, svmmetry,
colonnades, a prelerence lor light colors, and even, tentatively, some olits
ornament just as the various schools olthe Beaux-Arts had at the turn of
the century, when the nation was in a similarly expansive mode. Modernist
purists said it w,as heresy, but it was a big hit with clients. Whcn designed
with a light touch, Formalist buildings tiptoed.just on rhe edge olkirsch.

In Houston, Harwood Taylor, desien partner at the firm Neuhaus &
Taylor, was particularly associated with Formalism. Its clear scnse of order
ernd monumentalitv tendencies suppressed lor decades in the modern
architectural scene seems to have appealed to him and to his clients,
who werc tircd of'the purposcfully inlbrmal, small scale that pervadcd tht:
design of modern buildings at that time.

Today, as many Formalist buildings are approaching rhe 50-year mark,
thev are startins to be reappraised as distinguished works olarchitecture.
The Harrcll House ol 1963, designed by Taylor, was one of his most
consistent efforts to use the language ofFormalism at a residential scale.

The Harrell House was recently sympathetically rehabilitated by Murphy
Mears Architects, whose carelul changes, madc after thoughtlul study,
substantially improved and perGcted many aspecrs of the original design.

During the early '60s, Neuhaus & Taylor was in Ilux as the firm
t'xpandcd and gradually stoppcd designing the small projects it had done

in its first ten years. The Harrell House, in tony River Oaks, dcsiened lor
an oilman, was onc of their last domestic works. lts exterior defined by an
insistent colonnade on a 7.5-foot module, suggests the tension between the
arcl'ritect's growing prelerence lor large-scale commercial lvork (he would
go on to dcsign the first itcration of the Galleria fbr developer Gerald Hines
a li:w years later) and the domestic arrangements of a house. Though not
large bl,River Oaks standards at about 5,000 square lect on one level, its
ambiguous scale, resultine from the absolutely symmetrical elevations,

Its exterior, defined b2 an insistent colonnade

0n a 7.S-foot modulq suggests the tension

betrueen the architect's groraing preference jflr
large-scale clmmercial ruork... and the domestic
arrangements of a ltouse.

seems commercial rather than residential. In fact, when Murphy Mears
asked the archivist of River Oaks Property Owners if the organization had
any of the old plans in thcir files, the archivist jokingly replied, .,You mean
lor the old post office?"

Needless to say, as Murphy Mears began their work, many were sur-
prised that so much effort was being put into retaining what was generally

I
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Previous The architeets

replaced a solid double

door uith a singlefrosted

glass doorfanked b1 side

lights, uhich created a

luminous entry space to

the house.

FacingThe millwork

screen in the liting area

contains a T\ fireplace,
and storage closet. The

close12 spaced lanels also

conceal two steel struc-

tural columns.

This page There are

two kelt changes to the

exterior: a new glassfront

door and the replacement

o1f the concrete porch fioor
uith graa e l, a&nou ledg-

ing thefaet that thefront

porch is meant to be seen,

not inhahiled.
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Above The new garden-

facing kitchen is a sleek

s1'tmphon2 in white.

RighlThe architects

used the planning module

oJthe house to organip

the neruQ enhanced rear

garden, swimming pool,

and paud patio spaces.
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FLOOR PLAN

1 ENTRY
2 LIVING
3 DINING
4 KITCHEN
5 MASTER BEDROOM
6 MASTER BATHROOM
7 STUOY
8 PLAYROOM
9 BEDROOM

10 BATHROOM
11 LAUNDRY
12 GARAGE
13 POOL
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BEFORE

considered to be an insignificant building, ifnot an eyesore. Forrunately,
that is not what the new owners, a young couple with two small children,
thought when they purchased it in 2009. They decided to live in the
house as it had been modified. rvith the addition of lots of crown mold-
ing and dark-stained wood paneling, for a time (which turned out to be
several years) before remodeling it.

Although the footprint remained the same, the architects made several
plan changes. The largest was to switch the front-facing kitchen and dining
area with the tu.o children's bedrooms that had originally laced the back-
vard. The other major plan change was to shrink the master bedroom by
a few leet to add space to the master bathroom, which was opened up and
given larger closets.

The latest architectural interventions are deliberate and understated.
The overall aesthetic is stark, and the interior color scheme is nearlv ali
white and pale gral'. r,r'hich is an effective complement to the excess of the
exterior's suburban stoa. On the street-facing elevation, the architects
replaced the original solid, double entry doors that were flush with the
exterior wall with a single, verv rvide lrosted glass door flanked bv lrosted
glass side lights. This new entry u.all was recessed from the brick lacade by
about four feet, and the inset side u'alls were clad with sleek white-painted
steel panels manufactured by George Sacaris, a well-known metalrvorker
in Houston. In the living room, a set olclosets originally placed in front
of the entry area was removed. In its place, a millwork screen of closely
spaced white-painted rvood panels that conceals structural columns, a

- tr

AFTER

television, a fireplace, and a storage closet rvas installed. Flooring in the
public areas consists oflarge, rectangular pieces ofpale gray ceramic tile.
The new kitchen is furnished with super-minimal, prefabricated German
cabinets in white and silver.

The architects and clients worked with Meedi Hidalgo, an interior
designer at Kuhl-Linscomb, to select new furniture for the house

again, stark, minimal, and mostly in rones olgray and white. They also
coordinated landscaping and extensive paving with Tim Hansen. The
results included a new pool and extensive paving whose dimensions we re
based on the column grid module of the house. New brightly colored and
sculptural artworks by Nicola Parente, Lisa Ludwig,Jacob Hashimoto,
and Robert Graham contrast with the restraint ofthe architectural and
interior design.

Thanks to technical advances in architectural construction that were
used extensivelv in this rehabilitation - new. miniaturized lighting fix-
tures; concealed air-conditioning registers; zero-detailing door and cabinet
hardware the Harrell House now looks tauter and sleeker than was
possible when it was new. The architects should be commended lor working
within the building style to refine the original design intent for rhe house,
rather than supplanting it with their own stylc. As such, this project should
serve as a model lor an appropriate way to approach the difficult task of
modernizing modern buildings.

Ben Koush is an architect and writer in Houston.
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The Grit and the
Grandeur
Hotel Emma

Historical Marker
African American Cultural
and Heritage Facility

As Eugdne \riollet-le-Duc told us. restoration, both the rvord and the rhine, is modern. Until his timc in
the 19th centur,v, hun-rankind had not given much thought to restoring buildings olbygone eras. Reno-
vations w'ere made to important monuments, but not with much ataen:ion or fidelit.v to a structurers

historic fabric. \\'hen Viollecle-Duc lormulated a thcorv lor this neu'thing. restoration. his ,:onclusions

came as sonrething ola surprise: "To restore a building is not to preser\:e it. to repair, or rebuild it: it is
to reinstate it in a condition olcompleteness that could nel'er have existed at anv given time."

The trvo projects in this issue's Portlolio section sho\\' thar le-Duc's ideas about restoration ;rre

ven' much alive and u'ell in our time. One a breu'e 11'no'rv a lururv hotel, the olher a I'rame hor-rse

norv a historical and cultural center. both are examples oldilapidated labric tun-red into r.'ery de{inite
expressiclns ol'contenlporars culture.
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For the interior, the

designers emphasi3d the

b ui lding\ G erm an -Te xan

heritage with aintage

pieces, such as the antique

mail and kq eubby at

receplion.

The Grit and the Grandeur

Dallas-based three : living architecture,

working with Roman and Williams,

transformed San Antonio's Pearl Brew-

ery into a luxury hotel.

by Aaron Seward

1r

Since purchasing the Pearl Brewery in 2002, pri-
vate equity firm Sliver Ventures has transformed

the 23-acre site just north of downtown San Anto-
nio into a mixed-use, urban-scaled neighborhood.

Based on a master plan by Lake lFlato, the district
has been filled in with an eclectic assortment ol
buildings - some new constructions, others adap-

tations ofold brewery facilities designed by a

variety ofarchitects and occupied by apartments,

olfices, shops, and restaurants.

The centerpiece ofthe bustling develop-

ment is Hotel Emma, a 146-room luxury hotel

named alter Emma Koehler, who survived

her husband, brewery president Otto Koehler,
to run the company successfully even during

8O Texas Architect 5/6 20t6
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Precious, uniqtte moments

are to beiftund tltrough-

out Hotel Emma, each

designed to gioe guests an

ernotional connection based

on what the_y notice and

cherish during their stajt.

The blue and white tiles

in the balhroom, aLong

with the brass fittings
and standing sinks, giae

one's daifit ablutions a

priailedged air. The blend

ofindustrial grit and

plush luxurl is eaident

throughout the hotel.
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Prohibition. Desisned by Dallas practice three:

living architecture, with interiors by New York
City-based Roman and Williams, the hotel

resides in the main brewery building, a Renais-

sance Revival German beer palace built in
several phases throuehout the late l9th and

early 2Oth centuries, as well as a new tower
de.igned ro mimic the exist ing structures.

The brewery buildings rvhich are lined

up in a contiguous row, though not necessarily

connected - contained on the ground floor
an engine house, brervhouse, and cellars; and

storage on the upper levels. They were essen-

tially warehouses with monolithic reinlorced-
concrete and steel structures and loadbearing

brick masonry envelopes. With the exception ol
the narrow, eastern facade, the buildings had

no window penetrations. The architects added

them, which required significant structural
engineering due to the thickness ofthe masonry.

They also cut horizontal circulation connections

between the buildings, whose floor plates don't
quite line up. The 20-ft floor-to-floor heights

also made it challenging ro create proportions
that lelt right in the guest rooms, a1l of which are

unique in the existing structures.

"In all honesty, this isn't the type ofbuilding
you'd ever want to adapt to a hotel," says Gary
Koerner, AIA, lounding principal olThree. "It
proved to be a very complicated structure to

configure guestrooms with windorvs."

Nonetheless, the design team took lull
advantage olthe exi.ting slruclures. stripping
them down to their raw material essences and

creatively reusing old brewery machinery for

decorative purposes. The vaulted concrete

ceilings and concrete floors were left erposed,

as were the massive columns. The ground-floor
public spaces are decked with battered steel

tanks, twisting pipes, chunky vaives, and other

pieces reclaimed lrom the beer works. Salvaged

doors and fixtures and rehabilitated antique

furnishings, all selected by Roman and Williams
to convey the building's German-Texan heritage,

complete the composition: a blend of industrial

grit and lavish, Old-World comfort.
Three has made a specialty of designing

small luxury hotels. While he was with Shepherd

& Boyd, Koerner was responsible Ibr the Man-
sion on Turtle Creek (1981) in Dallas. His firm
designed The Peninsula Beverly Hills (1991), The

Westin Riverwalk (1999) in San Antonio, and

many more marquee destinations lor the well-

heeled. "In luxury hospitality, it's all about creat-

ing emotional connections," says Koerner. "You

k*L!*;

AboveAt the western

end oJ'the building, the

arc hitects s tripped aru a1't

most olfthe structure and

left a semi-enclosed patio

space that otterlooks the

San Antonio Riaer.

LettAfireplace made

.from reclaimed brick

greets guests in the entrl

courtlard.

Facing Sterneuirth,

Emma's bar and lounge,

is spacious andfurnished

tuith discrete tabLes and

lounge sets.
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN
1 PORTE COCHERE
2 ARRIVAL
3 RECEPTION
4 LOBBY
5 STERNEWIRTH
6 LIBRARY
7 BOARDROOM
8 LARDER
9 SUNDRIES

10 DISPLAY KITCHEN
11 KITCHEN
12 SUPPER
13 PRIVATE DINING
14 CELLAR K
15 CELLAR J
16 ELEPHANT CELLAR
17 COURTYARD
18 BREWMEISTER'S OFFICE
19 SOUTHERLEIGH
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FacingThe Libran'

LellThe Lorder

Below The Elephont Clellar

\\,ant the guest to have a unique experience, and

to feel at home and identilv it as their place ."

Emma is lull of such moments, starting with the

courtyard entrv r,vith its reclaimed brick fireplace.

The architects positioned it on the north lace ofthe
building, as opposed to the feature facade on the

east, in order to connecr it to the river and keep the

pedestrian plaza on the east free from cars. Recep-

tion is small and outfitted with an antique mail and

kev cubbl'. Arrir.ing guests are served a compli-
mentary margarita in the librar1,, which has two

ler,'els of dark rvood bookcases packed with many

a dustv tome. Sternen irth, the bar, is spacious, but

furnished with discreetly positioned lounge sets and

tables, including two bre\\,'tanks that have been

repurposed as semi-private seating areas. There
is a grocery and collee shop with a "soupgon of
Euro-sophistication" called the Larder, and a series

of ballroon-rs. inciuding the Elephant Cellar, where

old tanks and pipe rvorks stand in for gilt mirrors
and crystal chandeliers. At its nestern cxtremity.
Emma meets the San Antonio River. Here, the

architects peeled arvay the building's rvalls, Ieaving

a steel cagc structure that forms a courtvard space

lor functions. It adjoins the Brewmeister Suite,

the old office olthe Pearl Brerver.v bre'ivmaster,

n hich has accommodations lor weddings or board

meetings. A pool deck on the third floor oflers a

srveeping vieu' ofthe river and dorvntown.

In the guest rooms, as ever,vwhere clse at

Emma, this mix of industry and luxury, grit and

grandeur, predominates. The iirrniture is contem-

porary, but sympathetic to the quaint atmosphere.

Around the four-poster beds. rugs take the edge

offthe concrete floors, though tl're latter have

been polished and sealed thoroughly enough to be

comfortablc against bare feet. The blue and white

tiles, standing sinks, and brass fittings in the bath-

rooms give one 's daily ablutions a privileged air.

"There's no \Iodernism in this project," Koerner
says. "We kept the Old-World feel." And rvhat a

good leeling it is, to lie on the bed, gazing at the

vaulted ceiling and concrete columns, and dream

your dreams oltectonics that time forgot.

Aaron Seward is editor of Texas Architect.
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Historical Marker

To create Austin's Afrrcan American

Cultural and Heritage Facility, lt/cKinney

York Archrtects preserved a fragile

19th-century house built by a freed

slave and designed a modern addition

sited a respectful distance away.

by Patrick Michels

It was probably Thomas Dedrick, one of the
first lormer slaves to settle in Austin, who built
the little yellow house overlookins the State
Capitol. City records show his son William
was living there on Robertson Hill by 1893.

From that point on, the story ofthe Dedrick-
Hamilton House is clear, passed down through
irve generations of the same family, running
parallel to the history ofblack people in
Austin, eenerally.

A district ofblack-owned businesses grew
up around the house on East I lth Street. It
was a popular place lor black families to buy
homes, and then, under the terms of Austin's
l92B city plan, it became the only part ol
town to ofler schools and parks lor the then-
segregated black population, "as an incentive
to draw the Negro population to this area." By
the mid-2000s, ironically, gentrification began
pricing longtime residents out of the neighbor-
hood to which they'd once been restricted.
Members of the Hamilton family, who'd

grown up in the yellow house on Robertson
Hill, were among those who moved out to the
suburbs. In 2005, the fact that Austin's black
population was dwindling coupled with the
insecurity and indignity o1'a number of police
shootings and incidents of racial insensitivity

prompted the city to draft a black quality-
of-life improvement plan. The pian included a

publicly supported African American Cultural
Heritage District to maintain the neighbor-
hood's history and to stop what the district's
founding director, Lisa Byrd, called the "cul-
tural genocide" on the East Side. According to
the city's plan, the district would be anchored
by a new facility, built around the 120-year-old
Dedrick-Hamilton House.

It was a two-proneed preservation chal-
lenge: save the house which by then was in
an unsteady, deteriorating state and build a

modern extension space to serve as a cultural
incubator. To handle the delicatejob, the city
picked local practice NtlcKinney York Architects.
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FacingThe newfacilitl

wraps around the restored

house whiLe maintaining a

respectful distance.

Lell An earl;y eleuation d
the project showing the care

that was taken to respect

the scale of the existing

structure.

E

tr
SITE PLAN

1 VISITOR'S CENTER
2 COURTYARD
3 COVERED PORCH
4 CONFERENCE ROOM
5 OFFICE
6 PRACTICE ROOM
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The 30-year-old firm has taken on adaptite
reuse before, including the 2010 update ofdown-
tou,n Austin's midcenturv Starr Building that
nou. houses brand development agencv McGar-
rahJessee. The Dedrick-Hamilton House posed

a unique challenge because this time McKinney
York had a diverse coalition ol'clients citv offi-
cials and Austin's African-American community

with a broad set ofneeds.
After bringing a ferv concepts to the city and

communitl'groups, the team settled on restoring
the house to its appearance around the turn ol
the 20th centur,v, and housing new office and
performance space in a detached building rvith
a brick storefront typical olthat stretch ofEast
I Ith Street at that time. The city's initial plan
was to build the addition directlv onto the house

in a styie to match it. But Al York, FAIA, says

they abandoned that idea early on.

''\\c thought thal was not an appropri-
ate way to honor the house," he says. "When
you get this much square footage on the site

as an addition, [the housel becomes almost an

afterthought. The approach is to stand as much
away from it as possible, let it breathe and be

a historic.jewel, not try to mimic it in some

Disney World way."

Working with historic preservation cxperr
Tere O'Connell, AIA, the team decided which
parts olthe house would be rebuilt from new

materials, which would be restored, and which
like the caved-in lront porch built well alter

the rest ofthe house - could be removed

altogether. They also had to build a foundation,

which the house hadn't had before, and which
required bracing the home's crumbling walls,
loading it onto girders, and taking it on a very
delicate 50-foot journey. "There were actually
chains wrapped around it, like a belt," recalls
McKinney York partner Brian Carlson, AIA.

For the new construction around the house, the

firm and community teams settled on a design that
avoids telegraphing the building's purpose with,
say, musical instruments or the West Allican motil

on the facility's city-run website. "This community

and neighborhood was better served by a building
that's respectlul ofthe urban fabric," York says.

The building's board-formed concrete and
gray siding look at home next to the giant new

mixed-use residential developments around ir,
but Carlson notes the light brick storefront is also

consistent with the surviving historical commer-
cial buildings on I lth Street.

"There's also an effort to be quiet with the

architecture," says Heather McKinney, FAIA,
"with the idea that it wouldn't compete, that
there's enoush flexibility to the space. The space

is not so dramatic in and of itself that it lorces

you to behave a certain way."
The ability to adapt has been key to the space\

success in the three years since it opened. The house

remains a sort of visitor'.s center that shows offarti-
lacts like old perlume bottles that were discovered

during restoration. The adjacent lacility is home

to the city's Office of Arts and Cultural Resources,

which runs dance classes in the studio and keeps a
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"On opening da,v, there must'r'e been 100

people that came up to the stage rvho were being

thanked for their contributions to the process,

and all ofthem were taking total authorship,"
McKinney says. "That's always a good sign,

u,hen people want to take the credit."

Patrick Michels is a writer based in Austin
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Antenora Architects

luxe. interiors+design

Adisa Communications
Alan Bell

Bartlett Cocke General Contractors
Cardno Haynes Whaley
Coleman & Associates
DBR Engineering Consultants
Dick Clark + Associates

D ISCOVE R D ES lG N. our buitt environment
reflects what we value as a community. The Austin
Foundation for Architecture supports initiatives
that enrich our quality of life in central Texas.

AUSTIN FOUNDATION
FOR ARCH ITECTURE

THANK YOU 2016 SPONSORS
Your donations support AFA leadership grants, educational initiatives and public outreach.

DuBois Bryant and Campbell

Page/ STG Design

EEA Consulting Engineers

DPR Construction
Earl Swisher, AIA
lnterceramic Tile
Kathleen Ash
Noacklittle Architecture and
PBK Architects, lnc.

Sally Fly and John Nyfeler
Spectrum Lighting
Structu res

Studio-K Glass

Tim Cuppett Architects
Vaughn Construction

lnteriors

A B O D E I fernsantinidesign *P"**g.l-rH.y

austinfoundationforarchitecture.org
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Preservation Texas Honor Awards

Preservation Texas presented its 2016 Honor Awards at the State Theatre in Austin on Februarl. lB.

Restoration

I Proctor Green House, Cuero

Fisher Heck Architects

2 Bexar County Comissioners Courtroom, San Antonio

Fisher Heck Architects

3 Hotel Settles, Big Spring

Norman Alston Architects

4 Bendit House, Houston

Curry Boudreaux Architects

Rehabilitation
5 Plaza de Armas Building, San Antonio

Ford. Powell & Carson

6 Herff Homestead, Boerne

Alamo Architects

Ellis Alley Enclave, San Antonio

Ford, Powell & Carson and Mainstream Architects

7 Quiroz House, Galveston

Ford, Powell & Carson

I
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lic,eo$nition

8 Knights of Plrthias Hall, Cuero

Fisher Heck Architects

9 M&L Transfer and Storage Warehouse, Amarillo
Charles Lynch, AIA

lOSulphur Springs Post Office, Sulphur Springs
ARCHITEXAS

Reconstruction
11 Kiest Park Pergola, Dallas

Norman Alston Architects

Conservation

12 Sam Bell Maxey House State Historic Site, Paris

Quimby McCoy Preservation Architecture

13 Covert Monument, Austin
Silver Lining Art Conservation, Bartlett Stone Carving

and Vault Fine Art Services

Preservation Planning
14Austin Historic Cemeteries Master Plan

AmaTerra Environmental, McDoux Preservation, John

Milner Assocrates

Texas Media Award
"Restore"

l\,4ark Birnbaum

Heritage Education Award

Architectural Styles of Dallas Exhibit and Booklet

Preservation Dallas

Truett Latimer Award for Preservation
Professionals

Bruce MacDougal

Executive Director, San Antonio Conservation Society

Alamo Award for Successful Advocacy After
a Loss

Downtown Dallas Historic Preservation Task Force

Historic Storefront of lr,4ain and Elm Streets

92 Texas Architect 5/6 2016
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Texas
Society of
Architects

Texas Prosperity Conference is a symposium
focused on improving your architectural
business in:

, Risk Management
> Getting What You Want
, State of the State
, Growth Strategies

9:OO AM - 4:3O PM
The Barnhill Genter
at Historic Simon Theatre
Brenham

Registration: $250
lncludes breakfast, lunch, afternoon break,
and the opportunity to meet and visit with
the speakers.

Speaker details to be announced online.

For more information, visit
texasarchitects.org.

o Brenham

Bishop Lynch High School Expansion

5/6201.6 Texas Architect 93

ProCon Texas Prosperity Confarence
26 August 2016
BrenhamTexas

Prosperity
Conference

Dcntt worry - ,

Brenham is not far!

c.th !

State Farm at CityLine

TNNOVATTON I EXPERIENCE I SERViCE

l3l3 Lee Parkway Suite IOO I Oallas, Texas 75219

214.87 l.loto I wwwtafp.com
Mark Peterman PE. Principal I mpeterman(alAFPcom
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Casa di Luce, Dallas

Contractor Parkview Homes

Consultants sTRucTURAL ENGTNEER: Datum Engineers;
LIGHTING DESIcNER: Architectural Lighting Alliancet KITCHEN

DESIGNER: Bulthaup: A/V DESTGNER: Dallas Sight and Sound

ReSOufCeS RAtN scREEN: Dee Brown: wooD TRUssEs: Frisco

Lumber: MILLwoRK: Harvest Construction: sLtDtNG DooRs:

Fleetwood Windows and Doors (Window Tradition)t sKyLtcHTs;
Super Sky; OVERHEAD COILING DOORS: Southwestern Steel Doors
(Hollywood Door); WOOD FLOOR AND TREADS: Woodwright Hard-
wood Floor Company; STATUARY wHITE MARBLE: Walker-Zanger:
TILE: Horizon Tile; FTREPLACE: Sparkfire (1st Choice Chimney);
PLUMBING FIXTURES: TKO ASSociateS: GEROTHERMAL SYSTEM:

Crawford Services

Bluestem, Cresson

Resources coNcRETE MAsoNRy vENEER: Acme Building

BTandS: STANDING SEAM METAL ROOF: TinweII Sheet N,4etaI:

STRUCTURAL INSULATED PANELS; Roof: Chapman Building

SYSTEMS; STEEL WINDOWSI A & S WiNdOW; KITCHEN CABINETRY:

Bulthaup: PLUMBTNG FtxTURES: Duravit & Dornbracht (L4orrison

Plumbing Company); HEATING, VENTILATING, AND ArR CONDtTtON-

ING (HvAc)r Daikin (Studio HVAC), American Standards (main

house HVAC); ELECTRIcAL: Delta Lighting (HLA)

Franklin Mountain House, El Paso

Contractor cullers + Caldwell

Consultants sTRUcTURAL ENGTNEER: Harris Engineering
Services: MECHANtcAL: Llnico

Resources opENtNGs: Western Window Sytems (Pella Win-
dows & Doors); FlNlsHEs: Cement Tile (Avente Tile), N/arble Tile
+ Bath 2 and 3 Tile (Arizona Tile); EQUIPMENT: Wold, Subzero.

Bosch, GE, Lynx, Vent A Hood (Builders Source); PLUMBTNG:

Kohler, Duravit, Lacava. l\4Tl (Fergusons); HEATING, VENTILATING,

AND AIR CONDITIONING (HVAC): Unico

Hart Woodson House, Austin

Contractor Dalgleish Construction Company

GonSUltantS sTRUcTuRAL: Stenstrom Schneider: tNTERtoR

FURNISHINGS: Blair Burton lnteriors

ReSOurces coNcRETE FoUNDAT|oN: Austin Concrete Develop-

ment: coNcRETE PoLtsHtNG: l\,4odern Crete: sTUcco: Acropolis

Stuccoi STRUCTURAL STEEL: DenniS SteeI; CABINETS (WALNUT):

Kingwood Fine Cabinetry: CABINETS (WHITE LAMINATE): Kiva

Kitchen and Bath; FRAMING: Hill Country Framing: wooD DooRS

(lNTERloR): BMC Millwork; wooD TRIM: l\.4odern Design and

Construction: tNsuLATtoN: Dray lnsulation; RooFtNG: Quality
Roofing: GLASS WALLS AND DOORS: l\,4orris Glass; GARAGE DoORS:

Cowart Door Systems; PAINTING/DRYwALL: Dingwall Painting and

Remodeling; TILE INSTALLATIoN; Taylor and White Custom Stone;

coUNTERToPS: Decorum Architectural Stone: HARowARE: Alex-

andeT Ny'aTchant; APPLIANCES - REFRIGERATIOR, RANGE, DOUBLE

OVENS, MICROWAVE, MINI FRIDGE, VENT HOOD, WARMING DRAWER:

Sub ZeTo WoIf: APPLIANCES - ICE MAKER: Scotsman: APPLIANCES

- OUTDOOR KITCHEN: Fisher & Paykel; APPLIANCES - WASHER

AND DRYERI LG: APPLIANCES - DISHWASHER: BOSCh; PLUMBING:

ETC Plumbing; PLUMBING FIXTURES: Morrison Plumbing Supply;

HEATING, vENTILATING, AND AIR CONDItIONING (HVAC): Efficient

Air Conditioning: SHADE SYSTEMS: Texas Sun and Shade; ELEC-

TRICAL/LIGHTING: PTecision EIectTic: AV AND AUTOMATION/ELEC.

TRoNlc SAFETY AND sEcuRlTY: Sterling AVi: LANDSCAPE: Sullivan

Landscape; tRRtGATtoN: Southern Landscape; PooL: Johnson

CuStom PooIS: DESIGN SOFTWARE: AUtodeSK

Harrell House, Houston

Contractor Thomsen company

CONSuItANtS INTERIOR DESIGN: KuhI Linscomb: LEED RATER:

PSL lntegrated Solutions: LANDSCAPE ARcHITEoT: Tim Hansen,

ALSA, LandScape ArChitect; STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Matrix
Structural; CIVIL ENGINEERi Andrew Lonnie Sikes; LtcHTtNG

DEslcN: Lighting Design Solutions; METALWoRK oEstcN & FABRT-

cATloN: George Sacaris Studio

Resources cusroM METALwoRK: (FRoNT ENTRv stDEwALLs,

MASTER BATH BOXES, TRELLIS, POOL CANOPY, FIREPLAcE): GeoTge

Sacaris Studio; AcRYLtc PANELS AT pooL cANopy: Regal Plastics;
TPO ROOF MEMBRANE: Alvarez Sheet l\,1etal; STOREFRONT WIN-

DOWS & DOORS: YKK AP (Ha|ey.Greer); VELUX SKYLIGHTS: VeIuX

(Alvarez Sheet l\,4etal)i PORCELATN FLOOR TtLE: lmola (Thorntree

SIate); BATH WALL TILE: Horizon TiIe: INDIANA LIMESToNE -
EXTERIOR TILE, TREADS, AND COPTNG: Bybee Stone Company;
KITCHEN AND BATH CABINETS: Bulthaup (KuhI.Linscomb); AUTO-

MATED RoLLER sHADEs,/ELEcTRIcALwALLAccESSoRIES: LUtTon

(Facilities Electric); PLUMBING SHOWROOM & SUPPLTER: Elegant
Additions; HEATtNG, vENTTLATTNG, AND AtR coNDtTtoNtNG (HvAc):

Premier AC & Heating; A/V & SECURTTY CONTROL SYSTEM: Savant
(Symbio Lighting & Control); TYPICAL RECESSED LtcHT FtxTURES:

Delta Light, USA (Putterman, Scharck & Associates); DEcoRA-

TIVE GLOBE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTURES: Manamana (Putterman,

SchaTcK & Associates); OUTDOOR LED RETROFIT LIGHTS IN

EXISTING PORCH CEILING: Cooper - Halo (Putterman, Scharck &
Associates) BREAKFAST./DlNlNG ROOM LtcHT FtxTURE: Artemide;
ELECTRONIC SAFETY ANO SECURITY: Symbio Lighting & Contro,;
DRIVABLE GRAss PAVTNG: Soil Retention; pools: l\4onarch Pools;

REVIT: Total CAD Systems

Ridge House, Jackson Hole, Wyo.

Contractor Dziezyc Construction

Consultants crvrL,/srRUcruRAL ENGTNEER: Jorgensen Associates

Resources MAsoNRy: Oakley Stone (Brown Dog l\.4asonry);

sTEEL: Rigby Steel & Fabrication; wooDs, PLAsTtcs, coMPostTE:
Falls Cabinets; KtTcHEN MtLLwoRK: Bulthaup; wooF FLooRs:

Tigerwood (Flooring Alternatives); RooFrNG: Salt River; opEN-

lNGs: Uniiux Window, lvlarvin Windows (OMNI VIEW Window and
Door); PAINTING: Ellis Painting; DRYWALL: Reilly Drywalli MOTOR-

rzD SHADES: Fish Creek lnteriors: AppLrANcEs: l\.4iele Appliances
(BUIthaup' DaIIaS); RUGS, FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS: B & B |taiIa,
L4oltini (Scott & Cooner); ARTwoRK: Tayloe Piggott Gallery;
MECHANICAL: Wyoming L4echanical; HEATING, VENTILATING,

AND AIR CONDITIONING (HVAC): Ny'ountain West: cAS FTREPLACE:

Sparks l\.4odern Fireplaces; ELEGTRtcAL: Jackson Hole Electric

Hotel Emma, San Antonio

Consultants co-oEVELopERs: Silver Ventures, Woodbine

Development: CIVIL: Pape-Dawson Engineers: LANDSCAPE

ARCHITECT: RiaIto Studiol INTERIoR ARcHITEoTURE: Roman and

Williams; STRUGTURAL: Danysh & Associates; M.E.p.: Blum Con-

sulting Engineers: LtcHTtNG: Studio Lumina; AcousrtcAL: Dick-

ensheets Design Associates; TEcHNoLocY: Strategic Techno ogy

SerVices; BUILDING ENVELOPE CONSULTANT: WJE ASSociateS:

ARCHITECTURAL PRESERVATION CONSULTANT: Jf etzer

ReSOUfCeS MASONRY: Acme Brick: CEMENT TtLE: Redondo Tile

and Stone; SIGNAGE,/DESIGN: GiIes.ParScaIe; SIGNAGE,/EXTERIOR

PATNTED: JAM Designs & Signst FABRtcs - RoBES/EMpLOyEE

UNIFORMS: Dos Carolinas: ART - cUIDES: Wildsam Field Guides:

ART - FRAGRANCES: soular Therapy; HANDCRAFTED ART: t\,,lelissa

GUeTTa Latin Kitchen I\,4arKet: METAL ART SCULPTURE/CHANDE.

LIERSS/SIGNAGE: FIUX I\,4etaI StUdio; FURNITURE - ENTRY TABLES,/

BENCHES: PeteT GIaSS,oTd; FURNITURE - CUSTOM TABLES: Peter
Zubiate Studio Furniture

City of Austin African American Cultural and

Heritage Facility, Austin

Contractor Barecky Construction Company

Consultants crvrL ENGTNEER; N,4WN.4 DesignGroup; srRUc-
TURAL ENGINEER: FTanK Lam & ASSociates: MEP ENGINEERS:

Agnew Associates; LANDScApE aRcHtrEcr: Garcia Design;

HISTORIC RENOVATION SERVICES: Volz & Associates - AT Tll\.4E OF

PROJECT. O'Connell Architecture - PRESENT: LEED: Holosi COST

MANAGEMENT: Apex Cost Consultantsi ROOFING CONSULTING:

Amtech Building Sciences

Resources coLD FoRMED METAL FRAMTNGi Clark Dietrich
Building Systems; SPRUNG wooD FLooR: O'l\,4ara Sprung

Floors: REO CEDAR SHINGLES: Cedar Shake and Shingle

Bureau (Watkins Sawmills): STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFING:

Architectural Building Components: ROOFING UNDERLAYMENT:

Carlisle Coatings & Waterproofing; EXTERtoR stDtNG: James
Hardie Commercial; LOUVERS: Ruskin (Texas Air Products):

SOUNDPROOF WINOOWS: Soundproof Windows; CARPET: Shaw

Contract Group; RUBBER TtLE: Flexco; CONCRETE STATN: H&C

Concrete Stain; OUCTLESS MlNl SPLIT SYSTEM: N,4itsubishii PHO-

TOVOLTAIC: Solarworld (Lighthouse Soiar): LTcHTTNG: Finelite
(Spectrum Lighting)

Convergence
SAVE THE SATE

77th Annual Convention
and Design Expo

3-5 November 2016

San Antonio

texasa rch itects.0 rq/c0 nventi0n
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Adr.ertisL,r's Index

Acme Brick ............-.. IFC-1
817 3324tot
bseidel@brick.com
www.brick.com

Avadek ................. ...........25
713 944 0988
sales@avadek.com
www.avadek.com

Alcoa Architectural Products ..................... 17
800 8417774
leslie.newman@alcoa.com
www.reynobond.com

Hunt & Joiner ................ 95
2t47607000
sdial@h-jinc.com
www.h-iinc.com

L.A. Fuess .......................93
214477701Q
mpeterman@laf p.com
www.lafp.com

Milgard Windows & Doors ............................. 4
8t7 5?52601
DarcyOverby@milgard.com
www.milgard.com

Panda Windows & Doors .....,....................... 33
702 643 5700
panda@panda-windows.com
ww.panda-windows.com

Peacock Pavers ............... 3
800 2642072
www.peacockpavers.com

PeteEon Aluminum Corporation ................ 2
8OO PAC CLAD
info@pac-clad.com
www.pac-clad.com

Pilkington North Ameri€ - NSG Group ... 40
419247 3895
kelly.wittmer@nsg-com
ww.nsg.com

Polyguard Products Barrier
Systems Divi$n ...........22
2i4 505 s000
tbischof@polyguard.com
www.polyguardproducts.com

Schuler Shook ............... 95
2t4747 8300
mprince@schulershook.com
www.schulershook.com

Teqniqual Systems ....................................... 95
8r7 249 4024
efriend@teqniqal.com
www.teqniqal.com

The Wagner Companies .............................. 10
414214 A14,1

mwojtycski@mailwagnercom
www.wagnercompanies.com

York Metal Fabricators ................................ 95
800 255 4703
grantyork@yorkmetal.com
www.yorkmetal.com

Baker Triangle ............... 10
972 285 8878
babaker@bakertriangle.com
www.bakertriangle.com

BMC...................... .... 13. 21
800 888 3667
mavininfo@buildwithbmc.com
www.buildwithbmc.com

Boral Building Products ........................... 26
1 800 526 7255
boralcs.department@boral.com
www.boralbuildingproducts.com

Blackson Brick
214 855 5051
info@blacksonbrick.com
www.blacksonbrick.com

Continental Cut Stone
254 193 2329
robt@continentalcutstone.com
www.continentalcutstone.com

Butterlield ...................... 78
630 906 1980
keith@butterf ieldcolorcom
www.butterf ieldcolor.com

30

Cy Young lndustries ..................................... 13
aoo 729 2610
nancy@cyyoungseating.com
www.cyyoungseati ng.com

Hanover Architectural Products ................ 29
800 426 4242
info@hanoverpavers.com
www.hanoverpavers.com

Hohmann & Barnard .................................... 19
765 4207940
cbrannan@h-b.com
www.h-b.com

E HUNT & JOINER, INC.
Consulting Structural Engineers

I nnovative Structural Engineering
Solutions For Over 50 Years

- 
RrcrsrERED rN ALL 48 CoNTINENTAL sTATES-

Dallas: (214)760-70A0 www.h-jinc.com
Austin: (512) 358-8788 80A-464-3170

=ql-xoItp.
!,o
o

Teqniqal
Syste m s

Facility Safety Assessments
Stage Rigging & Machinery

Fire Curtains & Draperies
Lighting & Dimming

Video & Projection
877 .249.4024

skype: teqniqal
www. teqniqal.com

Theatre Planning
Noise Control

Aco u sti cs
Sou nd

www. TheatreSafetyBlog. blogspot,com
C on s ttltant s Sp e c ializin g irt

Performing Arts Technolog,- and Safety

A
schulershook.com

GHTING DESIGNERS

SchulerShook
Chicago

Minneapolis
Dallas

Yonx METAL Fhgnlc^aroFlEl, INc.
Custom Ornamental Railing Systems

Stainless - Aluminum - Brass - Glass

Creative custom fabricated
ornamental railings for over

5O years.

www.yorkmetal.com - 800.255.4703 - Oklahoma City, OK

W
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Rauser Design's Perfect
Wall House

I\ he .'perfect wall" concept was

ldereloped byJoseph Lstiburek ol
Ruilding Science Corporation. a

consulting and architectural sen,ices

, firm based in West{brd. Mass. The
idea is simple: Place cladding, insulation, and

airlwatcr/vapor barriers outside the structure
to protect it and the interior from moisture and

drastic temperature changes. If'done correctly,

a perlect wall system should provide superior

thermal performance and increase the lifetime of
the building (500 years is one quoted figure).

A new house in East Austin designed

by Eric Rauser, AIA, and Rebekah Rauser of
Rauser Design and built by Risinger Homes

is putting the system to the test. Designed

lor a bachelor, the two-story, 1,450-sfresi-

dence relates to the changing landscape ofthe
neighborhood, where single-family homes are

giving way to multifamily infil1 developments

whose size is constrained only by a prolusion ol
protected heritage trees.

The wall assembly, from the timber lraming
out, is f -in-by-6-in pine boards, l/2-in OSB, a

40-mil peel-and-stick airlwater/vapor barrier,
4-in silver loil-faced polvisocyanurate insula-

tion, l-in-by-4-in pressure-treated lathing, and

24-gauge corrugated metal siding pre-painted

white. The roof has a similar makeup, the only
dilference being that it has six inches olinsula-
tion and a thicker weather barrier. Since the

house is designed without overhangs, this barrier
is able to wrap the entire house without breaks.

Inside, the architects lelt the wood framing
standard 2-by-4s on i6-in centers exposed

and painted white, giving the interior a rustic

qualit,v and makins it much easier to spot leaks,

should any occur) as well as lor the structure to

dry out if it eet. wet. Resting on a concrete pier-

and-beam foundation, it is also easy to access

every part olthe house lor repairs. A ductless

3-head mini-split mechanical system one

head upstairs and two downstairs delivers hot
and cold air with a heat exchanger for exhaust

and intake, and a separate dehumidification
system to keep everythine nice and dry. The
housc carned a HERS rating of 39, much better

than the HERS 100 rating of today's standard

residential construction, putting it a stone's throw
from net zero statrrs.

Lelt Wilh the cladding,

in su lation, and u-t eather

seal aLl outside the struc-

ture, the architects aere

able to Leau theframing

exposed on the interior.

Below The lack of large

ouerhangs allowed the

house to be completefi

wrapped with a uater, air,

and rapor barrier, making

;for a ury tightll sealed

enrelope. The corrugated

metal siding and standing

seam roo;f are Qpical of
East Austin.
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Cordillera once only meant parallel mountain ranges, and Carrizo Springs

described a small farming and ranching town. Now, the legacy of Eagle Ford

shale is a higher profile city and high school, reflected in the pitched edges of
Featherlite s Cordillera Stone Masonry Units. An expanded student population

enjoys a spacious but eff icient two-story campus around a daylit central stair

and cafeteria. Cordillera walls and columns divide and enclose the spaces, with

contrasting walls of Acme Brick in four regionally appropriate blends from three

plants. Bright and bold, these elements elevate the high schoolto symbolize

the region's successfultransition in scale. Masonry brings low maintenance,

design flexibility, LEED regionalsourcing, and long-term life cycle value.
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Cordillera Cuts Deeper Shadows to Complement Acme Brick
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'Curizo Springs has a rich history 
--

and a promising future, qualities

we designed into these inspiring

spaces. We combined regional

materials in modern ways in this

high school and a following junior

high school. Co rdi lle ra's h e i g hte ne d
texture and longer units elevate

the visual appeal and value of thb
sto n e p ro d Lst'dtd cra@ ytle@
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Carrizo Spilngs High School

Canizo Springs, Texas

architect

Claycomb Associates, Austin

general contractor
Bartlett Cocke, San Antonio

masonry (ontractor

L&T Masonry, Austin
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With the same commitment to clean design, premium materlals and high quality craftsmanship found in our custom product lines, the PandaSelect* collection of

multi*lide doorsystems provides contemporary beauty to commercialand residential budget-driven projects.

With four different frame material choices, PandaSelect* multi-slides complement any architectural style helping y0u meet the design goals and performance

criteria of you r project.
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All Aluminum

LEARN MORE AT PANDA-WINDOWS.COM

Contacl us:

702-643-5700
panda@panda-windows.com

#P A N D A
WINDOWS G DOORS

/IheTS.3C' Thermally Broken Therma

Aluminum Wood Clad

{m@ffi
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lntroducing the PandaSelectrM Collectior
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bud get- d riven projects
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Milgard. The Architect's Choice.
lr/ilgard, a recognized, trusted brand for over 50 Years offers the exceptional quality
and design flexibility that architect's demand. Our product lines include vinyl, aluminum,
fiberglass and wood-which means we have the right window for any project.

Milgard offers full architect support and delivery you can depend on to help
you complete jobs on time and on budget. And best of all, our Full Lifetime
Warranty offers peace-of-mind to your most demanding clients.

For more information or for continuing education opportunities:

Ca I I 81 7. 5 25 .260 6 or visit m i lga rd.com/professiona lsla rch itects e*^,rlt *lr*'
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FOLLY SQUARE
20,|5 Student Oesign Competition VISITER CENTER
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A New Building in Bryan, Designed
for a Student Design ComPetition,
May Soon Rise
by Eurico R. Francisco, AIA

Architectural competitions have been common

in Europe now for quite some time. In fact, many

if not most public buildings on the continent

are the result ofcompetitions, and there is a

general understanding that an open selection

process based on the strength of ideas will imbue

public structures with genuine civic values. For

whatever reason legal liability, an occasion-

ally cumbersome process, lunding protocols, etc.

- competitions are not as common in the U.S.

This is unfortunate because competitions have

been known to stir ideas, provoke debate, and

Iaunch firms which otherwise would not thrive

in environments that favor business connections

over skill and lamiliarity over inventiveness.

A recent student competition organized by

faculty at the Texas A&M Universitv (TAMU)
College olArchitecture aims to change that.

The TAMU competition is loosely modeled

on the Virginia Prize competition organized by

AIA Virginia the popular "w'eekend competi-

tions" - which recognizes the best submissions

from architecture schools in that state. Over the

years, the Virginia Prize has not only addressed

issues ofsocial interest in the public realm (a

mixed-use fire station, a train station, and a

wind farm, to name a lew), but also brought

exposure to talented students. It is well known,

by the way, that firms from northern Virginia
and Washington, D.C. will seek those students

out as potential new hires.

Assistant Professor Ahmed K. AIi, a recent

transplant to TAMU College of Architecture,

decided to tackle the issue ofa historically

significant but underutilized city block in Bryan,

Texas, as the site of a 2015 student competition.

The block sits just east of downtown, and is home

to two olthe oldest structures in Br1'an, an 1872

servants'quarter and a separate carriage house.

Gifted to the city in 2001 by the Hoppess Foun-

dation of Houston, which also sponsored the

competition, the site has since remained undevel-

oped and vacant. The competition brief asked lor

a new visitor center for the Brazos River Valley

to be designed on the site, and for the incorpora-

tion olthe existing structures into the overall
proposal via adaptive reuse. The stated goal was

to activate the area by creating a place where the

communitv could meet, and where visitors to the

Brazos Valley would be greeted with facts and

information about the county.

The winning proposal was submitted by

Jaechang Ko, a first-year Master of Architec-

ture student at TAMU. Ko's proposal features

a long, airy, and intriguing one-story pavilion

running north-south. The pavilion manages to

The uinning proposal b2

TAMU studentJaechang

Ko is a long, airy, one-

storl paailion.
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Lelt The pauilion anchors

the new public square,

which includes existing

buildings, an amphithc-

ater, and a waterfeature.

Below The new structure

refleets the scale of the

existing buildings.

bring order to the previously loosely organized
site, and at the same time serves as a backdrop
to the existing and two proposed new smaller
structures, which Ko nicknames "follies". Both
new structures are similar in scale to the existing
buildings. The first is a symbolic gateway, and
the second functionally supports the amphi-
theater at the center ofthe block. "Folly Square"
is therefore born - a city block that blends
new and old, order and playfulness, past and
present, building and landscape. The design
includes a water feature on the northern edge

of the block, nicknamed the "eco-pond", which
also recalls the Brazos River - the reason lor
Bryan's existence.

The Hoppess Foundation is currently
engaged in fundraising lor the construction
of the project. TAMU faculty, students, and
Bryan's representatives believe that the project
could be built soon. It probably won't be easy,

but wouldn't it be encouraging to see it done?

Eurico R. Francisco, AlA, is an architect in HDR's

Dallas office.
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Emery O. Young, Jr., AIA
L932 - 2016
by W. lVark Gunderson, AIA

Above The linear

central gallerlt of the Otero

residence splayed open to

embrace a utimming pool

at its southern end. The

fanill room and bedrooms

for the tzuo daughters each

enjoyd a aieu to the pool.

Noted Fort Worth architect Emery O. Young,

Jr., diedJanuary 2,2016, at the age ol83. His
firm, Emery Young Associates, was established

in 1971, and his work was heavily grounded in
modernist precepts; one offew'such practices in
Fort Worth in the 1970s and 'B0s and the most

recognized. The corpus of work was primarily
residential in nature and spoke to the careful
engagement ofbuilt form in the landscape as

well as to an almost-Miesian sumptuousness and
restrained, flush vocabulary in interiors.

Emery was born in Post, Texas, where his
parents lived on the caprockjust northwest ol
town. He was simply not cut out lor the farm lile
ofthe I930s in thatplace. He attended archirec-
ture school at Texas Tech (where he was known
by close friends as "E.O.") and graduated in
1954. Emery found the love of his iife - Barbara
Lee and first danced with her while at a Stan

Ke nton performance in Fort rrlbrth. They rvere

married 51 years and raised a son and daughter.
He served two years in the army and then

worked for Wilson, Patterson, Sowden, Dunlap
and Epperly lrom 1957 to 1960. He worked for
two years as a desisner with Wyatt C. Hedrick
before a brielstint with HKS and then joined
Albert S. Komatsu & Associates in Fort Worth
where, over eight years, he became Associate

Partner and Director of Design. He designed a

number ofhighly regarded projects while there,

including the Cullen Davis residence. After a

year with Envirodynamics in Dallas, he started
his own practice as Emery Young Associates in
Fort \\rorth. The practice was never more than
two employees besides himself.

Sisnificant residential work lrom his olfice

included the 1979 Axe Residence in Arlington,
Texas; 198l Kornfeld residence; l9B2 Minker
residence; l986 Otero residence; 1987 Sotman
residence; and the 1993 Geesbreght residence

in Mira Vista. A l9B0 finish-out for Trouve and
finish-out for Metro in Sundance Square in the

mid-80s stand out in his small body of commer-
cial projects. An unbuilt project for Mr. and Mrs.
Thurman McGaugh was particularly eloquent
architecturally. Many of the houses were court-
yard typologies incorporating water elements as

local points and were very often splayed open to
the site or arrayed along the perimeter to views.
In section, many embodied a kind ol'caprock'
relationship to a lower living area, perhaps a
subliminal evocation of his youth.

Emery served on more than 30 committees
lor AIA Fort Worth and was chapter President
in 1975. In 1979, he was the inaugural recipi-
ent of the Charles R. Adams Award lor Design
Excellence. The award was not given again for
I I years. He received 11 design awards lrom
AIA Fort Worth and two lrom the Texas Society
of Architects one for theJames "Tonny"
Foy residence and another for the Shady Oaks
Townhouses on Roaring Springs Road freelanc-
ing with Albert Komatsu.

Refinement ofform and detail, elegant pro-
portions, and a use olexquisite materials were

the signature'voice' olarchitect EmeryYoung.
His rarified sensibilities attracted wealthy and
erudite clientele, and his hand-drawn working
drawings on large (30-in x 40-in or lareer) sheets

were the envy olhis professional peers. Sensitive

site plans, exquisite sections, framing plans, and
large-scale details were composed on a sheet

with no inch to spare. No architect in the region
drew as carefully and in as fine a hand as Emery
and his office, and none would have detailed
finish work to the 1/32nd ofan inch.

He cared intensely for cooking and gardening
his entire lile and these loves, in conjunction with
his family and his architectural practice , formed
the centerline of his existence. Dinner parties
with friends, dancing, and social and cuitural
activities provided counterpoint. His lriendships
with those in the art and design community, such

as Tonny Foy, were sfong and lasting conversa-

tions. A number of his residences were built by
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Clockwise from top

lell A tre I lised u al ka qt

hridged a landscaped

swale at the entrance to tlte

Gusbreght residence. The

Gee.sbreght kitchen ieu,ed

from the den and corridor

aboue. An axial ruater

court uith small.fountain

fonned the entr) sequence

at the Kornfeld residence in

a gated communitlt in uest

Fort Worth.

Steve Raplogel, whose right hand, Charles Ivy,

could be both challenged and chagrined by

Emery's stringent requirements. Emery officed

for years in the 1B9B Pollock-Capps residence on

Penn Street before moving to the Roundhouse

Office Building on rv!'est Vickery, now destroyed

flor the Chisholm Trail Parkway.

In 1994, architect Frank D. Welch, FAIA,
said of Eme ry that he had ". . . scrupulously

produced a body oldistinguished, small-scale

designs to earn the highest regard by his peers in

Fort Worth and beyond. He possesses that city's

modernist conscience unalloyed by the vicissi-

tudes oltransient design lashion. He quite clearly

and unsellconsciously sees architecture as an art
and is unwavering in pursuing that goal. That
makes him unique. This sometimesJonely quest

has placed Emery Young at the very top ofhis
community of architects."

Author Lisa Germany wrote of Emery's work,
"What struck me most forceflully about his work
was his sensitive handling ollight. He harnessed

the sometimes-oppressive power of this force and

made it dance lor his clients or glide over sculp-

tural surlaces revealing elegant lines and details.

lVhere possible, he allowed it to enter rooms,

generously blurring the lines between inside and

outside a quality he reinforced as well with
thoughtlul choice s of materials and colors. ...
This element of grace is what I saw and lelt in
Emery Young's houses."

W. Mark Gunderson, AlA, is an architect in Fort Worth

3/42076 Texas Architect 15
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We've changed our name but our commitment to
producing quality brick products has never been
stronger. Our new name, Fofrerra Brick, is an
evolution that means we give form - FOR, to the
earth - TERRA. But it's also a promise. One that
says every brick we make is made to meet the
highest standards - yours.

trE

DALLAS
214.855.5051

FORT WORTH
817.823.5208

sAl{ ANTO]{!O
210.549.1036

forterra brick.com

info@ blacksonbrick.com
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Texas
Society of
Architects

Architectural Journey
to Spain

Join the Texas Society of Architects on a unique architectural
excursion through the lberian Peninsula. Spain's architecture
presents one of the broadest and richest testimonies in Europe to
thousands of years of building ingenuity.

14-25 September 2O16

We will visit the Moorish Quarter in Granada, the homq of nobility in
Seville, the bustling city of Madrid, as well as the multi.lcultural city
of Barcelona. The itinerary includes private architectu[altours and
seminars, along with unique experiences and visits.

.-.#$\r,"
rt

Don't miss this outstanding journey of exploration
e

v

For reservations and details, contact Doug at Carrousll Travel.
800-800-6508 i

dmoorhouse@carrouseltravel.com ]
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New Air Traffic Control Tower to Put
Wings Over San Antonio's Stinson Airport
by Aaron Seward

San Antonio's Stinson Municipal Airport is set to
get a new air traffic control tower. Located in the
Mission Trails area south oldowntown, Stinson

is the second oldest continually operating general

aviation airport in the United States (the oldest is

College Park Airport in Prince George's County,

Maryland). Established by the Stinson Family in
1915, it has a history that goes back to the early

days of flight, and a terminal that was built by

the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s.

Though updated during a renovation in
2008, the terminal's antiquated control tower

could not be made to meet current Federal

Aviation Administration standards. To bring the

facilitl, up to specifications, TxDOT hired AJT
Engineering of Cocoa, Florida which special-

izes in air tralfic control towers - to design a

new tower for the site. The resulting utilitarian
structure was out for bid when it caught the

eye of San Antonio District 3 Councilu'oman
Rebecca.|. Viagran, who decided that such a

visible project in this historic quarter ofthe city
needed more of an inspiring face.

Viagran teamed with AIA San Antonio and

TxDOT to host the Stinson Municipal Airport
Traffic Control Tor,ver Replacement Design

Competition, which called on local architects to

submit ideas for turning the tower into a civic

icon. Sixteen proposals u'ere submitted and delib-
erated by a jury that included Chuck Armstrong,
FAIA, lrom Corgan Associates in Dallas; Daniel
Hart, FAIA, principal with Parkhill, Smith &
Cooper in Midiand; and Sue Ann Pemberton,

FAIA, principal of Mainstreet Architects in San

Antonio. The winning entry, "Wings Over Stin-
son," was a designed by HiWorks + Work5hop.

"The approach we took was to assume the

core would stay as designed and that we'd apply

a treatment to it that would harken back to the

history ol the site," says Brantley Hightower,
AIA, of HiWorks, who worked on the proposal

withJay Louden, AIA, and Rebekah Perez,

Assoc. AIA, of Work5hop. "We were taken with
early fabric-wing aircraft design that created
these translucent glowing structures."

With this inspiration, HilVorks + Work-
5hop designed labric wing simulacrums with
modern materials structural steel and tensile

membrane fabric which they hung from
the concrete panels of AJT's tower core. Lights
integrated within the "wings" activate at night,
causing them to glow with colors tuned to the

season red, white, and blue for the Fourth of

July; green for St. Patrick's Day, etc.

The project is currently out for bid and

completion is expected in the middle of 2017.

A Texas Architect at the
Paris Climate Talks
by Aaron Seward

The Paris COP21, which took place at the end

of 2015, was the first global climate summit to
include a dedicated "Building Day." Held on

December 3, it brought attendees together to

call attention to the opportunities that changes

to our built environment could play in mitigat-
ing climate change. Among the world leaders

and government representatives, members of the

business and investment communities, and jour-
nalists who showed up for the event were several

architects, including at least one lrom Texas:

Rives Taylor is AIA of Gensler's Houston office .

"We were over there doing recon, having
tracked the climate conversation with the U.N.
for some time," says Taylor. "We were intrigued
that for the 6rst time the U.N. recognized how

big a part buildings have on the demand side ol
the climate change equation."

According to the United Nations Environ-
ment Programme, buildings are the largest

single contributor to greenhouse gas emissions,

responsible for more than 30 percent of total
global output. Ifcurrent construction and build-
ing operation practices continue, that number is

expected to double by 2050.

COP2I asked all of the 192 participating
countries to determine what they needed to

do to limit global warming to below 2'C. At
Building Day, several strategies were put forth
to make sure the built environment does its

parr. Free exchange ofinformation was encour-
aged, in particular open communication and

transparency in setting sector goals for emissions

reductions. Formation of public-private partner-
ships was promoted as a way to raise funds and

share knowledge and technology; and increasing

efficiency - of building systems and envelopes,

as well as the scaling-up of retrofits was dis-

cussed as a way to streamline new and existing

building stock.

Taylor had something to say about the

architect's role in achieving these goals: "Our
job is to bridge public-private opportunities," he

says. "We're the coach for a process that isn't just

design-construct, but also long-term operation.
As Texans, conservation is what kept us alive in
this irascible place of the world. It took a lot of
time to do more with less, but we took pride in
our resiliency, if you will."

Among the other highlights olCOP2l was

"Paris Ice Watch," an outdoor installation by
Icelandic-Danish artist Olafur Eliasson. The
installation comprised 12 blocks ofglacial ice

totaling 100 tons - that fell off Greenland. They
were plucked from the North Atlantic, planted in
the plaza facing the Pantheon, and arranged in a
circle to resemble the face of a clock. "That part
of the city is maybe 1,000 years old," says Taylor.

"This glacier was 25,000 years old. It melted in
three days. It really put into perspective our posi-

tion in the scheme of things."
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Aaron Seward is editor of Texas Architect.
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prefobricqled exterior
woll ponels

BakerTriangle
Prefabrr-I

www.bokerpref ob.com
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2016 Studio Awards
Call for Entries

These awards recognize unbuilt projects
demonstrating innovation and excellence in design.
Real or theoretical projects that go beyond the
boundaries of architecture by addressing current
critical issues are encouraged.

Entry Deadline
9 June 2O16

Texas
Society of
Architects

www.texasarchitects.orglstudioawards
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The lndependent Ups the Ante on
Austin's Urban Ambitions
by Ashley Craddock

OnJanuary 11, 2016, 11 Austin city leaders

broke ground on a whimsical and well-appointed

signifier of Texan self-regard: the aptly named

Independent. With four tiers whose precise

volumes are stacked 58 stories high like so many

overhanging blocks, the glass-clad residential

tower resembles nothing so much as a high-

endJenga set or, as state senator and former

Austin Mayor Kirk Watson gleelully describes it,
"the wildest Lego set ever."

At 685 ft tall, the Independent clocks injust
a hair over the height ofanother downtown resi-

dential tower, the 683-tt Austonian. Still, the

difference is enough to allow the lead develop-

ment team to credibly declare it "the tallest

residential tower west olthe Nlississippi," a desig-

nation that lead architect Brett Rhode, AIA, says

was important to them.

Marketing puffery aside, the building's form

arose from the strictures ofthe particular city

block on which it will sit. Block 24, located at

the northeast corner olWest Third Street and

West Avenue in downtown Austin, is 1.7 acres

bounded at every edge by yet another design

challenge. Negotiations with the city led to a

mandatory setback to the north and east to

preserve Shoal Creek and access to Ladybird

Lake. To the south is a 72-in water rnain, which

traverses the site and clips the southwest corner.

Limitations to the northwest had to do rvith a

long-standing legislative requiremetrt to preserve

Austin's Capitol view corridors. "We had to deal

with a lot of issues," says Rhode, principal at

Austin-based Rhode Partners. "We considered

a bar-type, wider, broader structure that was

maybe 35 stories tall. But in terms of the views

available and distance lrom other structures

nearby, that approach presented drawbacks."

Rhode was born in Lampasas, raised in Cop-

peras Cove, and trained in architecture at UT,
but r+.hile living in New York in the l980s and

'90s he began to love "going tall." Hoping to get

his clients excited about the idea ofa skyscraper,

he took Aspen Heights CEO and lounder Greg

Henry to New York to see the sights. The plan

worked. "\!'e took the trip for inspiration and,

well, we got inspired," says Henry.

On completion, the Independent will have

491,000 sellable square feet (out ola total of
950,000), rvith 13,500 square feet olretail on the

ground floor. The 370 residential units will range

from 675-sfone-bedroom units to 3,485-sf three-

bedroom units, all rvith floor-to-ceiling glass

windows overlooking the city. High-end ameni-

ties on the ninth and 34th floors will include a

dog park and lounge, children's play areas, a

At 6B5ft, the Indepen-

dent uill be the tallest

residential touer uest of
the Mississippi.

pool, fitness rooms, a private movie screening

area, and a sky lounge and spa.

TheJanuary groundbreaking for the build-
ing represe nts, in many senses, a watershed for

Austin's urban ambitions. In fact, the Inde-

pendent has already been many years in the

making. The project is the final chapter of a

complex redevelopment ellort involving several

neighboring properties that had been owned by

the city: the Seaholm Power Plant, the Green

Water Treatment Plant, and the Austin Energy

site (a.k.a. Block 24). City leaders tout the

project as a win, notjust lor future residents of
the building, but for the city as a whole and

perhaps it is. City staff, led by the Economic

Development Department, worked long and

hard to ensure that the deal included such

key communitv benefits as a public plaza that

connects the Third Street footbridge to West

Avenue, trail improvements along Shoal Creek,

contributions of approximately $2.7 million to

the City of Austin's Allordable Housing Trust
Fund, and $l million for City infrastructure.

The joint development partnership behind
the project includes Austin-based Constructive

Ventures and Aspen Heights; and CIM Group,

which has olfices nationwide. Completion is

expected in 2018.

Ashley Craddock is a writer and editor based in Austin.
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MARCH

Thursday 3

LECTURE

lffaki Albalos and Renata

Sentkiewicz

7:00 p.m.,6:15 p.m.

reception

The Magnolia Theatre

3699 McKinney Avenue,

Dallas

da llasa rch itectureforum

org

OPENING EXHIBITION

Through April29

AIA Houston Young

Architects Forum

Emerging Voices

Architecture Center

Houston

315 Capitol, Houston

aiahouston.org

Friday 4
LECTURE

Charles Ray: Thoughts

on Sculpture

7:00 p.m.

The MenilCollection

1533 Sul Ros Street,

Houston

menil.org

Saturday 5

TOUR

2016 Austin Modern

Homes Tour

10:00 a.m.

modernhometouraustin.

com

Wednesday 9

LECTURE

Ma Yansong: Dialogue

with Nature

5:00 p.m.

Jessen Auditorium

200 West 21st Street, Uni

versity of Texas at Austin

soa.utexas.edu

Thursday lO

LECTURE

2016 Sally Walsh Lecture:

Tatiana Bilbao

7:00 p.m.

Museum of Fine Arts

Houston, Brown Audito-

rium

1001 Bissonnet Drive,

Houston

aiahouston.org

Tuesday 29

LECTURES

Marc Fornes

7:00 p.m.,6:15 p.m.

reception

The Magnolia Theatre

3699 McKinney Avenue,

Dallas

dallasarchitectureforum.

org

David Breslin: Architec-

ture + Art: Remembering

Thomas Colbert and Bill

Stern

7:00 p.m.

University of Houston,

Gerald D. Hines College of

Architecture & Design

4200 Elgin Street,

Houston

aiahouston.org

Wednesday 3O

LECTURE

Marlon Blackwell: Figures

and Types

5:00 p.m.

Jessen Auditorium

200 West 21st Street, Uni

versity of Texas at Austin

soa. utexas.ed u

APRIL

Saturday 9

EVENT

Celebrate Architec-

ture Gala: Rendezvous

Houston

7:00 p.m.

Silver Street Studios

200O Edwards Street,

Houston

aiahouston.org

Monday 1l

LECTURE

Eric Howeler: Going

Public

5:00 p.m.

Goldsmith Auditorium

399 West 22nd Street,

University of Texas at

Austi n

soa.utexas.edu

Wednesday 13

LECTURE

Deborah Berke

7:00 p.m.,6:15 p.m.

reception

The Magnolia Theatre

3699 McKinney Avenue,

Dallas

dallasarchitectureforum

org

Tuesday 19

LECTURE

AIA Austin Luncheon

Speaker Series: Simone

Wicha

11:30 a.m.

The Highball

1120 South Lamar Boule-

vard. Austin

aiaa usti n.org

Thursday 28

SYMPOSIUM

Gulf Coast Green 2016

Midtown Arts and The-

ater Center

3400 Main Street,

Houston

a ia houston.org

Friday 29

EXHIBITION OPENING

Rivane Neuenschwander:

Secondary Stories

SPACE: The Linda Pace

Foundation Gallery

111 Camp Street, San

Antonio

lindapacefoundation.org

FEATURED

John Grade: Canopy Tower

Betty and Edward Marcus Sculpture Park at Laguna Gloria, Austin
thecontem pora ryausti n.org

PERMANENT

A new site-specific installation by Seattle-based sculptor John Grade opened at
Laguna Gloria in late February. Titled "Canopy Tower," the work is an lpe wood

structure, shaped like the horn on a phonograph, suspended from three trees in the
lower grounds of the Betty and Edward Marcus Sculpture park. The large volume
is hung high enough above the forest floor that visitors can stand inside of it. The

upper portion of the sculpture moves in the wind, creating fluctuations in the gaps

between the wood panels that causes the daylight spilling in to dance.

Ann Veronica Janssens

Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas

nashersculpturecenter.org

THROUGH APRIL 17

Belgian artist Ann Veronica Janssens creates installations that seek to provoke an
"experience of excess, of the surpassing of limits," and "situations of dazzlement.,'
Contingent on the architectural spaces they inhabit, her work uses spoflights, pro.jec-

tions, fog, and other materials to heighten viewers' perception. Janssens, exhibition
at the Nasher, her first solo show in the U.S., presents a series of sculptural proposals

that accompany the visitor from the entrance of the museum to the garden, where
a pavilion filled with thick artificial fog suffused with vibrant colored light provides a

disorienting experience where you can really get lost.
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PlenumVault Digital Systems
AV Systems That Complement Your Classroom Environment

Extron PlenumVault@ Digital Systems are complete, centralized AV switching and control systems designed for classrooms

with a suspended ceiling. These easy-to-use, easy-to-install, economical classroom AV systems seamlessly integrate

the most common digital and analog video formats found in modern classrooms using twisted pair technology for signal

transmission. PlenumVault Digital Systems support any type of display device and can be customized to meet the specific

needs of any classroom.

Blends Right In
Each PlenumVault system includes a secure, housing for

mounting and concealing system components in the plenum

space above a suspended ceiling. The 2' x 2' enclosure

provides ample space for AV equipment and allows a

matching ceiling tile to be inserted in the access door, The

Decora AV input wall plates and wall-mounted push-button

controller installed in the wall also fit well into the classroom

environment.

Saves on Space
There are no messy cables on the floor and you won't

need a rack, expensive furniture or cabinetry for system

components. With everything mounted overhead,

PlenumVault systems will save you valuable floor and closet

space as well as prevent unauthorized access, protecting

the equipment from tampering and theft.

Benefits Everyone
Extron classroom systems empower and engage teachers,

students, and administrators. Teachers enjoy the simplicity

of the system controller and enhanced sound quality.

Students experience an improved classroom environment

proven to drive results. Network connectivity provides

remote access, proactive support and advanced asset

management.

Extron Electronics
INTEFIFACING, SWITCHING AND CONTFOL

800.633.9876 . www.extronclassroom.com

Grants Available
Register your proiect for a

Classroom AV System Grant
www.oxtronclassroom.com/grant

Classroom AV Design Guide
Reference for AV technology

- and solutions available at
. www.extronclassroom.com
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Papcrrn,ork

Reverse-Engineering the Rent: Prototype
Housing for Modest Means

by Jack Murphy, Assoc. AIA

Typically, a house is the most expensive purchase
a person makes. Home-ownership remains
one of the boxes ro be checked in pursuit of the
American dream. As an emotional imperative,
the dream of home-ownership generates trillions
ofdollars in value - known as the housing
market - but its logic is prone to overextension
and failure, as seen in 2008's economic meltdown.
Housing in Texas urban areas is increasingly
expensive , meaning that fewer people are able
to own their residence and reap the economic
benefits of owning a home.

To help some families make this crucial
transition, Edward M. Baum, FAIA, created
"Prototype Housing flor Modest Means," a

design proposal for affordable housing in Dallas.
Baum's Prototype begins with the efficient design
of a fourplex. Cruciform CMU walls divide the
two-story units, providing fire resistance and
muffling sound. Bathrooms are stacked, and flex-
ible space on the second story enables the unit to
be expanded to include as many as four bed-
rooms. Interiors would be fitted out with IKEA
components, and an attic flan cools the unit
before the use ofair conditioning is required.

Outside, a single angled metal roof caps a
facade ofveneer brick that is painted various
colors. Brick as a material, explains Baum, is

both "aspirational" and cost-effective: It signifies
a middle-class permanence, and in Dallas it
prices out cheaper than stucco. Sliding Har-
diePanel screens mounted on Unistrut channels
shade inward-opening casement windows. Each
unit has its own partially covered outdoor area
lor secure parking and leisure. Scored concrete
presents a uniform street material to both pedes-
trians and cars, and tree planters help calm traffic
noise. The perspectival procession of solid/void,

-
T- t

A unified paaing strategt

and robust planters define

a streetscape;for both

people and uhicles.

Inexpensiae, durable

selections - aeneer brick,

agrieu ltura I fa bric, c ltain-

linkfence - comprise the

exterior material palette.
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Papc,rn,rlrh

Alternating latterns of
s olid /a oid estab lish the

grain ofthe proposed

detelopment.

the units' minimal fenestration, and the fluid
uolneufstreetscape give the images a Dutch qual-

ity, an urban effect highly desirable in the sea of
sprawling North Texas subdivisions. The layout

fits 14 units per acre) but the more stunning

spec is the cost: $80/s{'l Though the cost was

estimated four years ago and doesn't include the

price of land, it is still astonishingly low.

This proposal delivers on its title "Reverse-

Engineering the Rent." To learn about this housing

typology and the people who will likely be its

residents, Baum studied apartment complexes in
central Dallas, which are largely populated by

working-class Hispanic families. He Iearned that

secure covered parking is critical for low-income

families, as they often keep work trucks at home

overnight, stocked with tools or materials, and

that each family often has multiple cars to

provide transport tojobs or school. His proposal

delivers 2.5 spaces per unit, on and offthe street.

Baum asked the question, "How can rent be

converted into ownership?" and translated the

average monthly rent paid by a family into a

mortgage payment, extrapolating from this the

overall principal of the hypothetical mortgage.

That amount set the budget for each unit.

Design of this Prototype began in 2010.

Throughout, Baum worked closely with his client,

Vision Impact, a Dallas nonprofit that provides

housing to low- and moderate-income families.

Don Romer, a builder, leads the organization,

and he provided feedback during the design

process. The scheme won unbuilt awards early

on, including an American Architectural Award

and an award from Residential Architect in 2011.

It also appeared briefly in the "On the Boards"

section ol theJanuary/Febru ary 2012 issue of 7,4.

Baum's proposal includes block-sized urban strat-

egies, and he has "test-fit" the arrangement on

potential sites in and around Dallas, but currently

there are no plans to implement the sffategy.

Baum's careful work is the result ola career

concerned with smart Modern architecture.

Hailing from Indiana, he studied at the Harvard
Graduate School of Design, and after receiv-

ing his M. Arch he worked forJosep Lluis Sert

in Cambridge, Mass. Baum recalls the office's

concern with details, a focus that is increasingly

rare in contemporary work. "Really good archi-

tecture pulls itsell together when you're a foot

away from it," he muses. He fashioned a career

between teaching and independent practice,

eventually serving as the Dean at the University

of Texas at Arlington School of Architecture

from l9B7 to 1999. His courtyard houses on

Throckmorton Street were widely published

(they received a state Design Award in 2004),

and his Dallas Police Memorial, designed with

John P. Maruszczak, stands along Akard Street

next to I.M. Pei's City Hall downtown. Baum

now lives and works in Brooklyn, though he

retains active projects in the Metroplex.

Radical ideas of access, economy, and simplic-

ity are embodied in this architectural proposal.

Such themes can be traced to origins in the

Modern movement, which sought, in part, to open

the possibility of design to a wider audience. Baum

took this precept to heart. His previous courtyard

houses, for example, were realized using only

products from big box construction stores. Budget

limitations can make one grow weary, but Baum

believes that "good design proposes ideas that

account for the facts. Constraints are liberat-

ing." Simplicity and affordability also increase

the chances ofa building being realized to match

its original architectural vision, instead ofgoing

under the inevitable scalpel ofvalue engineering.

"So many buildings fail because they're trying to

Iook like expensive buildings, but they don't have

the money," he adds. Baum's Prototype o{Iers a

method for building dignified, handsome housing

in a pleasing configuration at an aflordable price.

This, in his words, is "what the Modern move-

ment promised."

Jack Murphy, Assoc. AlA, is an architectural designer

at Baldridge Architects in Austin.
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"The M-36 panel is an interesting profile to use on

a building like this. lt has deep shadow lines that
help add lightness and a horizontal feel."

Will Stelten, Architect, S I ll Al lA Collaborative
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Produets

by Rita Catinella Orrell

Germany, Austria, and Sweden are just a few of the nations represented by the

designers and manufacturers in this roundup of international product design,

ranging from high-strength cement tiles to silk window curtains.

\--l

...{E
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Paiova 5 Tub

Duravit

d uravit. us

Originallv released

by Duravit in 2012,

the Paiova 5 bathtub

has been updated b.v

the Vienna-based

design firm EOOS to
be streamlined to fit
any bathroom space.

No longer limited to
corner spaces, the geo-

metrically shaped tub

comes in trvo st_vles: a

sculptural design that
expands into the room

or a built-in version for

customized installa-

tions. The 22.8'-high
tub pairs with
Bluetooth and LED
technologies and

leatures massaging

backrests that can be

adjusted to allou,for an

ergonomic sitting posi-

tion or a flat recline.

Flo

Lumina

m2l.com

Available in the U.S.

through M2L, Flo

is a minimalist LED
light designed by the

London-based archi-
tecture and design

firm Foster I Partners

for the Italian lighting
brand Lumina. The
varnish-coated alumi-
num-and-steel lamp
has been updated in a

range olmatte, bright
colors for commercial

or residential interiors.

Flo is now available as

a desk lamp, bedside

lamp, and floor lamp
in black, white, silver,

bronze, green, blue,

orange. vellow, and

red options.

Zoom Collection
Kinnasand

kinnasand.com

Designed by creative

director Isa Glink for
the Swedish brand
Kinnasand, Zoom
comprises 24 textiles

made lrom materials

such as cashmere, silk,

and linen in combina-

tion with soft wool

and man-made fibers.

Intended lor u.indorv

treatments, the collec-

tion is characterized

by contrasting varn
twists, metallic mineral

coatings, relief prints
with natural fibers,

and subtle patterns.

Zoom also includes

Icon, a handmade

silk rug available in
13 shades. Kinnasand
is available through
several retailers in
the U.S., including
Luminaire in Miami
and Chicago.
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Beso Chair
Artifort

m2l.com

Beso is a versatile trio
olupholstered chairs
by the Iranian-born,
Netherlands-based

designer Khodi Feiz

for Artiflort. Ideal lor
dining applications,

the collection includes

an armless chair,

an armchair, and a

barstool available

in textile or leather

upholstery. Beso is

olfered in a wide

range olbase options,
including a lourJegged

base in powder-coated

steel or oiled wood.
a powder-coated or
polished aluminum
five-leeged base, or a

powder-coated sled

base. The seating line
is available in the U.S.
through NI2L.

Cementiles by lndia

Mahdavi

Bisazza

bisazza.com

Part ofthe larger
Cementiles collec-
tion lor the Italian
tile maker Bi,sazza,

Butterfly is a new

tile pattern designed

bv the Paris-based

architect and designer

India Mahdavi. Made

entirely by hand

using high-strength
cement blended with
colored oxides, But-

terfly measures 20 x
20 centimeters and

features a pattern of
two half-circles rvith

a contrasting back-
ground that creates

a winged shape. The
pattern is available in
four muted colorways.

Planophore

Vitra

vitra.com

A collaboration
between British
designers Edward
Barber andJay
Osgerby and Swiss

furniture maker Vitra,
Planophore lunctions
as a dual-purpose

room divider and

bookshelf. Inspired
by aircraft wings,

the solid shelves have

rounded bottom edges

and appear to float
on vertical alumi-
num panels that can

be rotated to serve

as lunctional shelf
dividers, allowing
for multiple display

configurations.
Planophore comes in
various heights and
widths, from a deep

sideboard to a tall unit
with five shelves.

>1 |
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MARVIN BI.FOLD DOORS

Explore the wide- op en p ossibilities af MARVINW I N DOWS.COM /SC EN lC DOORS

SHOWCASING MARVIN WINDOWS AND DOORS

email: marvininfo@BuildWithBMC.com

800-888-3667 | www.BuildWithBMC.com

ilTARVTNT&.
Windows a

I

BMC Built around you;
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O20'15 Marv;n' Windows and Doors. All rights reserved. @Registered trademark o{ Marvin Windows and Doors.



INNOUATION IN SUSTAINABILITY
happens when disciplines ha
never rnet begin to talk

enLomol ogieLs
Tolk lo our Texos

enlomologist
obout odding
pest exclusion
to the building

envelope

archiLeclg

BUITDING ENUETOPE
non-chernical pest barriers
Adding TERM'" Sustoinoble Pest Borriers to your building envelope con
exclude virtuolly oll pests from the structurt!. Permoneri'tly.
The result is o drostic reduction in the need for pesticides for the life of
the structure.

IETT
ond exclude

Cossie Krejci, PhD
ckrejci@polyguord.com

(940) s77-1830

www. Polyg uord Boniers.com

Polyduard

sustoinqble pesl boniers

Perrnanent
Pest Exclusion

around entire structure

exc ond exclude
hnovotion bosed. Emptoyoo owned. Expect more.
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South X South Austin Residence I Scott Ginder, AIA, principal of Forge Craft Architecture + Design

'lWe knew this
hired, created the

An architect is trained to see the big picture-to understand your needs and shapg them into

a total environment that reflects your life and style. Architects take constraints and find

creative solutions. An architect has the training and skills to design a house that brings joy

to your life and lasting value to your investment.

architeet we
homeowner

t.

Find your architect at aiaaustin.org. Austin
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Gampsite Rules
AN ACTIVIST CLIENT IN AUSTIN'S HERITAGE NEIGHBORHOOD,

JUST NORTH AND WEST OFTHE UNIVERSITYOFTEXAS,

CON/ N/ I SSIONS AN ARCH ITECTURAL TH I N K PI ECE OF A

HOUSE TO SAVE A PRON/INENT SITE FRON/ THE RAN/PANT

N/ARCH OF STEALTH DORN/S

by Aaron Seward

Project Rio Grande Residence

Architect Charles Di Piazza, AIA & Chris Cobb, AIA

Design Team Charles Di Piazza, AIA; Chris Cobb, AIA; Andrew Fulcher

Photographer Paul Bardagjy
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Opc,n l.Iousc,

Opening spread Z/zr

houseforms an intimate

relationship with its neiglt-

bor, Texas French Bread.

Left The design is a re-

sponse to the site's heritage

Liue oak tree.

Below These water coLors

express how the materi-

ak uill change ouer time:

The weathering steel will
darken, ruhile the Ipe

wood insets will become

l;ighter in color.

for r.u..rl years now, real estate developers out for a quick buck have

I b..., buying up single-family and duplex homes in central Austin,
demolishing them, and erecting code-compliant structures on the lots

that look like big houses from the outside but are in fact apartment build-
ings housing as many as six un-related adults. Rooms in these cheaply

made and unattractive structures go for around $1,000 per month, which,
when all is tallied, amounts to a tidy profit for the slumlord. For neigh-

bors, however, these Trojan Horses are real nuisances, creating parking,
trash, and noise issues, not to mention corrupting the character and scale

of their idyllic enclaves.

While public officials debate what to do about the citizen complaints

that these so-called "stealth dorms" have invoked (City Council voted to

temporarily reduce the number of unrelated adults who may live in a single

dwelling unit from six to lour in March 2014, a measure that is set to expire

in March 2016), some homeowners have decided not to wait to see whether

or not the government will take decisive action. One such person, a high-

net-worth individual who rvished to remain anonymous for this article, has

been buying up homes in the Heritage neighborhood just north and west of
the University of Texas with the goal olenforcing the campsite rule: leave it
better than you found it.

One ofher acquisitions is the property adjacent to Texas French Bread

on Rio Grande Street - a throughJot like all the others on this single-

loaded block that also open on Salado Street to the west. The previous

owner was something of an eccentric who had made a number of altera-

tions to the existing bungalow, including suturing an RV onto the back as

an extension. He had also paved the yard almost entirely with concrete.

Charles DiPiazza, AIA, and Chris Cobb, AIA, who the new owner hired

to see about renovating the house, came to the conclusion that there wasn't

much to save. Instead, they convinced the client to build a new home on

the site, a piece of modern architecture that would respond respectfully to
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FIRST & SECOND FLOOR PLANS
1 44' LIVE OAK TREE
2 ENTRY COURT
3 LIVING ROOM
4 PORCH
5 OINING ROOM
6 KITCHEN
7 BEDROOM
8 BATHROOM
9 LAUNDRY

10 BACK ENTRY
1T ROOF OECK
12 PARKING
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the neighborhood in scale and massing while forming a close bond with the
site's main asset: a 44-in diameter, 350-year-old live oak tree.

"The client decided that as long as the bulk and massing stayed sym-
pathetic to the neighborhood, she was comfortable with a contemporary
treatment: flat roof, metal siding, spare interior - She was open to that,
even though it was not in her go-to idea," says DtPiazza, a UT Austin
architecture professor, originally lrom France, who also got a bachelor's
degree in art as well as his M. Arch. there in the 1990s.

Di Piazza and Cobb went through an extensive design process in collabora-
tion with the client, including building three physical models, belore arriving at

a scheme that all agreed was appropriate. Part ofthe challenge was rhat there

was no clear program. The client wasn't sure what she would do with the house

once it was finished. "It's very difficult to design without a specific program,"
continues DiPiazza. "We created flexible space. It can be used as a two-bed,
two-and-a-halllbath house, but the rooms allow lor bigger congregations, the

display ofart, and there is an openness to the landscape. Early on, there was

the idea that it could be used for Texas French Bread VIP events."

Rio Grande House is a criticism, in a way, of the typical bungalow,
which is dark on the interior. Here. Di Piazza and Cobb carved a court-
yard into the lace of the building to bring daylight ro the cenrer. The spaces

flow around it in a U-shaped plan and, and as you approach the front
entrance, which is also in the courtyard, you catch your first glimpse ofthe
big live oak through the window walls that side the dining room.

The architects sought to establish a sense olmovement in the interior by
varying the ceiling heights. The guest suite, which is directly to the right ofthe
entrance, has a l2-ft-high ceiling. The ceiling drops to 9 ft high through the

corridor, living room, and dining room (all moving around the U plan) until it
leaps up to 12 ft again in the kitchen. While it is spare and minimally detailed,

DiPiazza and Cobb gave the interior a sense of warmth with white oak floor-
ing and a Douglas fir ceiling. The master suite is on the second floor, and it
opens to a roofdeck, which is perhaps the best "room" in the house. Here, you

are beneath the sheltering branches ofthe live oak: private and in touch with
nature while remaining a step away lrom the comforts of inside living.

To get the building close enough to the tree to lorm this relationship
(actually, there wasn't room enough on the site to do anything Dzl get close

to the tree), the architects had to rely on some advanced structural engi-
neering. The house is supported on a 9-in-thick steei-reinlorced concrete
structural slab that rests on 25-ft-deep piers. The shafts for the piers were

excavated with an air spade to make sure that they did not impact on any
critical roots. The corner beside the tree cantilevers nine leet lrom the last

pier, a move made possible by a steel-braced frame that integrates with the
primarily wood-framed structure.

The house is clad in weathering steel and the window punctures and
decks with Ipe wood. (The purpose was to make the house recede into
its surroundings as much as possible and, indeed, when I visited, having
parked next door at Texas French Bread, I didn't even notice it, even

though the sightlines were completely open.) The one exception to this
cladding is a stainless steel screen made up ofdiagonal rods that slides

across the deck and dining room window wall. This screen was designed

by local artistJohn Christensen. "There are so many hard lines in the
house that the play ofthe diagonals creates a counterpoint, some relie(,"
says Cobb. "It references the nature ofthe tree, not in a direct way, but in
recalling the foliage and the way light plays through foliage."

Aaron Seward is editor of Texas Architect

Above Vieusifrom the

liting room (top) and mas-

ter bedroom (bottom) focus
all attention on the tree,

uhich becomes the biggut

presence in the room.
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Opc,n I'Iousc'

LeftTo get lhe house as elose to the tree as possible, the

architects cantilet:ered the structure 9ftfrom its last pier.

A stainless steel screen offers a bit ofgeometric relieffrom

the otherwise orthogonal building.

Below The kitchen was designedfor entertaining. The

rcilingjumpsfrom 9ftup to 12ft, giuingthe space a

sense olf moaement.
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WoodWorks'"
WOOD PRODUCTS COUNCIL

Free design and engineering
support for wood buildings

I

II

Nationwide support for

the code-compliant design,

engineering and construction

of non-residential and

multi-family wood buildings.

. Allowable heights and areas/construction types
o Structural detailing of wood-frame and hybrid material systems
r Fire resistance and acoustical-rated assemblies
o Efficient and code-compliant lateral system design
o Alternate means of code compliance
. Energy-efficient detailing
. Application of advanced building systems and technologies
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Linda Pace Gallery,
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Rolex Building, Dallas
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Behind the Scenes
KENDALL/HEATON COULD BE THE TVOST PROIVINENTTEXAS

PRACTICE YOU'VE NEVER HEARD ABOUT FOCUSING SOLELY ON

ARCHITECT OF RECORD SERVICES, THE FIRN/ HAS COIVPLETED

SOIVE OFTHE STATE'S HIGHEST-PROFILE PROJECTS, DESIGNED

BY A CAST OF THE WORLD'S TMOST FAIVOUS ARCHITECTS

by Ronnie L. Self, AIA

Architect Kendall/Heaton Associates

Photographers Timothy Hursley. Matthew Carbone, Joe Aker, Robert LaPrelle,

Paul Hester. Elizabeth Felicella

Drawings Kendall/Heaton Associates

MODERN ART MUSEUM OF FORT WORTH
EAST ELEVATION
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! f C.a is in the details, Kendall/Heaton Associates is a prophet. Since
I 1978, this discreet Housron firm has been the hidden wizard behind

many noteworthy buildings in Texas and beyond designed by such
internationally lamous archirecrs as Tadao Ando (Modern Art Museum
ol Fort Worth), Norman Foster (Winspear Opera House in Dallas), REX
Architecture and OMA (Wyly Theatre in Dallas and Milsrein Hall at
Cornell University), Rafael Moneo (AudreyJones Beck Building for the
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston), Renzo Piano (Kimbell Art Museum
expansion in Fort Worth), Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa, SANAA
(Toledo Museum of Art Glass Pavilion in Toledo, Ohio), Yoshio Tanigu-
chi (Asia Society Texas Center in Houston), and others. Kendall/Heaton
Associates is a unique practice exclusively devoted to the role ofarchitect
of record. They collaborate with design architects and manage details

- be they architectural, technical, production, contractual, or adminis-
trative. They act as facilitators and problem-solvers. They are the people
behind the scenes that make things work.

Before founding their office, Bill Kendall andJim Heaton were both
partne rs in the office ol S.I. Morris Associates in Houston. Morris was
the architect ol re cord for downtown Houston's landmark Pennzoil Place
(1975) designed byJohnson,/Burgee and developed by Gerald D. Hines.
Bill Kendall helped manage rhe project for Morris. With that experience,
Kendall and Heaton focused their own firm specifically on architect ol
record services. One oltheir first major commissions was again with
Johnson/Burgee lor 101 California Srreet, a 48-story high-rise in San
Francisco. More importantly, the project's developer was again the
Houston-based Gerald D. Hines. Over the years, Kendall/Heaton has
realized numerous high-rise buildings throughout the United States with
Hines and architects such as Pelli Clarke Pelli, Robert A.M. Stern, Pick-
ard Chilton, SOM, and HOK. With the Alice Pratt Brown Hall lor the
Rice University Shepherd School of Music (1991) by Ricardo Bofill and
the GlassellJunior School olArt and Administration Building (199a) lor
the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston by CarlosJim6nez, the firm began to
diversilv and expand into the market lor cultural institutions. Clients lor
cultural projects apparently placed great value on the management skills
that the firm had developed in its commercial projects.

MARGOT ANO BILL WINSPEAR OPERA HOUSE
SECTION

MARGOT ANO BILL WINSPEAR OPERA HOUSE
PLAN

Opening sprea d Kendall,/Heaton architects trateled to

Japan to learn the culture and qualitlt of Ando\ nqft.
Above Thel conducted a ruorld-uide search tu rtnd the

products necessary t0 match Foster's expectations.
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MILSTEIN HALL
SECTION

ThoughJim Heaton died in 1992 and Bill Kendall in 2013, their firm
continues to thrive with 88 employees: 74 architects including l5 prin-
cipals, seven interior architects, and seven support staff. The firm does

not run on a studio system; rather, architects follow designs from begin-

ning to end and move from one project type to another in order to form
well-rounded professionals and maintain a consistent culture of quality
and knowledge across the firm. The belief is that lessons learned from one

building type can often lead to unexpected benefits when applied to other

building types. And there are certainly many lessons learned, and many

skills added to the firm's professional repertoire as each new design archi-
tect shares his or her own values, experience, and knowledge.

Kendall/Heaton's collaboration with Tadao Ando for The Modern in
Fort Worth is something of a lucky coincidence. When Osaka-based Ando
was seeking a local collaborator for The N{odern, Kendall/Heaton was not

yet as well known for their cultural projects. As the story goes, Ando asked

Renzo Piano (who was then completing the Kansai International Airport
in Osaka) if he could recommend an architect of record in Texas. Piano's

suggestion was the Houston firm olRichard Fitzgerald with whom he had

worked for the Menil Collection. Fitzgerald, having closed his firm in the

meantime, suggested Kendall/Heaton and the match was made.

For the Modern Art Museum, Kendall,/Heaton traveled toJapan to

visit Ando's projects and job sites in order to better understand the methods

necessar)'to match the quality of his trademark concrete. There they

found dozens ofcarpenters wearing soft slippers as they moved across

meticulously crafted formwork. Upon returning to the U.S., the architects

plunged into extensive research and sought out various formwork systems

and concrete placement techniques. They then made multiple mock-ups

until they arrived at a finish that met Ando's standards.

In Rotterdam, Kendall/

Heaton architects had the

unhappl task of irlforming

Koolhaas that he would

hate to either reduce the

dimensions of the cantlieaer

at Milstein Hall orfre-
proof the truss. He decided

to reduce the dimensions.
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At the Winspear, one olNorman Foster's preoccupations was the preci-
sion of the curtain wall that surrounds the volume of the performance hall:
Mullions should be minimal in size, and their corners should be sharp.
Foster's desired glass type was not commonly available in the United States,

and paint finishes were to be ofa specific color and texture. Kendall/
Heaton sought out the few companies worldwide that had the capacity
to deliver an acceptable product, and the firm Seele, headquartered near
Munich, was selected. In the end, virtually a complete curtain wall system

made in Germany was imported to Dallas.

Rem Koolhaas'Milstein Hall is an expansion of the College of Art,
Architecture, and Planning at Cornell University. The project is dominated
by a large elevated mass, the "horizontal plate," that links two pre-existing

AUDREY JONES BECK BUILOING, MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, HOUSTON
SECTION

Kendall/Heaton archi-

teetslfound a compan) in

Chicago that could rep-

licate the bron4 samples

that Moneo brought ruith

himfrom Spainfor the

interior of his MFAH
building. The companl

re tain s t h e fo ur- c hemi c a l,

I9-step process as propri-

etar2 iqformation.

buildings, houses studio spaces, and cantilevers almost 50 feet toward
another, smaller building, the Foundry. The cantilever is critical to the
formal composition. Initially, it was even bigger, pushing closer to the one-

story, wood structure Foundry building.
During an early design review with Koolhaas at his office in Rotterdam,

the team was grouped around a model to discuss the structure. From the
back of the room, Kendall/Heaton had the unhappy role of pointing out
that the exposed steel trusses ofthe cantilever would require fireproof-
ing because oltheir proximity to the Foundry. Though Koolhaas was not
pleased and resisted, the cantilever was eventually reduced tojust a little
less than the dimension that would have required fireproofing.

Rafael Moneo brought relatively small bronze samples lrom Spain to
Houston to be replicated lor interior and exterior finishes for his Audrey

Jones Beck Building for the MFAH. A subcontractor in Chicago was found
who eventually succeeded in reproducing the dark bronze tone using four
dilferent chemicals and 19 distinct steps. When the acceptable "formula"
was concocted, the contractor retained it as proprietary inlormation.

Travertine was the original material Renzo Piano considered for clad-
ding his Kimbell Art Museum pavilion in Fort Worth. The srone would be

a response to Louis Kahn's earlier building that it faces. When he changed
his mind and decided to use architectural concrete instead, Kendall,/
He aton was off on another adventure with this fluid material. Piano
admired the concrete work that Tadao Ando had achieved for his renova-
tions to the Palazzo Grassi in Venice, and he wanted ro use this Italian
example as a touchstone but obtain an even higher quality finish. In order

0

F

d 0
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Piano admired the concrete Ando had achieued in his

renoaatiln dthe Palazzo Glassi in Wniee. He wanted to

do one betterfor his Kimbell addition. Kendall/

Heaton was o1[f on another adztenture.

KIMBELL ART MUSEUM
SECTION OETAIL

Some of the ltalian specialists sta2edfor laer a

)ear andformed a team ruith US. subcontractors

to reali<e the project. Liule ruas leJfr to chance,

and euen ltalian clncrete uibrators u)ere shipped t0
Texas in order to guarantee the desired ffict.

r-
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Taniguc hi li ke s lim e s t on e

from a specific Lelel d
one quarr) in Germanl.

Kendall/Heaton made

multiple trips to make

sure that the stone being

cutfor the Asia Societ2

in Houston matched those

specifications.
ASIA SOCIETY TEXAS CENTER
NORTH ELEVATION

I

L
I
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So minimal is SAIAA\
Toledo Art Museum Glass

Pauilion that uell into the

design phase Kendall/

Heaton had to assure

others on the team that

the projut had progressed

beyond bubble diagrams.

to achieve that goal, the same ltalian concrete consultants and contractors

came to Fort Worth to assist in developing specifications and executing

mock-ups. Some of the Italian specialists stayed for over a vear and formed

a team with U.S. subcontractors to realize the project. Little was left to

chance, and even Italian concrete vibrators were shipped to Texas in order

to guarantee the desired effect.

If Piano opted lor concrete over stone lor the Kimbell, limestone is a key

material lor Yoshio Taniguchi's Asia Society Texas Center. Taniguchi is

partial to aJura limestone from specific quarries in Germany, and the color-

ation and figuring he desires come only from a certain depth in the quarry
-- Level 14. Kendal,/Heaton made a trip to Germany to verily that the stone

being quarried for Houston met the quality of the sample approved by Tani-
guchi. As with many of the projects with international architects, Kendall/
Heaton also researched American metal products and finishes to find close

matches for those that Taniguchi tlpically specifies inJapan.

Kendall/Heaton was selected as architect of record to collaborate with
SANAA on the Toledo Art Museum Glass Pavilion. (They were already

known in Toledo, having worked with Pelli Clarke Pelli on the Owens-

Corning World Headquarters there.) SANAAs building appears extremely

simple, but it is technically complex. Most everything in the building,
including the structure and roolthickness, has been reduced to a mini-
mum. The finished plan of discreet, rounded, glass-enclosed lorms within
a square envelope appears diagrammatic. Well into the design phase,

TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART GLASS PAVILION
SECTION

Kendall/Heaton was obliged to assure others on

the team that the project had indeed progressed

beyond simple bubble diagramsl

One olthe keys to Kendall/Heaton's success

is that they modify the way they work to suit

each different design architect and each new

project. Some design architects send team members to work in their office,

but most do not. Some maintain control of all details; others do not. Some-

times, Kendall/Heaton has a conract with the client; sometimes, with the

design architect; and sometimes there is a three-way contract. They believe

that it is critical for both the design architect and the architect ofrecord
to be involved lrom beginning to end ofthe project to achieve the design

intent and a high level of quality. In most every case, Kendall/Heaton
accepts full legal liability for the project.

Web meetings and Revit models have made professional life easier, com-

pared to the old days of frequent flights and FedEx. Over time , Kendall,/
Heaton has found that there are differences in what architects and clients

in different countries view as "quality." Europeans expect a much longer

life for roofing systems, for example, and also anticipate a higher unit cost

on enclosure systems. Building codes are no longer all that different from
one place to another.

For an architect ofrecord, success is also in the details. By tapping into
the experience and talents ofnumerous other architects, engineers, and

consultants as well as a variety of materials and methods of construction
around the world, the l0th floor of the Post Oak Boulevard tower that
houses Kendall/Heaton's office has become a unique sanctum of profes-

sional know-how.

Ronnie L. Self is an architect based in Houston
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Sportsman
HKS ARCHITECT BRYAN TRUBEY, FAIA, DESIGNS STADIUIVS

AROUND THE WORLD HE SEES THESE BUILDINGS AS THE

ULTIIVATE CIVIC SETTING, DRAWING PEOPLE OFALL

CULTURES TOGETHER IN THE SPIRIT OF CON/PETITION.

by Ryan Flener, Assoc. AIA

Photography and renderings courtesy HKS
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A fourth generation Oak Cliff and Dallas native, Trube y doesn't

immediately strike you as the guy you'd expect to indulge in such exuber-

ant productions as AT&T Stadium or U.S. Bank Stadium, the soon-to-be

home of the Minnesota Vikings. Trubey is soft-spoken on a tall, healthy
frame, and he prefers time with his lamily over all things work or sport.

Ifvou stick around him long enough, you might even hear a slight drawl,
but don't let it lool you; he's a sharp and well-traveled man, a perlbct fit to
navigate the outrageous world ofsport and stadium design.

AIier graduating from Texas A&M in 1983, Trubey took ajob in
Kansas City with another firm's sports practice. There, he led the design

and production ofthe national stadium in Hong Kong, a reference point
lrom which AT&T stadium likely stems. When HKS decided to enter the

sports and entertainment market in the early 1990s, Trubey moved back to

his hometown to help start the new endeavor. Over the course of 20 years,

3/4 20165O Texas Architect
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Tn. translormation of sport lrom a religious-ritual-turned-spectacle
I into a 1.5 trillion dollar worldwide marketplace says a lot about our

global culture. "God, family, and the Green Bay Packers," right? Since the

eighth century BCE and the original Olympic games, sports culture has

captivated our innate desire to compete and gather as humans. Throughout

modern history, sports have largely defined who we are as people, and how

we collectively handle conflict and resolution through the perceived social

norms ofour time. It is lor this reason that sporting event venues have, save

for technology- or comfort-based improvements, gone utterl), unchanged

since ancient times. The architecture of the stadium has remained civic,

political, social, religious, artistic, and academic, all at once, and as such,

its design and construction have never been more complicated than in
today's climate of hyper-obsession with sports entertainment. Enter the

world of Bryan Trubey, FAIA.



U )ou stick around him long

enough, yu might euen hear

a slight drarul, but don't let it
fool2ou; he's a sharp and ruell-

traueled man, a perfectfit to

nauigate the outrageous world of
sport and stadium design.

I

Opening spreadATedT
Stadium, Arlington

Aboveletl Los Angeles

Stadium

Above Bryan Trube_y,

FAIA.

Lell Al Jouf concourse,

Saudi Arabia
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Estadio Corona, Torreon,

Coahuila, Mexico

Trubey and his team which is now a global effort - have designed

projects in a variety ofcontexts for various sports lranchises throughout
the world, a process that is always changing and progressing. There's one

element, however, that remains constant, and that is the civic nature of the

spectacle: Trubey's focus is the innate enjoyment that people experience in
such a stadium environment.

"It could be argued that the stadium is the ultimate civic setting, and

likely has been for a long time," says Trubey. 'And while that has been

complicated or propeiled by way oltelevision rights, advertising, etc., the

stadium is still developed for the users' experience. There are basic prin-
ciples that one should follow to be succe ssful, and what we create must be

beautiful. The other reason they come to HKS is because we are the only
ones who have consistently evolved these tvpes ofprojects over the years,

alongside a few other competitors, and have developed the data to show

an owner how to achieve optimum performance in terms of sustainability,

revenue generation, and user experience, rvhether that's London, Sydney,

Sio Paulo, or Dallas, Texas."

The hard part, not surprisingly, is politics. Fortunately, projects ofthis
scale are often part of a larger master plan. They involve creative funding
efforts, or there may be some political agenda entwined around the big pic-

ture. "N{any times we are the most experienced entity at the table. We are

primary contributors to the strategy around all these issues." says Trubey.

At the end of the day, Trubey was excited to do right bv his hometown.

He's lived the dream of designing a stadium for his home team - the

Dallas Cowboys and engaged a market that previously didn't exist here.

On the concept of"import/export" Trubey states, "You know, architec-

ture isn't alw,ays about business, but it is an interesting thing to be able to

bring such a market and economy back to Dallas. That idea not only allows
HKS to flourish, but the city at large [as weil], and that really took off with
AT&T Stadium. Having the chance to export such a wealth of knowledge

to the world and give back through specialized architectural skills is a

transforming endeavor."

Trubey is proof that the world of sports and entertainment is not always

lavish or over-indulgent, but disciplined and well-rounded; not muddled

or partial, but concise and complete. He is an exception to the rule in an

environment where the rules are always changing.

Ryan Flener, Assoc. AlA, is an intern architect at Good, Fulton & Farrell.
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Healthcare
lnternational
WHR, WORKING IN COLLABORATION WITH ARUP AND

KHR ARKITEKTER, RECENTLYWON A CON/PETITION FOR

A NEW HOSPITAL IN DENN/ARK THE DESIGN CON/BINES

THE BESTASPECTS OF EUROPEAN AND AN/ERICAN

APPROACH ES TO H EALTHCARE

by Florence Tang, Assoc. AIA

Project Bispebjerg Somatic Hospital

Client The Capital Region of Denmark

Architects KHR Arkitekter, WHR Architects

Design Team KHR: Lars Kragh, Mikkel Beedholm, Martin Kock,

Casper Olsen, Anotonio Gammicchia; WHR: Anthony Haas, FAIA;

Sara Shumbera, Associate AIA; Kyle Basilius, AIA

Renderings WHR Architects

J:*
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Opening spread WHR's proposal iieludes six neu

brick and glass touers coupled withfour connecting gal-

lerlt spaces in a park campus.

Right The firstfoor planifocuses on separation

between patients and dsitors to the six new medieal

towers in Copenhagen.

Facing The top diagram depicts rurrent tisitor fows,
while the one belou shous the proposed tisitorfoza. At
bottom is a site plan.
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Tn. winning scheme lor a new hospital in Denmark by WHR Archi-
I tects, in association with KHR Arkitekter and Arup International,

reflects a respect lor its 100-year-old historical context in Copenhagen while
oflering Danish health care an infusion of American healthcare design.

Anthony Haas, WHR principal, said the Danish government launched

a healthcare campaign years ago to bring high quality care to their citi-
zens. They sought international best practices for new methods to deliver

health care and wanted to apply those lessons for a blended solution. The
capital region of Denmark's vision to provide world-class health care

included a 2020 hospital and psychiatry plan to provide a framework lor
the development ofthe region's healthcare services into the luture that also

stipulated lunding.
They sought innovative ideas and creativity to improve and rebuild 30-

to 40-year-old facilities. When Haas met Adam TierJacobsen, a Danish

architect, at a healthcare conference five years ago, a relationship began that

reached a crescendo with this competition.Jacobsen was part of a delegation

touring the U.S. to better understand this country's healthcare delivery.

"Danish competitions are timely and expensive. Teams we faced were

fierce," says Haas. "To win it is very exciting. It's an opportunitv to explore

and grorv and to better understand what we have to deal with to improve
the health of patients. We have assembled a great team."

The intense international competition included jurors focused on

proposals addressing lour main tasks: architecture, lunctionality, sustain-

ability, and economy. The competition was outlined in a 150-page brief
citing the site's national historic significance, environmental principles and
patient strategies, planning and traffic, and hospital functions for somatic

and psychiatric needs, as well as technological and structural needs, imple-
mentation, energy and water consumption, and operation.

When Haas met Adam Tier Jacobsen, a Danish
architect, at a healthcare clrAferencertae)ears agl,

a relationship began that reached a crescendo ruith

this competition.

Stage One olthe juried invitation-only competition was from April to
August 2014; a shortlist of three teams was then extracted to advance to
Stage Two in earlv 2015. By November 2015, Proposal73416 the consor-

tium olKHR, \VHR, and Arup was announced as the winning team.

WHR. a national healthcare firm with offices in Houston, Dallas,
Raleigh, New lbrk, and Copenhagen, has completed various major
projects for Houston \{ethodist, St. Luke's, and N{emorial Hermann in the
Texas Medical Center and Houston suburbs. When the delegation lrom
Denmark visited Houston, WHR was able to give them tours of 1l million
square leet olprojects in a concentrated hub that highlights innovative
advances to create healing architecture.

"While the Danish government maintains a high quality standard ol
health care to all Danish citizens, unfortunately there has not been any

t
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RighlA coured ambula-

tor) entr) prolects t)isitors

from the ueather.

F acing In side, w a2f n ding

is indicated clearfi and

multiple modes of rertical

circulation are prouided.

Facing below Outside,

terramd pathway lead to

the public entries.

major new hospital development in the last 30 to 40 years," says IVHR
associate Sara Shumbera. 'As a result, many of their facilities are aging
rapidty, and since they have not completed any significant renovation

projects, Danish health care's architectural expertise is also in turn very
limited. Although healthcare is run dillerently between our two countries,
the Danish visitors liked the Texas Medical Center's attention to the patient

experience, privacy, safety, high outcomes, and especially liked the flexibie

and adaptive design solutions."

In contrast, in the Danish lacilities most patient rooms are semi-private,
each accommodating two to three patients. The team also saw in the exisr
ing Danish lacilities a lack olelficiency and flexibility due to little prior
planning for what healthcare architects now know is the inevitability of
future growth. "These lacilities may have been robust in the past but are

not capable ofadapting to changes, challenges, and advancements in the

current global healthcare industry," says Shumbera.

WHR's hybrid proposal comingles and merges medical treatment typol-
ogies of both cultures rvith six new brick and glass towers coupled with lour
connecting gallery spaces in a park campus. The Bispebjerg (pronounced

"Bish-bee-beer") Somatic Hospital is projected to be a $240 million project

and will be phased into an existing medical campus to include private single

patient rooms, an emergency department, and diagnostic and treatment

facilities. The Medical campus has several other projects under design and

construction, including a psychiatric hospital, alaboratory/logistics build-
ing and a recently completed parking sarage.

The bed towers are designed with gallery spaces to reduce the number

ofelevators and amount ofpublic circulation and to function as a lobby
access point that receives natural light from internal courtyards.

"We design our hospitals to leel more like home. That gives the patient
warm, relreshing, and soothing feelings," says Haas. "You always feel best

when you are in the security ofyour home. In Copenhagen, the hospital

public spaces leel stark and open, and as we go further, we will see whether

we can add warmth and influence that."
Because of its geographic location, Denmark has long, bright summers

and equally long, dark winter days with relatively cool temperatures and
rain. Given these conditions, the design team tried to create hospital spaces

that amplified sunlight, efficiently maximized lace time with patients with
less circulation/stretched-out lacilities, and integrated the concept ofpri-
vate rooms into the Danish socialized medical system. (Denmark provides
health care for all olits citizens at no cost. Individuals are assigned to
hospital zones similar to school zones.)

The proposal includes "Wintergardens" for park views, art installa-
tions, and engagement with nature. The built structures open to many

courtyards that give access to natural light, including a lowerJevel parking
garage/drop-offzone with a dramatic light well puncturing the space with
a planted courtyard tree.

Blending the outside and inside is a difficult challenge given a hospital's
complex mechanical ducting needs, but the team has not shied lrom the

request. "Everyone can see the gardens. This way people will not look back
at the machine," says Shumbera. "It really is a hospital in a park."

Programmatically, the hospital departments are organized to ascend

though the towers, starting with mechanical/utilities and linens in the

basement; emergency and surgery on the ground floor; and ICU, offices,

and clinics on the lobby level. The higher levels are for individual patient
rooms, with nurses' stations positioned to be visible to all the stepped
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rooms. The rooms include large windows with views, as well as beds

positioned to allow patients to look into the corridor. The new rooms also

include French balconies with doors that have grates for fresh air.
Another strategv for making the building more open for its users includes

raising the site to greet visitors with translucency. As they make connections
through the glass rvalkways between the bed towers there are views ofthe
park and surrounding historic buildings. The steps allow visitors to climb up
and down the courtyards and experience the natural setting.

The team is currently in the beginning phases ofcollecting user process

data and room-by.p661n components. They are meeting with various phvsicians

and clinicians to understand and identify how the new design accommodates

and adapts to healthcare deliverl.. In addition to solving the architecture and
engineering challenges, they want the architecture to supplement new opera-

tional ideas. The project includes various phases, and WHR's team is mainly
based in Denmark, with strong connections to the Houston office.

"The intent of the consortium was never to design a new American
hospital for Copenhagen but to fuse the best healthcare practices from
Denmark, the United States, and around the world," says Shumbera.

The diverse makeup of the WHR, KHR, and Arup team includes
architects and engineers from America, Denmark, Germany, Spain,
Turkey, Ireland, Italy, and Sweden using today's technology to rvork across

time zones and languages. "The rewarding part ol this experience and this
project is the cultural intervention and understanding horv international
healthcare works, which we hope will not only breed new ideas in Denmark
but also help us change our work in Texas," says Haas.

Florence Tang, Assoc. AlA, is a design professional and journalist based in Houston.
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For Humanity
FO RT WO RTH A RC H IT ECT TO IU N/ Y STEWA RT, AIA,

DESIGNED A SCHOOL FOR EARTHQUAKE-RAVAGED HAITI,

AN ENDEAVOR HE CONSIDERS TO BE AN/ONG THE N/OST

PROFOUND EXPERIENCES OF HIS LIFE.

by Tommy Stewart, AIA

Project Ceverine School

Client Stiller Strong, Save the Children

Architect Architecure West with Archietcure for Humanity

Design Team Tommy Stewart, AlA, Design Architect;

Eric Cesal, Regional Program Manager Haiti; Darren Gill, Architect of record
Photographer Tommy Stewart, AIA
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W hat better product of Architecture than a smile on the lace of a

child?

Following the earthquake that added insult to the injury already

consuming the people of Haiti, there came a call lrom Architecture lor
Humanity for architects to help. As third responders, our efforts would
focus on stabilization first and only later on reconstruction. In my l2 or so

trips to Haiti over lour and a half years, I watched this process and how our
architectural training and use of design added value to the recovery and

to the lives of the Haitian people. Answering that call was one of the most

profound experiences of my lile.
During its time in Haiti, Architecture lor Humanity with its volun-

teers and in-country staff completed many worthwhile projects. Our work
included various new and renovation school programs, several community
master plans, urban planning, and construction olPhase One for a new

community, medical facilities and clinics, houses, art installations, and

other interesting and challenging programs. This story is about one project

of which I am particularly proud: the school at Ceverine near Maissade in
Haiti's Central Plateau. Along with our partners Save the Children, Stiller
Strong, and Ecofa Construction SA, we were asked to address the problems

of an undersized, poorly constructed school with limited resources. This
conversation began lor me between trips to Haiti with a Skype call while at

home in Fort Worth.
Eric Cesal, the AfTI in-country directoE called to ask that I look at the

project and sketch up a few ideas. Located a difficult four-hour drive north of
Port au Prince about B0 miles away - the site was in the center of a remote

rural community. The program was simple: add two classrooms lor a second-

ary school, repair the existing building as needed, and add a new kitchen and

latrines for an expected student body of300. I was given the coordinates and

lound the site on Google Earth. With this information, the project began.

The concept was obvious from the first conversation: use simple forms,

Iocal labor, and local materials as much as possible. Supplement that with
skilled labor and materials lrom Port au Prince to create well-ventilated,

light-fi1led education spaces and secure support facilities. Proper detailing
and achievable construction would be necessary to ensure this facility was

built and would continue to serve the community lor years to come.

My next trip to Haiti included a site visit to the school. Upon arrival, we

found that conditions were not what we expected. The adjoining landowner

had lenced in the site, reducing the area available for new construction, and

there was more slope across the site than anticipated, requiring additional

retainingwalls and steps yet the program and budget remained the

same. Notes, photographs, and estimates of the slope were made, and later,

in the office, the design was modified based on this information. The modi-
fied design was the basis for the construction documents.

Eric Cesal and Daren Gill took the design and advanced it in ways that

were absolutely unbelievable. We did not just build a school; we created

long-distance working relationships no, friendships - that blended in

the most sophisticated ways. Our in-country architects worked with me,

both in the U.S. and in Haiti, to complete the construction documents.

This process taught me so much about collaboration, about alternative

ways to produce architecture, and about construction, that I must say

"thank you" to the team for this eye-opening experience.

Consider this: The office was made up of people who spoke English, those

who spoke French, and those who spoke Haitian Creole. Some spoke two

or all of the ianguages, while many of us spoke only one. We worked in two

different measurement systems, metric and imperial units. The language ol

The porch was brightened

b7 changing the base eolor

ifrom brown to a Caribbean

Blue uainscot with bright

white aboue. This eolor

scheme proaided a coun-

terpoint to the surrounding

enaironment.
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construction was Haitian Creole with a smattering of French, and all mea-

surements were metric. Communication became critical; learning to talk to
each othcr, to write, and to draw in such a way that we could lully under-

stand what was being communicated was an everyday learning experience.

Eic Cesal and Darren Gill took the design

and aduanced it in tualts that ruere abslluteb
unbelieuabk. We dtd notjust build a school;

L!) e c r e ate d lo ng- dis tanc e La lrking r e lations hip s

- n0,.frendships - that blended in the most

sophisticated tualts.

As designed and constructed, the school is a tight grouping ol lour
buildings opening to a fenced-in court. The original classroom building,
mostly reconstructed by this project, is the largest building on site and sets

the stage lor the arrangement olthe other buildings. Adjacent to, and at

a right angle to, that building are the new secondary classrooms, with the

kitchen and latrine located away from the court in a more private area.

This is a simple arrangement to us but, as I learned, one that perlectly
reflects the hierarchy oflife in Haiti: a gate opening to a very public court
fbllowcd by the somewhat private yet still public space of the classroom

buildings with the private lunctions hidden away from the public view. The

arrangement is inviting and friendly, yet respects the sensibilities olboth
the occupant and the visitor.

A major component of every Architecture for Humanity program is

the education olthe local population, and several aspects ofthe Ceverine

school design allowed us to address this core component ofour service.

Trained construction workers were taken to the site from Port au Prince to

teach local builders proper construction techniques. The trades that were

addressed included croncrete work, masonry, and carpentry. Addition-
ally, the design allowed an opportunity to use steel lrame sisal screens and

doors, thereby reintroducing an underutilized Haitian industry to the com-

munity: sisal weaving, an almost-lost art that was used to create beautilul
yet functional door and window coverings. Local craftsmen were engaged

to design, weld, and weave these beautiful and useful elements of the build-
ings. Our carpenters learned how to build connections that would allow
trusses to span a distance without sagging; masons learned how to build
walls that would not fail; and all the workers learned the value of light,
ventilation, and sound control in a school environment.

We take so much lor granted in the U.S. - clean water at the tap,

electricity at the flip of a switch, waste removal that we can't see and don't

have to think about. It's not so simple in Haiti. The design included four
500-gallon water tanks, part of a rainwater collection system that provides

all of the school's water. Where power is provided, it comes from a diesel
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Facing Operable sisal

s cre en s proa id e da1 light

and cross aentilation in the

classrooms.

LeltThe relationship d
th e bui ldings, fe nces, an d

re taining w alls reinfo rc e d

the coneept ofthe tradi-

tional Haitian enclosed

courQard while keeping the

riew across the adjoining

landscape.

Below The doors are also

eorered uith sisal screens.

generator and is very limited at best. To address sanitation, a composting
toilet block was designed and sized for the population o[ the school. While
this was obviously an improvement, it also created a new job: Waste is man-
aged in place and, after being partially composted, is removed for lurther
processing nearby. The end product is sold and used by local farmers to
enhance crop yields.

My last trip to the site took place shortly after project completion.
Darren and I walked a punch list and noted things that could have been
done better and things that were done well. From this information, a

lesson-learned report was created and shared with everyone working for
Architecture lor Humanity. We all learn from others' successes and failures
and use that, too; as AIH founder Cameron Sinclair said so often, "Design
like you give a damn."

While the finished building and the kids' smiles are lasting images, the
process ofdesigning, documenting, and constructing the school changed
how I think about those processes. The AfH team included lrish, Ger-
mans, English, Haitians, and Americans working in imperial and metric
units. Narratives took place in Haitian Creole, French, and English. Of
course, all building was completed using local materials and methods.
Our sell-imposed requirements included meeting California earthquake
standards and Caribbean hurricane standards all in the context ofHaiti.
In all, this has made me notjust a better architect, but I hope a better
person one that thinks on a more global scale. I want to express my
sincere thanks to Eric Cesal and Darren Gill for their leadership, and to
Ryan Behring, Brett Ferguson, Stacey McMahan, and so many orhers for
this lile-changing experience.

I

Tommy Stewart. AlA, is an archttect in Fort Worth.
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Attention Getter LI N DA PAC E CO N/ N/ I SS I O N ED LO N DON - BAS ED ARCH ITECT

DAVID ADJAYE TO DESIGN HER FOUNDATION'S "RUBY

CITY'IN ORDER TO RAISE SAN ANTONIO'S PROFILE IN THE

WO R LD O F I NTER NATI O NAL ARCH ITECTU RAt CELEB R ITY.

by Patrick Michels

Project Linda Pace Gallery

Client Linda Pace Foundation

Architects Adjaye Associates, design architect;

Alamo Architects, architect of record.
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FacingThe building's

small footprint leatt es roont

for t:isitors to stroll around

and take in its bright

exterior.

Above Rub-y CiU uill
open onto a reuitalized San

Pedro Creek, anchoring a

long network d creekside

parks and trails.

Kanjo. The building's profile and its exterior, however, came entirely from

Adjaye and his response to the surroundings.

"David got what Linda wanted," Kanjo says. "He works with the ter-

rain and the cues olgeology and the landscape."

From the beginning, for instance, Adjaye's design oriented Ruby

City to face the San Pedro Creek - a bold decision, given the state

of the waterway, which is typically shallow or dry with weedy, tash-
strewn banks. 'Adjaye was very locused right at the beginning on

the creek," says Irby Hightower, FAIA, lounding principal at Alamo
Architects, the project's executive architect. "He was always focused on

making that connection."
In the years since the project's inception, San Antonio officials

and civic supporters have devised a plan to re-imagine the creek as a

winding urban park an affirmation of the potential Adjaye saw when

he pointed his museum toward the water, and a perfect vantage point
from which dog-walkers and joggers can appreciate San Antonio's latest

architectural gem.

Hightorver savs Ruby City is the first project lor which Alamo has

served as architect ofrecord, ajob the firm took because ofits long relation-
ship with the Pace Foundation. While the job has been mainly logistical

- navigating City Hall and recommending materials suited to the local

craftsmen - Hightower says the journey has been an inspirational one . "It's
really fun," says Hightower. "It's certainly doing a building in a way that we

wouldn't normaill', so it's great to see somebody else's process."

"I don't know of any other building designed like this in San Antonio,
so it's going to be interesting to see how pe ople react," says Hightower. But

he's betting on a warm reception. "I think it's going to be extremely well-
received. It's red and it glitters - why would you not like that?"

Patrick Michels is a writer based in Austin
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Cross Culture
A DALLAS DEVELOPER FRON/ SWITZERLAND HIRES A

JAPANESE ARCHITECTTO DESIGN THE NEXT PHASE OF HIS

SIGNATURE UPTOWN DISTRICT, HARWOOD KENGO KU[./A'S

DESIGN FOR THE NEW ROLEX TOWER IS A HUIVAN.SCALE

HIGH-RISE THAT RELATES TO THE STREET.

by Michael Friebele, Assoc. AIA

Project Rolex Building

Client Harwood lnternational

Architects Kengo Kuma and Associates, design architect;

Harwood Design Factory, architect of record
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W hen Rolex opened its service center on the north side of downtown
Dallas in 1984, the landscape looked vastly different than it does

today. Dallas had boomed in the early 20th century, yet a series of master
plan studies never materialized, and its growth was incoherent. In 1957,

a lreeway loop seemed to be the answer to all the tralfic problems in the
inner city, but this reactionary effort backfired. Debates, designs, and proc-
lamations still seek ways to bridge, redirect, or outright remove the loop
that should have solved the problem but didn't.

By the 1980s, the adverse elfects were felt along the northern edge of
Downtown; the neighborhood had become a lew homes and structures
scattered among vacant lots. Gabriel Barbier-Mueller's Rolex Building was
the first new commercial construction along the periphery of what would
become the Uptown area, and thus Harwood International and the Har-
wood District were born.

Mueller's locus channeled his Swiss heritage and international market
experience in a way that would decidedly change the Dallas real esrate

market. The Harwood District would attract tenants in the manner of the
hospitality industry, wrth 24/7 wraparound services.

Semicircular in plan, the Rolex Building conformed to the sweeping turn
along Field Street, directing traffic toward the Dallas North Tollway. The
smooth curvature ofthe lacade reflected the skyline like a canvas punctu-
ated by a mullion rhythm that lades into the reflection. With a predominant
entrance along Field, the Rolex Building would ultimately set the tone for

a slate ofinternational designers that influenced the greater district. Today,
similar intentions are going into the planning of a new Rolex Torver.

Uptown boasts one of the country's most dramatic evolutions in modern
urban developmenr: rhe transformation from infill to a skyline dotted with
olfice and residential towers brimming rvith excitement as though it had
happened overnight. The Harwood District has reveled in this change,
with most of its lB-city-block footprint either built out or under concep-
tual development. Victory Park, the Dallas Arts District (with the Perot in
view), and the Woodall Rodgers Deck Park (now known as Klyde Warren
Park) further contribute to the vitality Harwood is experiencing.

As the master plan has evolved, landscape design has become an inte-
gral link. Nearly all the structures share this common thread and Bleu Ciel,
the latest residential addition, is slated to feature the largest landscaped
deck in Dallas. Designed byJapanese landscape architect and Portland

Japanese Garden curator Sadalumi Uchiyama, the roof deck integrates the
interior and exterior seamlesslli augmenting expansive views of Downtou,n
while passively cooling the deck during warmer months.

For the new Rolex Building, Uchiyama introduced Mueller toJapanese
architect Kengo Kuma. Kuma's first U.S. commission came in the form of
a winning competition entry lor a Cultural Village that is to be integrated
with the PortlandJapanese Garden. Harmony between nature, vernacu-
lar, and design is central to Kuma's work. The mid-level intenrion behind
the tower is an oddity for such a building and program type in Dallas.
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Kuma's purpose here is to create a human-scaled piece within the district

that would harmonize well with the street below and the density surround-

ing the site. A simple extrusion of seven stories twists to define a series of
terraces. From a broader perspective, the twist responds to the formal

orientation of the Perot Museum, establishing a clear dialogue with the

street and neighborhood beyond.

Harmorry betuteen nature, aernacula; and deign is
central to Kuma's u)ork

Landscape is integrated throughout the form. Terraced gardens are

introduced into the edge olthe slab through a reverse beam that positions a

planter box along the periphery ofeach level. Interior reverse beams create

a continuous slab surface underneath, providing an unobstructed view.

The landscaped roof conceals mechanical systems. The gardens, designed

and curated by Uchiyama, satisfv Mueller's directive to create no blind

walls within the district.
The natural connection plavs a key role in the interior environment, as

u'ell. The service center function olthe tower requires an immense level of
control, from lighting to climate. The larger footprint at the base accom-

modates the service area program, and terraces and landscape work in

tandem to control da,vlight intrusion. Upper levels house administrative

lunctions with closer proximity to views and access to the garden, while

lounge and break areas occupy the roof.

The pair ofRolex buildings "bookend" the 30 years between their respec-

tive completions. Both anticipate the future. Both salute a developer who

took the long vielv toward a greater connection with the urban environment.

LeftThe original Rolex

Buildingwas thefirst

ffice building to be deuel-

oped in Uptoun. Today, it
sits uithin the fo re gr oun d

dan eaoloing distriet.

Below The twistedform

gites the buiLding a sense

of dramafrom the street

and creates unique aiews

ifrom uarious foors.

IMichael Friebele, Assoc. AlA, is an associate with the Dallas office of CallisonRTKL.
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Regarding the
Grotesque
Spineway, San Antonio
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Robert lrwin at the
Chinati Foundation. Marfa
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Set to open in Jufi 2016,

the lrwin Projeet will be

th e C hin ati Fo un d ation's

largest aequisition in oaer

101tears. The opening

will coincide with a major

annia ers ary eo en t fo r the

Foundation..

INTERSECTING
INTERESTS

Artist Robert lrwin's reconstructton

of a hospital at the former Fort D.A.

Russell in [t/arfa dismisses disclplinary

boundaries between art,

architecture, life, and culture.

by Jen Wong

In 1971, the Los Angeles-based artist Robert
Irwin embarked on a solitary driving tour of
the country's perimeter. A year earlier, he had
completed an installation at the Museum of
Modern Art that while unnoted by the art
world had led to an important personal break-
through, leading him to leave his studio for good
and embark on a new phase of a career in which
he has routinely questioned and shed the ines-

sential. The MOMA installation translormed
a small, squat room through three site-specific
interventions indicated by the title of the work:
"Fractured Light" - "Partial Scrim Ceiling" -
"Eye Level Wire." For the first time, "instead ol
overlaying my ideas onto that space, that space

overlaid itself on me."

At a rest stop in West Texas - seemingly
in the middle of nowhere - Irwin sat with his
customary Coke in hand, when by chance his
friend DonaldJudd walked by.Judd, then based

in New York, was contemplating the creation of a
new lorm of museum, one that would house instal-
lations in a permanent space intended for that
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An early ttersion of the plan predates the plaeement of a

eluster q;f basalt columns in the courtltard, and shous a

break in the southern corridor that has since been erased.
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A substantial cast concrete

retaining wall allows the

building to sit on aflat
plane set into the sloping

3-acre site. Extensitte

subsurface drainage

systems handle occasional

torrential rains.

purpose. " Somewhere, a portion of contemporary

art has to exist as an example ofwhat the art and

its context were meant to be,"Judd later wrote .

Irwin andJudd discussed their work, then parted

ways. This chance encounter would be their first
and only meeting in Marfa, Texas.

Judd realized his vision on the lormer site of
Fort D.A. Russell in Marfa, with the establish-

ment of the Chinati Foundation in the late 1970s.

The almost-too-good-to-be-true story comes

around full circle with a major project by lrwin,
now 87, set to open this summer at the location of
the fort's lormer hospital. It will be Irwin's larg-
est permanent project and the only free-standing

structure dedicated to his work. "There's no

place you can go to see the quintessential Irwin
artwork," says.]enny Moore, executive director
of Chinati. "We're incredibly honored to do this

for Bob, and, frankly. lor art."
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Built in 1919 as a barracks and converted
to a hospital in 192i, the 13,000-sf, C-shaped

building had concrete walls and floors, and a

tar-paper roof. When Irwin first encountered

the hospital in 1999, it was in ruins. The
floors and roof were gone. Walking between
the crumbling walls, Irwin was struck by
the "DutchJandscape" view captured by the

3-ft-by-5-ft window openings that ran along
the walls in rough l0-ft intervals. Framing a

view 1B inches higher in the absence ofa floor,
the line of windows revealed a thin strip of
land while exaggerating the expanse ofsky so

quintessential to the West Texas landscape.

"I fell in love with the building from the very
be ginning," said Irwin, in a 2012 interview.
He described it as "very flunctional, very
staightlorward, low-key, but ... amazingly
right for that situation."
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Irwin considered several schemes throughout

the project's 15-year gestation. Early proposals

preserved the existing structure in its dilapidated

state, introducing additional elements such as

a wooden lattice structure in one version and

translucent colored rools and windows in another.

The final scheme is a strategic reconstruction

facilitated by San Antonio-based firm Ford,

Powell & Carson - that retains the lootprint

and general volume of the original building while

elevating its capacity for heightened perception

through refined proportion, rhythm, and light. A
lurther series ofinterventions divides the building
experientially into light and dark.

Though the project is under construction, the

essentials - floor, roof, walls, and openings - are

in place. In the center ofthe courtvard sits a mag-

nificent cluster ofbasalt rock pillars. The pillars,

which rise lrom the back to confront the entry,

are bound by Corten edging and will be flanked

by two rows of paloverde trees. Visitors may enter

the building lrom either wing, and the gable roofs

have been pulled back to create transitional vesti-

bules open to the sky. The concrete floor sits below

the original eievation, and the windows have been

placed at 6l inches, preserving the view inspired

by the ruins. The concrete floors and plaster walls

will be tinted white in the west wing and gray in

the east. These 200-ftJong wings will be bisected

lengthwise by a floor-to-ceiling scrim that catches

TopThe reconstruction b1 Ford, Powell I Carson

corrects lhe windows to exact 10{t centers, refning the

architeetural rhltthms that elecate lrwin's subtle explora-

tions in perception and light.

Bottom The Irwin Project sits on the northern edge of
lhe Chinati Foundation\ 340-acrc site.
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"The ffict of the windows

is constantfi changing,"

sals lrwin. "The whole

time 1ou are inside, 1ou're
dealing with the outside

- the sk1." Floor-to-

ceiling scrim will span the

east and west corridors,

catching the shfting ligltt.
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the ever-shifting light lrom the rhythmic windows.
The windows will be manipulated with tinted film
in a pattern yet to be determined. The impossibil-
ity ofvisualizing such interventions is inherent
in Irwin's work, lvhich requires one's presence to
perceive the heightened conditions olspace and
light he has created.

Framing a aieru 1B inches

higher in the absence of afloory

the line of ruindorus reaealed

a thin stnp of land ruhile

exaggerating the expanse of tlg
so quintessential to the West

Tixas landscape.

Over the past 16 years, FP&C has played a

critical, though quiet, role at Chinati, renovating

the barracks and stables for the Dan Flavin Instal-

lation, Wesley Gallery, and Temporary Gallery.

Though the Irn,in Proiect shares similarities with
the previous Chinati renovations - exposed con-

crete floors, heavy-dash plaster, and corrugated

metal rools the elevated role of this building
calls for heightened detailing and materials.

"There's been a huge effort to make [the build-
ing] fit in, but make it just a bit more special," says

FP&C PrincipalJohn Gutzler. Such details can be

seen in the rool, with a deeper overhang, paired

fir outriggers, and a thin steel edge; in the extra
deep l6-in structural CMU walls; and in the

custom windows, designed to disappear.

Irwin's decision to rebuild the hospital brings

to mind the following statement fromJudd, in
reference to the Fort Russell structures: "Due to

the prior existence olthe buildings, mv inter-
est here in architecture is secondary. III could

start over, the two interests would be congru-

ent." Though Irwin's conception is not parallel
(the building remains the generator), the project

represents a neu'phase in his trajectory. Inter-
vention and site have merged. It is thus a slight

departure from other projects the lower Cen-

tral Garden at the Getty Center, and Dia:Beacon

in which he has already dismissed disciplin-
ary boundaries between art, architecture, and

landscape architecture. "Nothing can exist in
the world independent olall the other things in
the world," says Irwin. ComeJuly, the resulting

insights of the integration will be revealed.

Jen Wong is the director and curator of the Materials

Lab at The University of Texas at Austin.

Above FPSC leaus its

mark uith refned daaik,

such as the pairedfir out-

riggers, uhich uill be set

apartfrom the heaty-dash

plaster uith clean reueals.

Righl lruin drqfts his

orun projects and makes fi-
nal architcetural decisions

in drawings and onsite.
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REGARDING THE
GROTESQUE

lVarc Fornes' new rnstallation "Spineway

in San Antonio straddles the boundary

between art and archrtecture. As Kevin

N/cClellan writes, it is "both-and."

by Kevin McClellan, AIA

On a cold autumn dav in 2006 overcast and

uncharacteristicallywindy theconversation

in the air centered on the role ofaesthetics. It
u,as in London Clerkenwell to be more precise

while walking along Bowling Green Lane,

when Marc Fornes presented to me his theory
ofthe neu, and how "grotesque" it appears (to

many). Having studied art, knowing its history, I
agreed completely. We plumbed examples lrom
previous generations of artists and designers,

those lauded and important to the course ofthe
broader cultural debate, our conversation a clear
reaction to the changing attitudes. Economies in
the East and Europe ramped up from the early

2000s, and architectural exploration blossomed

as more architects no longer relegated to
paper produced challenging lr,'ork. Olten the
dialogues within the design community focused

on the ways in which it was indulgent, odd. and
not architecture.

At that time, we both worked lor Zaha Hadid
and were on projects ofvarying scales and
complexities. Zahahad won the Pritzker Prize in

2004, and commissions flowed in at an incredible
rate. Marc's locus proiect at that time, the Pau

Mediatheque, incorporated what was to be the

largest carbon fiber shell anywhere. As audacious

as it was problematic lrom the start attempt-

ing something that might never be achieved

the project succeeded in its beauty even though
its reality was one olstalling and dying. Shortly
afterwards, Marc relocated to New York, land-
ing a gig at SOM. That leap lrom Europe to the

United States opened up a new path for Marc,
one that led ultimately to what is now a strong
and concentrated body ofwork.

Nearly l0 years later, Marc's work develops

enviable lormal explorations within a territory
not olten inhabited by architects, an area that
allorvs for productive research to exist without
much resistance, a territory where the grotesque

lies supine, immobile, and accepted: art. In that
space, exploration is mostly encouraged and as

such is useful. Not only does Marc use that space

lor a broader engagement within the community
ofarchitecturel his work does the same for art
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perforations ereate a

aolumetric display at the

highest point.

Left Riaets connect the

ot erlapping, mu lti- c o lore d
panek.
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Above Pre-cast concrete

buttresses prouide a durable

support and resoh,e in an

architectonic detail how tlte

work meets the ground.

Righl The interlaced

structural elements are

refiected in plan as hard-

scape, diuided into pating,

greenspace, and paths

around the work.
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where adoption of technology is ploddingly slow.

Many designers and architects are taking advan-

tage olthis and are jumping into the territory
ofart, forgoing the notion ofarchitecture being

useful and art merely expressive. In this context,

it may be understood that their fusion seeks to

find a mother form ofart and architecture: not

one, not the other, but both-and.

These migrants to the art world, lor whom

Marc is a leadeq find an incredible allv in further-
ing the lundamentally productiv'e method of
environmental design, a.k.a architecture. Marc's

early work, made of thin sheets of CNC-cut pieces,

scaled well indoors when carefully assembled and

Ieft alone, but had limits in its ability to span and

enclose. So therein, with slow methodical steps,

a progression ofwork and ideas eventually led

to largeq more architectonic work that achieves

the fundamental element ol architecture, statics.

And that is exactly what "Spineway" is, a spatial

exploration creating an environment that is both

place and thing. It steps forward in establishing,

within an ever expanding body ofwork, an agenda

that cannot be understood simply as a work of
art, which it is not, or architecture, rvhich no one

would accept. The research and design schema in
this case is swinging for the bleachers and build-

ing on a language that is becoming ever more

compler. rvith overlavs of patterning and gro'"ving

structural robustness. It's nearing the ground zero

of both-and, asvmptotically; nearing but almost

certainlv never reaching,

Jt{earfu 10 2ears latery Marc's
u) ork dn elop s enaiabk formal
explorations taithin a teritory not

ofim inhabited fu architects, an

area that allorusfor productiue

research to exist without much

reistance, a ttritory ruhere the

grotesque liu sup'ine,'immobile,

and acceptzd: art.

Here, then, is a new pattern language, to

co-opt and reinterpret the title ofChristopher
Alexander's seminal work a language that
illustrates the fundamental principal that DArcy
Thompson posited in his book "On Growth
and Form." That formal evolution is incremen-

tal given the constant delormation exerted on

Patterning in the panels is

derir ed frst from ana!,sis

olfthe structure and then

elaborated into a motif,

uhieh both lightens and

enLiaens the geometrl.

"things" by the forces ofnature. Read here,

nature, as the trial and error, research and

exploration ofeach work that seeks to diflerenti-
ate itself from the last, seems to be more attuned

to its context and fundamentally more devel-

oped. It is here that Marc Fornes'work is at its

best, where the technical elements of its creation

fuse lvith the aspirations ofan eventual work,
down the road - like a perfectly evolved being

- where it becomes architecture, but still exists

more broadly within a third territory of its own

making, not either (both-and).

Public Art for San Antonio (PASA) should be

lauded for their vision in selecting Marc Fornes

to create "Spineway" for a discrete corner lot
located adjacent to Woodlawn Lake in San Anto-
nio an area that desperately needs the work.

Their selection is important lor two reasons: The
first is that the selection panel chose to collabo-
rate in the creation ola body ofwork not a

singular piece. Secondly, and most importantly,
that body ofwork is most assuredly grotesque, in
the most resplendent way. They chose knowing
that it would be softened and tempered with age,

evolving into a work that is endearing to all.

Kevin McClellan, AlA, is an architect in San Antonio.
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Profile

Touching Everything

Sarah Whiting. Dean of the Rice University School

of Architecture, encourages her students to articu-

late their architectural ideas for themselves as well

as for the general public. Her goal is nothing less

than preserving the profession's cultural relevance,

by Gatherine Gavin

Sarah Whiting, William l\hrd Watkin Profes-

sor and Dean of the Rice University School of
Architecture (RSA), is rethinking the nature

of architectural practice from its foundation:

architectural education.'Architecture touches

everything, and as laculty ourjob is to open

up students' minds to how the world organizes

space," she says. "Nothing is more exciting." As

architects increasingly lace changing and complex

economic, environmental, and political atmo-

spheres, Whiting puts forth an incisive discourse.

It is a call to action that has shaped her academic

and administrative work at RSA as well as her

orvn architectural practice at lVW Architecture.
"I think that schools should take on and

influence the value ofarchitecture and urban-
ism," she says, citing her strong opinions and her

own desire to help lead Rice in that regard as

among the reasons she became Dean in 2010. "I
felt that reveling in the fun side of academia and

not making the tough decisions was not enough.

Innovation is difficult." In addition to her role

as an administrator, Whiting continues to teach

and write. She has published numerous articles

and books, and is a protagonist for the architec-
tural journal Log as rvell as editor of POINT, a

book series ofessays on architecture.

Perhaps Whiting has become best known
lor her criticism. The highly influential article
"Notes Around the Doppler Eflect and Other
Moods olModernism," coauthored with R.E.
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Kaihui Exchange is a

business and tourism

center in China with an

open prog'am.

Somol in 2002 lor Perspecta: The Yale Architec-
turalJournal, \,bl 33, detailed a shift to a projec-

tiae practice, encouraging architects to go beyond

criticism to action through their projects. Toda1,,

Whiting calls lor the elimination of polarizing
paradigms in architectural practice - destruc-
tive binaries such as "practice versus theory"

"I-ftlt tltat reueling in thefun
side of academia and not making

the tough decisions ruas not

enough. Innouation is fficult."
or "object versus context." Whiting's proposed

engaged autonomy embraces the interdisciplinary
nature and physical contexts in which architec-

ture is realized, while also demanding that both
form and program are essential to architectural
expression. In her keynote for the 2015 New Zea-

land Institute for Architects Conference, Whiting
argued: "We are at a very critical time today,

both lor architectural schools and architectural
practice. It is a moment when architecture risks

losing its relevance and becoming purelv a
service industry." She is interested in the multi-
dimensional relationships of architecture, its
collective public audience, and how practice can

engage the public. Her perspective is fundamen-

tal to the RSA program and curriculum.
"We have a responsibility to push the field

forward," notes Whiting. Teaching students

how to design, how to articulate arguments
for architectural ideas. and how to communi-
cate with a general audience is imporrant to

Whiting. Also fundamental to her pedagogy is

introducing students to the leaders ofthe field
through lecture series, talks, andjuries. In order
to provide students with real-world experience,

the RSA Preceptorship Program, formed in
1968, places undergraduates in sought-after
firms across the nation for one year. In 2014,

RSA introduced a Master of Arts in Architec-
ture with its Present Future Program currently
directed by Prolessor Albert Pope. "This new

program is tied to a faculty member's research

and creates a model ofcollective research,"

-l .
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Profilc'

says Whiting. "Present Future takes on urgent

contemporary topics that require a collabora-
tive effort to move them forward. Each cohort is
more like a lab, doing a shared project."

Its small size (RSA has approximately
120 undergraduate students and 50 gradu-
ate students), helps loster the think tank-like
atmosphere promoted on the school's website.

Its success is demonstrated in its consistent

ranking as a top architecture school. For the

faculty and students, Whiting provides a chal-
lenging and healthy environment. "Sarah is so

supportive ofstudents and faculty, creating a
dynamic atmosphere where ideas can develop

in thought and in deed. She sets a high standard
for rigorous research, design, critique, and the

act of making," says Professor Nonya Grenader,

FAIA. Architectural historian and senior

lecturer Stephen F. Fox notes: "Sarah Whiting
is an amazing combination of rigor, discipline,
energy, empathy, and imagination. She focuses

simultaneously on the big pictures and telling
details. She's smart, tough, demanding, gentle,

generous, and supportive. She's an intellectual
leader - and a caring person."

Whiting feels lucky to do work that inter-
ests her both at the university and in her own

practice at lVW Architecture, which she co-

founded with her partner Ron Witte. The firm
was awarded a Texas Society of Architects 2015

Studio Award lor its Kaihui Exchange project

in Changsha, China. The duo just completed a

single-family home in Houston. "It is rare to find
clients who rvill support experimental architec-

ture," says Whiting. The Kaihui Exchange and

the El House both work offolan internal orga-
nization, which Whiting says "creates an entire
world." The projects engage form, engendering

flexibility and "catalyzing space." Courtyards
provide links to a series ofviews in both projects.

When describing the El House, Whiting empha-

sizes the use of geometry to activate the plan:
"Simple moves create spatial complexity in the

house; we really enjoyed developing the plans."

Catherine Gavin is a writer based in Brooklyn, New

York, and a former editor of Texas Architect.
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Built in a tlpical post-war Houston suburb, El House

turns inuard, relling on aiews across a circular court-

2ard tofoster relalionships among the interior's tarious

leuls and spaces.
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lore and influence society through

re opportunity to create a

reality that improves the lives of others. 22
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Itc'eo$nition

AIA San Antonio Design Awards

The San Antonio chapter of The American Institute of Architects announced
the winners olits 2015 Design Arvards on Friday, October 30, at a special

dinner and ceremonv at The DoSeum, the city's new museum lor children.

I
*>',pygi

Honor Awards

I Alamo Brewery, San Antonio
LakelFlato Architects

2 Blue Lake Retreat, Marble Falls

LakelFlato Architects

3 Naples Botanical Garden Visitor Center, Naples, Fl.

LakelFlato Architects

Merit Awards

4 Bluffview Porch House, Dallas

LakelFlato Architects

5 House 334, San Antonio
Craig McMahon Architects

6 Briscoe Western Art Museum Addition &
Renovation, San Antonio
Lakel Flato Architects
Associated Firms: Ford, Powell & Carson and

RSP Architects

7 Sunshine Cottage School forthe Deaf,

San Antonio
Lakel Flato Architects
Associated Firm: Mackey Mitchell Architects

Citation Awards

8 Mestizo City, San Antonio
Mufroz & Company

9 Ravine Retreat, San Antonio
Tobin Smith Architect
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lieeognition

Student Citation Awards

I Museum at Boisbuchet

Yuma Tanaka, The University of Texas at San Antonio

2 San Antonio Museum of Modern Art
Chase White, The University of Texas at San Antonio

3 Center for Children's Skill Development

Ksenia Nation, The University of Texas at San Antonio

Committee on the Environment Award

4 Presented to Overland Partners for The University of
Texas at Austin Liberal Arts Building

Mayor's Choice Award

5 Francis R. Scobee Education Center, San Antonio
DHR Architects

Twentlr-Five Year Distinguished Building Award
6 John H. Wood, Jr. United States District

Courthouse
Formerly known as the Confluence Theater

of Hemisfair '68, the circular building was

conceptualized by Donald Deskey Associates of New

York and designed by Marmon, Mok & Associates. lt
was converted into Federal offices by Ashley, Garza,

Humphris Associates and Cerna, Garza & Raba.
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LRGV-AIA 2015 Design Awards

The Lower Rio Grande Valley chapter of the American Institute of Architects honored its best and
brightest at the 2015 Design Awards Gala and End-of-Year Celebration on December 16 at the Nuevo
Santander Gallery in McAllen.

Honor Awards

I Escamilla Law Firm, McAllen
Elevate Architecture

2 Harlingen CISD Performing Arts Center, Harlingen
Megamorphosis

Citation Awards

3 Cavazos Sports Center, McAllen
Sam Garcia Architect and NOMA Studio

4 RAPIDO, Brownsville and Harlingen
bu ildingcommu nityWOR KSHOP

Merit Awards

5 Vidal M. Trevino School of Communications & Fine

Arts, Laredo

Frank Architects and Pfluger Architects

6 Bailey H. Dunlap Memorial Public Library, La Feria

Megamorphosis

7 Harlingen School of Health Professions, Harlingen
Rike Ogden Figueroa Allex Architects

25-Year Award

8 Wilson R. Palmer House, Harlingen
Built 1950

John York of Cocke. Bowman & York

lOO-Year Award

9 Thomas Jefferson T-STEM Early College High

School, Pharr

Built 1915

Original Architect, M. L. Waller & Co.; Renovation

Architect: ERO lnternational
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Rio Grande Residence, Austin

Contractor 22 Construction

Gonsultants srRUcruRAL: Leap Structure: LANDscApE: Ten

Eyck Landscape Architecture: ARBORIST: Austin Tree Specialists

ReSOurceS coNcRETE: Boothe Concrete: METAL: Black Cloud

Welding: wooDs, PLAsTrcs, coMPoslTE: East Side Lumber,

Dakota Permium Hardwoods. G-Town; THERMAL & MOISTURE

PROTECTION: Chase lnsulation, Austin Roofing and Siding; wlN-

DOws/ExTERloR DooRS: Loewen (Exclusive Doors and Windows)

TNTERtoR DOORS; Donovan t\4illworks: FtNtSHES: Architectural
Tile & Stone. I/'loises Painting. Renegade Drywall; sPEclALTlEs:

Design within Reach: EQUIPMENT: Wilson Appliance: FURNISH-

INGS: Scott & Cooner: SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONS: Thompson

Woodworks: PLUMBING: [,4oore Plumbing (The Bath and Kitchen

Showplace). RW Webb; HEATING, vENTILATING, ANo AIR coNDl-

TroNtNG (HvAc): Morgan Air; ELECTRtcAL: Pure Electric

Bispebjerg Somatic Hospital,

Copenhagen, Denmark

Consortium TEAM Members DEsrcN rEAM: KHR Arkitek,
ter. WHR Architects: ENGTNEERTNG TEAM: ARUP lnternational

Consultants LANoscApE: Schonherr Landscape: MEotcAL

EQUIPMENT; Lohfert & Lohfert: ENGINEERING CONSULTANT: Sweco

Linda Pace Galllery, San Antonio

Consultants pRoJEcT MANAGER: Norton Company; ARcHr

TECT OF RECORD: Alamo Architects

The Robert lrwin Project, Marfa

Contractor WhitinB-Turner Construction

Consultants srRUcruRAL ENGTNEER: Dan Ray, PE

Resources coNcRETE RETNFoRcTNG: CMC Steel Texas: wooD

DECKING- PLYCO QUICK VENT- FOAM VENf: Plyco Corporation
(TaIIent Roofing); SHEET WATERPROOFING. GRACE ICE & WATER

SHIELD SELF.ADHERED ROOFING UNDERLAYMENT; GTace ConStTuc

tion PToducts; SHEET METAL ROOFING.PBC PANELS: MBCI; OPEN.

lNGs: PPG lndustries Glass Technology Center (The Glass House

Company)t ALUMINUM DOOR FRAMES: Kawneer North American
(The Glass House Company): DOOR HARDWARE: Allegion-Falcon

KaWneeT: LOUVERS. ESK.4O2 4 IN. FRAME K-BLAOE: GTeen-

hecK: GYPSUM BOARD ASSEMBLIES. NON,SAG,/LIGHTWEIGHT

5/8" FIRE RATED. CEILING BOARDS./SUSPENSION SYSTEM FLAT

CEILING: USG Building N.4aterials: PORTLANO CEMENT PLASTER-

ING. WESTERN 1.KOTE GREY PREMIUM CONCENTRATE: WeSteTn

BIENded PTOductS: PAINTING & COATING. INTERIOR & EXTERIOR/

EMINENCE HP CEILING PAING./ELASTOMERIC MASONRY COATING/

SUPER INTERIOR LATEX,/WOOD SCAPES EXTERIOR STAIN; Sherwin
WiIIiAms: SITE STORM UTILITY DRAINAGE PIPING . ROOF DRAIN;

Zurn lndustries

Go to www.texasarchitects.org,hembergift

I

Give a FREE
Texas Architect
Gift Subscription

Did you know?
Joining AIA or renewing your membership
entitles you not just to your own one-year
subscription to Texas Architect, but also to a
gift subscription to share with whomever you
wish.
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Acme Brick ............... IFC-I
8t7 332 470t
bseidel@brick.com
www.brick.com

AndeEen Windows ..................................... IBC
651 264 5150
www.andersenwindows.com

Avadek ................. ........... 13
713 944 0988
sales@avadek.com
wwwavadek.com

Baker Triangle ............... 20
9722858878
babaker@bakertriangle.com
www.bakertriangle.com

Blackson Brick ...................................... 86. BC
214 855 5051
info@blacksonbrick.com
www. blacksonbrick.com

BMC ...................... ......9.29
800 888 3667
mavininfo@buildwithbmc.com
www.buildwithbmc.com

Boral Building Products .............................. 10
1800 5267255
boralcs.department@boral.com
www.boralbuildingproducts.com

Butterfield ................,..-.... 6
630 906 i980
keith@butterf ieldcolor.com
wwwbutterf ieldcolor.com

Extron Elstronics ........................................ ?3
800 633 9876
support@extronclassroom.com
www.extronclassroom.com

Forterra 16

Polyguard Products Batrier
Systems Divison ........... 30
214 505 5000
tbischof@polyguard.com
www.polyguardproducts.com

Schuler Shook ............... 95
274747 8300
mprince@schulershook.com
M.schulershook.com

Wood Products Council/Woodworks ........ 38
866 966 3448
www.woodworks.org

214 855 5051
info@blacksonbrick.com
www. blac kson bri c k.com

Hunt & Joiner
214 760 7000

Hanover Architectural Products ................ 1 9
aoo 4?6 4242
info@hanoverpavers.com
www.hanoverpavers.com

95

sdial@h-jinc.com
www.h-jinc.com

Milgard Windows & Doors ............................. 4
817 5?52601
DarcyOverby@milgard.com
www.milgard.com

Panda Windows & DooE ............................... 2
702 643 5700
panda@windows.com
www.panda-windows.com

Peacock Pavers ............... 3
800 2642072
www.peacockpavers.com

Peterson Aluminum Corporation ... .. ..26
8OO PAC CLAD
info@pac-clad.com
www.pac-clad.com

E HUNT & JOINER, INC.
Consulting Structural Engineers

I nnovative Structural Engineering
Solutions For Over 50 Years

- 
RrcrsrERED rN nlr- 48 CoNTINENTAL sTATES-

Dallas: (214)760-7000
Austin: (512) 358-8788

www.h-jinc.com
800-464-3170
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SchulerShook
Chicago

Minneapolis
Dallas

schulershook.com

A

Convergence

Texas
Society of
Architects

SAVE THE BATE

77th Annual Convention
and Design Expo

3-5 November 2016

San Antonio
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Bart Shaw Architect's
"Memory: Fairmount Park"

Shaw's series of three

picnic tables recalls the

houses that once stood on

the site b7 euking their

walkuays and porches.

hen Bart Shaw, AIA, was

visiting Fairmount Park

in preparat ion lor propos-

ing an installation for the

site. he noticed something

strange. Sticking out ofthe grass was an old,

rusted sewer pipe. The park, as it turned out,

had once been occupied by several houses that
were removed sometime in 1990, just before

the Fairmount neighborhood was declared

a historic district. What remains is a small,

empty lawn, hemmed in by streets on all sides,

where neighborhood residents play games and

enjoy family picnics. The same residents did
not like the generic, green vinyl-covered steel

mesh picnic tables that the Fort Worth Park &
Recreation Department dropped ollfor their
use, so they petitioned Fort Worth Public Art lor
a more sympathetic replacement. Shaw was one

ofthree artists invited to compete for thejob.
His winning design, titled "Memory: Fairmont
Park," is a series ofthree picnic tables that
evoke the site's lost houses. "I thought that what

would be meaningful to the community would
be to create some memory ol the neighborhood

labric that had been there since 1910," says

Shaw. "What that architecture was about was

its porches, a space between the privacy ofthe
house and the public street where you could

hang out and meet your neighbors." The three

tables are positioned approximately where the

front walks and porches of three of the lost

houses once stood. A basalt gravel path leads

lrom the street, across the sidewalk, and into
the park. Steel pipes emerge from the gravel

to support the lramework of the tables and

benches. The table pipes are stainless steel. The
bench pipes are raw steel, meant to rust! and the

seating is made out olslats of Massaranduba,

a Brazilian hard*,ood. The street ends of the

tables, which are made lrom white Krion, step

up from the ground, much in the manner ol
porch steps. For shade, Shaw planted a tree at

the end ofeach table. Each is a different type of
maple tree, whose uniqueness recalls the unique

designs ofthe houses that once stood there.
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